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This chapter gives a short overview of the Effector user interface, its components and the relations between
them. While modeling the customer’s system, a great deal of attention is paid to the user interface to be
developed. It has to adapt to the user’s needs to the greatest possible extent and lead the user intuitively,
thereby facilitating their daily work.
Several options are available to create a well-designed, customized user interface (from here on UI).

Login
Logging-in is done with the usual username-password combination.

Application screen
The Application screen can be divided into various parts: the menu system is located on top, while the screen
specific to the selected menu is visible below it. The user indicator and some global features are on the
righthand side of the menu.
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Technical design

Menu system
Effector features a two-level menu system. Items listed in the main menu are called “Menus”, which include
further menu items required to perform various functions. Submenus open up the individual application
’screens`.
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Screens
Screens linked to menu items are structured as follows: the backbone of each screen is made up of one or
more items called components. These components define specific fields, where the objects responsible for
visual representation are located. These will be discussed in detail later. Besides field definition, the individual
components have an additional important task. With their help a master-detail relationship can be formed
between particular view objects. These relationships are defined by Filters. Such filters bring about the
communication between two components.

When using Effector, certain screens may open up further views. The number of such overlaying screens is not
limited.
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Components
These are the hard-to-detect building blocks of screens, which may contain one or more display objects. The
default display becomes visible at the appearance of the component, while further displays can be made
visible by using the tabs at the top of the component. The shortcuts of the given component, such as
Refresh or ’save panel view` are also displayed in this upper area.

Filters
These invisible elements connect the individual components and convey information needed for data filtering.

Technical information
By pressing the Ctrl + Shift key combination and clicking on the screen, the Technical info window appears
providing useful information primarily about the screen design: it shows the real-time values of the input and
output filters of the XML-files and panels used for the screen.
Technical info.
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Technical info with filters.

In Effector Studio, users holding a developer license can edit files instantly by clicking on the file names listed
in the Technical info.
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View objects
Objects allowing data manipulation:
EditForm: the data of individual business objects can be modified here via various input fields.
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PRS: Short for ProcessResultSet, this feature allows users to make changes
of their choice on a selected object.

Objects used for data display:
Grid view: It is used for displaying database query results, complementing the data display with
filtering options and action buttons with various functions (such as new record, export to excel).
These filters and action buttons together are called ControlPanel Control. Links can also be
placed on the grid views to display the data of a given object (e.g. project, event, person) on
predefined screens, thus performing a drill-down.
Data grid: DataGrid: Simple grid view with filtering and sorting functions, used for general
data display.
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Card view: `CardView`, `CardGrid`: A card-based view with a unique
design, which can display a single record on a card while retaining the behavior
of grid views. This visual representation allows for diverse graphical elements on
the card view, making the system more colorful and user-friendly.

Section
data are displayed in a
continuously, one under
an HTML-like page based

List ’sectionList`: It is similar to the CardView, where
strict sorting order. Individual data rows appear
the other, without spacing. It is excellent for generating
on the data.
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Tree view: `TreeView`: A type of card view, where data are
displayed in a tree structure, such as a flowchart.
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Calendar : `Calendar`: The calendar view is similar to the day
view of a general task calendar, where filters are used to define the number of
days to be shown.
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Graph: `Graph`: This view is used for displaying graphs.

Website: `EmbeddedWebDisplay`: It is used for embeddig a separate website
to the view.
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Names used in parametrization:
Menu (Minor Menu): MM
Screen: Screen
Screen component: Component
Filter: Filter
Maintenance form: EditForm
Grid view: GridView
Controls and action buttons: ControlPanel Control and ActionButtom
Data grid: DataGrid
Card view: CardView, CardGrid
Section list: SectionList
Tree view: TreeView
Calendar: Calendar
Chart
Website: EmbeddedWebDisplay
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In this chapter we present the system architecture, which is illustrated in various aspects. The system is a
classic three-tier application, where the three tiers are distinguished as follows:
Database
Server module
Client application
Supplementary modules of the system:
Effector server module: EffectorToolService

Physical architecture

Logical structure
Server
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Client
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Hardware and software requirements
Software
Server
Windows Server 2003 or more resent operating system
IIS 6 or more resent
.Net framework 4.5.1
MS SQL server 2008 R2 (minimum 2005, Express edition)
The database and application server may be on separate machines, out of which the database requires a more
powerful machine.
Client
Installed browser (ie11+, Firefox latest version, Chrome latest version)

Hardware
Server
RAM
Minimum 2 GB
Optimum 4 GB
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Processor
Minimum dual-core processor
Hosting
Application 50 MB
Other generated documents (e.g. attaching documents, uploading .xls files) 1GB (depending on
usage)
Database (depending on usage, optimum 10 GB)
Client
Ordinary office PC
Minimum P4 CPU, 1 GB RAM
Optimum Core2Duo CPU, 2 GB RAM
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Effector is built on the relational database management system developed by Microsoft. It uses the database
extensively not only for storing data but also for the execution of a certain level of logic. In this chapter, we
look at the database elements necessary for the operation of Effector, and also discuss the conversions which
we can use for building a database.

Special fields in the tables of Effector
Deleted field
The majority of the tables of Effector feature a special field called Deleted, whose type is tinyint, and its
default value is 0. This database field is needed for two reasons:
There is no physical data deletion in the system, therefore, the Deleted field contains the information
whether a record is deleted or active.
In the system, there is no real transaction management, so the management of data in transactions is
done by the server layer and it uses the Deleted field to simulate transaction management.
Due to the above, the value of the Deleted field may be:
0: finalized, saved data
1: deleted row
2: new row that is not yet finalized (still in transaction)

ObjectType field
It is important at the inheritance of certain business objects. This filed appears in the tables representing the
base objects and it contains the derived type specific to the given record.

Naming convention used in the database
The tables, procedures and other database objects can be categorized according to their configuration,
possible use and functions. These differences are represented by the prefixes of the individual database
objects.

Data tables
Categorization based on naming:
(without prefix) = Tables used frequently for the configuration of the system
fsys_ = System tables needed for the basic functioning of Effector
orn_ = Company-specific tables generated by Oriana
orn_C_ Company-specific connection tables generated by Oriana
usr_ = Tables generated by the developers of the user company

Database triggers
Categorization based on naming:
otr_ = Triggers generated by Oriana
utr_ = Triggers generated by the developers of the user company
1/6
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Categorization according to operation:
_i_ = insert type
_u_ = update type
_d_ = delete type
If the same trigger is used for more types, the letters will cumulate. Example: otr_iu_<name>

Stored procedures
Categorization based on naming:
osp_ = Stored procedures generated by Oriana
usp_ = Stored procedures generated by the developers of the user company
Categorization according to operation:
_rep_ = report (report making procedure)
_sel_ = select (used for example for filling grids)
_chk_ = check (checking data)
_wrk_ = work (processing data)
_job_ = job (procedure used for jobs)
_prs_ = processresultset
Example: osp_rep_<processname>

Views
ovw_ = Views generated by Oriana
uvw_ = Views generated by the developers of the user company

Database functions
ofn_ = Functions generated by Oriana
ufn_ = Functions generated by the developers of the user company

Further general tables used for configuration
Basic data tables
The following tables do not play a special role in the system, they belong to the tables used frequently for
configuration. They are tightly built on one another, contained by almost all systems:
Basic tables:
User: Table containing user data. (As of version 4.0.002, it does not have a role in authentication, users
are stored in the LicenseHandlerServer)
Company: Companies and their data are stored here.
People: Stores the data of people/users/ contact in the system. (As of version 4.0.002, the data of users
is stored in the LicenseHandlerServer)
General data tables – may vary according to templates:
2/6
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Project: A table containing the data of projects and processes.
ProjectPeople: It has a 1-N relationship with the Project table, stores the list of persons assigned to
a project or process. At least one ProjectPeople table row belongs to each Project table row to
store the project owner, where the value of the ProjectRoleID is 1 (reserved value).
ProjectRole: This table contains the possible values of the ProjectRoleID filed in the
ProjectPeople table, such as owner, participant, manager etc. The value 1 RoleID is reserved for the
owner.
Event: Table used for storing events and tasks. Generally, the events/tasks are grouped under one
ProjectID, however, it is not mandatory.
EventPeople: It has a 1-N relationship with the Event table, stores the list of persons assigned to an
event or task. At least one EventPeople table row belongs to each Event table row to store the owner.
Here the value of the EventRoleID is 1 (reserved value).
EventRole: This table contains the possible values of the EventRoleID filed in the EventPeople table,
such as owner, participant, manager etc. The value 1 RoleID is reserved for the owner.
Workflow: A table used in workflow management. Every row in this table belongs to one launched
process. The type of the process is defined by the ObjectType field. In such a case, the WorkflowID
field on the Event and Project tables points to a Workflow table row.
Document: Used for storing the data of documents. The BoType and BoID columns hold the
information on which row of which BusinessObject the document is assigned to upon entry.
DocumentConnection: This table is used for connecting documents to BusinessObject. Following the
entry of the Document row, a row is automatically generated in this table, copying the BoType and BoID
values.
Notes: used for storing notes, which are connected to the BusinessObjects by the BoType and BoID
columns.

System tables
Each of the system tables starts with the FSYS_ prefix.
FSYS_LabelLookup: In case of a multi-language menu system, labels stored here can be referred to in
the configuration files. Referring is done as follows: [#TableName.FieldName#]. In such a case, the
system will return the Label field value related to the actual Lang value, which appears on the interface.
For further information on this, please see [Multilingualism](/developers-manualmultilingualism).
FSYS_Log: The system records changes in the field values in this table. To identify each record, the
following fields are available:
the BoType and BoTemplate fields describe what type of field has been changed (e.g. Project
and ISO2010)
BoID: holds the ID of the changed object.
FSYS_LongSessions: After logging in, the userID, the ID generated by the framework and the log-in
date is stored in this table This generated ID along with the name of the database connection is stored
also at the user's computer in a cookie. Next time when the user opens the site, the system tries to log
them in (without asking for user ID or password) by sending the data retrained from the cookie to the
server. For the identification, the system uses the osp_FSYS_GetUserLongSessionID stored
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procedure. Further safety measures can be implemented here (e.g. for how long a log session stays
valid).
FSYS_LookupList: The values of drop-down lists are stored in this table. The following fields play a
role in this table:
LookupListID Its value will be saved to the appropriate field and this will be the foreign key.
(ValueMember).
LookupValue Its content will appear in the drop-down lists of the interface (DisplayMember).
GroupNum This field groups the individual records.
FSYS_LookupListGroup: It contains the definitions of groups used in the FSYS_LookupListGroup
table.
FSYS_ObjectTypesLookup: The objects types and sub-types with the corresponding display labels are
stored in this table. The ObjectType is the name of the type or sub-type, the ParentObject contains the
type of the base class and the DisplayLabel holds the user-friendly and readable description which
appears on the interface.
FSYS_ApplicationSetup: Settings required by any of the functions of the application instance can be
recorded here. For example, the location of the attached documents in the file system is typically stored
in the DocBasePath setting. The settings ID is stored in the Code column, the setting's user-friendly
name is recorded in the Name column and the value has to be recorded in the CodeValue column.
FSYS_ExceptionLog: Exceptions generated while running the program are captured in this database.
The reference number appearing on the interface can be looked up in the ReferenceCode column.
FSYS_ObjectEditedBy: it captures who is viewing or editing which object at the given moment.
FSYS_View: Contains in the Data column the name (or url) and view data of the skin chosen by the
user. The UserID column identifies the user and the ObjectType column shows the type of data stored
in the row. The value of the ObjectType column can be:
Skin: Contains in the Data column the url of the skin chosen by the user. ** NOTE!** In 5.0.001
and newer versions of Effector, NOT the url but the name of the skin is shown in the Data
column.
View: Contains in the Data column the url of the skin chosen by the user. ** NOTE!** In 5.0.001
and newer versions of Effector, additional information is saved, so the views saved in previous
versions no longer can be used!
PanelView: Stores the data of views saved at the component level in the Data column. **
NOTE!** In 5.0.001 and newer versions of Effector, this option is no longer available!
QuickLaunch: Data stored only in Effector 5.0.001 and newer versions. The row is generated
when the home function on the interface is set to the quicklaunch item. The ViewType column
may be left empty or it may contain one of the following values normal, exit or home.
normal: view saved by the user
exit: automatically saved view on exit
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home: view or QuickLaunch item launched when clicking on the home icon. NOTE: The empty
(NULL) value of the ViewType column has the same functionality as the normal value.

Process of database operations
Entering new data

Deleting data

Single and multiple queries
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The Effector system can connect to Microsoft SQL databases. All information necessary to access these
databases are in the files describing the database connections. Since the system is able to handle more
databases and to one database more XML package can be assigned, there can be more than one of these
files. For instance, the one database - more packages setup is useful when we would like to use the system
from different locations with different rights.

Files used for the configuration of database connections are located in the DBConnections directory.

Database connections
The available databases can be parameterized in the configuration file of the database connections. The file
must always bear the name Connections.xml. This file is also located in the DBConnections. Each row of it
defines a file of an individual database connection. If only one exists, the framework selects it automatically
and does not display the drop-down list for database selection on the interface. If more files are specified, the
user has the option to choose from the databases when logging in.
Example:

<?xml version="1.0" encoding="ISO-8859-2"?>
<Connections xmlns:xsi="http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema-instance"
xsi:noNamespaceSchemaLocation="Connections.xsd">
<ConnectionFile>ConnectionDB1.xml</ConnectionFile>
<ConnectionFile>ConnectionDB2.xml</ConnectionFile>
</Connections>

Database connection descriptor
1/5
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The names of the database descriptors (DBConnection) are located in ConnectionFile nodes in the
Connections.xml file’s /Connections list element. These files contain the necessary data for a successful
database connection and other system parameters pertaining to the given connection, like the directories of
the configuration files.

Available features
Modifying SQL data access.
Modifying the connection’s data displayed on interface.
Setting the path to the configuration files in use.
Example:

<?xml version="1.0" encoding="ISO-8859-2"?>
<Connection xmlns="http://effector.hu/schema/ns/dbconnection">
<Caption>Database connection</Caption>
<IsEncrypted>false</IsEncrypted>
<Server>sql</Server><!—server address (ip/dns)-->
<Database>Effector</Database><!—name of database-->
<User_ID>EffectorUser</User_ID><!—database username-->
<Password>Password123</Password><!--password-->
<Persist_Security_Info>false</Persist_Security_Info>
<Integrated_Security>SSPI</Integrated_Security>
<Trusted_Connection>false</Trusted_Connection>
<ResourcePath>c:\XML\XML_Application\</ResourcePath><!--XML file ->
<Profile>ProfileDefault</Profile><!--Profile xml name-->
<Languages><!--languages-->
<Language code="hu-HU">hungarian</Language>
<Language code="en-US">english</Language>
</Languages>
</Connection>

Specifying database connections
We can specify a database connection by defining the ConnectionFile\Connection node. In practice, its
data content is the same as the data used for compiling an ’sQL connection string`. We have to specify the
data concerning the database server in this node, and here we can activate some general and global
functionality reaching across the entire database.
Nodes specifying the database connection directly:
Name: Name and ID of the database connection. It is mandatory.
Description: Description of the connection, informative textual information. If more than one
database is available, this will be displayed in the selection list.
’server`: The address or name of the database server. It is mandatory. When the system connects to a
so-called named instance, the value must contain the name of that instance as well: (local)\SQLExpress.
2/5
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Database: The name of the database can be specified in this node.
User_ID: The ID used to log in.
Password: The user password specified in the User_ID node.
Nodes influencing the security of the database:
Persist_Security_Info: It determines whether the properties associated with the identification will
be obtainable from the connection object. Its value can be true or false, it defaults to false. For
further information, please see the relevant chapters of the MS SQL database guide.
Integrated_Security: It determines whether SQL or Windows identification will be used during the
connection. By default, it is ’sSPI`, which stands for SQL Server Password Identification, that is, it requires
an SQL server username and password. For further information, please refer to the relevant chapters of
the MS SQL database guide.
Trusted_Connection: It determines whether a trusted connection is needed when connecting to the
database. Its value can be true or false. For further information, please see the relevant chapters of
the MS SQL database guide.
Other nodes influencing the operation of the system:
Crypt: Its value can be true or false; with its help, we can define whether the server information is
encrypted in a given file. In case of encryption, the nodes ’server,Database,User_IDandPassword` will
have encrypted values.
TestOnly: Its value may be true or false. It is used to turn on the test environment warning to appear
at log-in.
ThirdLoginField: Optional setting. If additional data is needed to log in, the description of the data
should be added in this node, which then will show up as an input field at log-in. The value of the input
field is forwarded by the framework in the @third parameter of the stored procedure performing the
authentication. The input data can be used during authentication, the authentication logic should be
developed in the osp_FSYS_GetUserPassword_online2 stored procedure. If the value of a node is
not empty, the function is enabled.
ThirdLoginField (_as of version 5.0.001 _): Optional setting. If additional data is needed to log in, the
description of the data should be added in this node, which then will show up as an input field at login. The framework will forward the value of the input field to the LicenseHandlerServer.
DisableViews: : Its value can be true or false. When it is set to true, the buttons for saving the
views remain hidden, so no views can be saved for the displays in the system. (In version 5.0.001, this
setting is disregarded.)
IsObjectEditListEnabled: A simple flag whose values can be true or false. It determines whether
the system records and shows who else is editing a particular object besides the user. This information
shows up in form of a letter i in the header of the EditForms. To activate this functionality a few
database scripts should be run during installation. More information on these scripts can be found in
here: Installation process.
Languages\Language: This node contains the list of available languages. It is not mandatory; if not
specified, then the hu-HU, that is, Hungarian will be the default language. For more information please
refer to: Multilingualism.
IsDocumentVersionEnabled (5.0.001-től): Optional setting, available from version 5.0.001. It is used
for enabling document version control. Its value can be true or false, the default value is true.

Managing configuration files
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Here we can assign the particular databases to the XML packages needed for the operation of the system. It is
not necessary that one XML package is used exclusively by one database connection. This means that if we
have a test and a live database, we have the possibility of simply switching from the old XML package
belonging to the live database to the newly tested one right after the testing is done.
The figure below shows the state after testing:

We need to specify the following for the assignment:
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ResourcePath: Contains the path to the XML package assigned to the given database. The XML
configuration (files) are stored in this directory. A relative path can also be set, in which case the
starting point will be the directory specified in the XmlPath setting of the Web.config file.
ResourceFile: It stores the name of the resource file assigned to the given database. It is used when
the XML package is not stored directly in the file-system, but it is transferred in a .Net assembly. In such
a case, the ResourcePath must be deleted because that has higher priority in the system. It is
outdated, its use is no longer recommended.
DefaultProfile: The user’s default profile file can be set here. This file contains the application screen
after log-in and may also define all other available screens and certain system functions. For more
information please refer to Profile.
The complete connection diagram:
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What is it for? Where is it stored?
This file creates the connection between the selected database and the XML file defined for the operation of
the system.
In this file users can define
the menu content (specifically, the items of the first menu bar should be listed here)
the opening screen after log-in
settings pertaining to the menu
More than one profile may be defined within a single XML package, however, since a DBConnection can refer
to only one Profile, a DBConnection should also be generated for each Profile.

Its location in the file system is in the Profile directory.

First level of the menu bar
The items of the first menu bar (Minormenu) should be listed as follows:

<Menu>
<Item>
<ResourceName>MMExample</ResourceName>
<Caption>Example</Caption>
</Item>
<Item>
<ResourceName>MMDummy</ResourceName>
<Caption>Dummy</Caption>
</Item>
</Menu>

Certain menu items should be defined in the /Profile/Menu collection using the Item nodes. The menu’s
name should be defined in the ResourceName node, while the value of the Caption tag will be the label
belonging to the menu item.
In the example above, an Example (MMExample) and a Dummy (MMDummy) menu item is defined.
1/5
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A multilingual menu item can be generated as described in the [Multilingualism chapter.

The accessibility of menu items and the parameters of their appearance
It is a recurring request that certain menus should not be accessible by all users. This can be configured with a
visibility rule in the given Item node.

<Item>
<ResourceName>MMAdmin</ResourceName>
<Caption>Admin</Caption>
<Visible type="Simple">'[##Session.UserID##]'=='1'</Visible>
</Item>

Modifying the appearance (background color, font type, font size…) of the menu item is also possibility. It can
be done in the MM XML file via the /Item/CssClass path. Its value must be CSS class describing the formatting
rules.

<Item>
<ResourceName>MMDummy</ResourceName>
<Caption>Dummy</Caption>
<CssClass>MMDummyStyle</CssClass>
</Item>

For further information please see Menus.

How do I specify which screen appears after logging in?
The home screen that appears following a successful log-in can be set via the /Profile/DefaultScreen path. Its
value is the relative path of the screen selected as default in MM/Screen format. For example:

<DefaultScreen type="Constant" return="string"
default="">'MMDummy/ScreenDummy'</DefaultScreen>

It is a frequent request that the home screen be different per user (or per group). The DefaultScreen is a Rules
type of node, thus we can use a single SQL query to specify the home screen. For example:

<DefaultScreen type="SQL" default="MMPEP/ScreenPEP" return="string">
SELECT CASE WHEN [##Session.UserID##] = 4
THEN `MMMasterData/ScreenUsers`
ELSE `MMPEP/ScreenPEP`
END
</DefaultScreen>
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In the example above, if the signed-in user’s ID is 4, the query will return the MMMasterData/ScreenUsers,
while for everyone else the default screen will be MMPEP/ScreenPEP.

Quick launch
Users also have access to the so-called quick launch bar from which arbitrarily configured screens can be
opened. This list can be defined by setting the elements of the QuickLaunch/Item collection.
The following example facilitates the change of the signed-in user’s password by displaying the user’s detail
form filtered by their own user ID.
Example:

<QuickLaunch>
<Item id="1">
<Caption>Quick link to user</Caption>
<ReferencedMinorMenu>MMMasterData</ReferencedMinorMenu>
<Screen>ScreenNewUser</Screen>
<Filters>
<Filter>
<Name>ID</Name>
<Type>Out</Type>
<Value type="SQL" return="int" default="0"><!
[CDATA[SELECT TOP 1 ID FROM [User] WITH(NOLOCK) WHERE UserID =
`[##Session.UserID##]` AND Deleted = 0 ORDER BY ID DESC]]></Value>
</Filter>
</Filters>
</Item>
</QuickLaunch>

With this method, an arbitrary window can be displayed based on arbitrary filtering conditions, allowing
diverse utilization opportunities.
The name of the menu item to be displayed can be defined using the Caption node, while the screen to be
displayed is defined by the ReferencedMinorMenu and ’screen` nodes. These refer to the menu and the
screen therein in the well-known manner.
The filters to be used can be defined in the Filters list with the help of the Filter nodes. The type of given
filters is defined as the value of the Type node, while its ID is defined as the value of the Name node. A filter’s
current value is calculated by the Value node, which is a RuleValueType type of rule definition. The filters
defined here will behave the same way as when filtering among components. For further information please
refer to the DataDefiniton and filter management chapter.

Further configuration options
Position /type of the main menu
Defining the position of the main menu is also an option. Its possible positions may be:
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Top: It is mounted on the upper edge of the screen in two rows. This is the default behavior.
’side`: This moves the menu system to the side of the screen.
Compact: This is a fold-away, space-saving setting at the top.
These can be parametrized as the value of the /Profile/MenuType node, for example:

<MenuType>Side</MenuType>

Disabling skin switching
The Effector framework offers a chance to define several skins or color templates, from which users can
choose by clicking on the Effector logo on the screen. This option can be disabled using the
/Profile/IsSkinSwitchingEnabled node:

<IsSkinSwitchingEnabled>false</IsSkinSwitchingEnabled>

Displaying icons on the primary level of the menu system
By using the /Profile/ShowMenuIcons node, icons can be displayed on the primary level of the Effector
menu system. The node’s value can be true / false, it defaults to false (no icons are displayed).

<ShowMenuIcons>true</ShowMenuIcons>

Setting the Client’s logo
In the menu system, there is a dedicated area for the Client’s logo, which displays the image file defined as the
value of the /Profile/CustomLogoUrl node. If the value of this setting is empty or non-existent, the
dedicated area remains hidden in the menu.

<CustomLogoUrl>ui/gfx/Oriana.png</CustomLogoUrl>

Examples
<?xml version="1.0" encoding="iso-8859-2"?>
<Profile xmlns="http://effector.hu/schema/ns/profile">
<DefaultScreen type="SQL" return="string" default="">SELECT
'MMLicenseHandler/ScreenLHCGroups'</DefaultScreen>
<Menu>
<Item>
<ResourceName>MMTasks</ResourceName>
<Caption>Tasks</Caption>
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</Item>
<Item>
<ResourceName>MMAdmin</ResourceName>
<Caption>Admin</Caption>
</Item>
</Menu>
</Profile>
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Screens We call ’screen` the collection of components and views that are concurrently displayed in Effector. A
screen may be built of one or more components. Screens comprising more components are called split
screens. On these screens, users have the opportunity to define so-called splits, which may be vertical or
horizontal. These splits define the size of the area the components can take up. The size of individual
components is not fixed: by dragging these splits the user can resize them.
Single-component screen:

Split screen:
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Location in the system
The primary task of the screens is to organize the components representing data in the browser for the user. It
is practical to position the more important data to the left and the less important or secondary components
on the right-hand side. As for their physical location, the screen defining files are stored in the ’screen` folder.
The following figure illustrates its direct connection/location in the system, which is also in line with its main
tasks.

Available features
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Defining the structure of the screen
Connecting components to one another
Setting screen style
Setting screen size
Regulating screen visibility
Examples
Single-component screen:

<Screen xmlns="http://effector.hu/schema/ns/screen">
<Caption>Admin</Caption>
<Component>ComponentAdmin</Component>
</Screen>

Split screen (complex example):

<Screen xmlns="http://effector.hu/schema/ns/screen">
<Caption>MasterData</Caption>
<Splits>
<Split id="1" orientation="Vertical" splitterDistance="50%">
<Component1 type="Component"
id="1">ComponentMasterData</Component1>
<Component2 type="Component"
id="2">ComponentMasterDataEdit</Component2>
</Split>
</Splits>
<Connections>
<Connection fromComponent="1" toComponent="2" />
</Connections>
</Screen>

Screen split into 4 sections:

<Screen>
<Caption>DashBoard</Caption>
<Splits>
<Split id="1" orientation="Horizontal" splitterDistance="50%">
<Component1 type="Split">11</Component1>
<Component2 type="Split">12</Component2>
</Split>
<Split id="11" orientation="Vertical" splitterDistance="50%">
<Component1 type="Component"
id="1">ComponentChart1</Component1>
<Component2 type="Component"
id="2">ComponentChart2</Component2>
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</Split>
<Split id="12" orientation="Vertical"
splitterDistance="50%">
<Component1 type="Component"
id="3">ComponentChart3</Component1>
<Component2 type="Component"
id="4">ComponentChart4</Component2>
</Split>
</Splits>
<Connections />
</Screen>

Screen structure definition
In case of a single-component screen, the name of its component, that is, the XML file name without
extension, is specified in a <Component> tag. See the above example. The <Caption> tag will be the screen’s
name. This name will appear on the Effector Studio interface.
Users can also specify the maximum width and maximum height of the individual screens, however, the
values will only be e recognized as pop-up windows. In case of a pop-up screen, the maximum size of
the screen can be defined by setting the <Width> and <Height>, so the displayed screen will not take
up too much space when there is only few data or entry fields. The values to be set here can be defined
in percentage or pixels. In case of pixels only the value has to be given, whereas in case of percentage
the unit (%) should also be provided. Optional tags.
First, we define a simple, single-component screen:

<Screen xmlns="http://effector.hu/schema/ns/screen">
<Caption>AdminEdit</Caption>
<Component>ComponentAdminEdit</Component>
<Height>50%</Height><!—interpreted as percentage -->
<Width>550</Width><!-- interpreted as pixel -->
</Screen>

Optionally, a visibility rule may be set, for further information on this see below.
Defining split screens:
We can define split screens by using the so-called <Splits> container node. This container contains the
<Split> definitions representing the splits, of which any number can be added.
Every <Split> has to contain an ID which will play a role in setting up the hierarchy and embedding the splits
into one another. This ID can be set in the id attribute, its type is a whole number.
Further attributes:
orientation: it defines the direction of the split. Its possible values can be Horizontal and Vertical.
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’splitterDistance`: it defines the ratio of the split. This value can be specified in percentage or pixels. In
case of percentage the unit (%) must be clarified, while in case of pixels no unit should be stated.
disableDrag : optional logical attribute; the dragging of splits between certain panels can be disabled
with it, for example if the value of the ’splitterDistanceis set to 30% and thedisableDragtotrue,
the user will not be able to resize the ratio of the split. It defaults tofalse`.
Split content:
The inner structure of the ’splitnode is fixed, each containing precisely two nodes
(Component1andComponent2nodes), which may be a specificComponent` object or a further split.
Below is an example for a screen split into two.
Attributes of Component1 and Component2 nodes:
The type attribute defines if the given node signifies a specific component or another split. Its value may be:
Component: in this case the node’s value is the name of a specific component (file name without
extension). Accordingly, the id attribute must be filled in because this will identify the individual
components in the connection network to be set up later. The value of the id attribute must be unique
on the given screen with respect to the components.
’split: In this case the give node represents another split. Its value should be set
to the ID of the ’split that we would like to display in place of the panel. This way a screen can
be split almost to an arbitrary depth. The example below shows that Component2 of the first split
references the second split.
Example: 2-panel screen (Component):

<Splits>
<Split id="1" orientation="Vertical" splitterDistance="50%"
disableDrag="true">
<Component1 type="Component" id="1">ComponentDummy1</Component1>
<Component2 type="Component" id="2">ComponentDummy2</Component2>
</Split>
</Splits>

Example: 3-panel screen (’split`):

<Splits>
<Split id="1" orientation="Vertical" splitterDistance="50%">
<Component1 type="Component" id="1">ComponentDummy6</Component1>
<Component2 type="Split">2</Component2>
</Split>
<Split id="2" orientation="Horizontal" splitterDistance="50%">
<Component1 type="Component" id="2">ComponentDummy7</Component1>
<Component2 type="Component" id="3">ComponentDummy8</Component2>
</Split>
</Splits>
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Connecting components to one another
Once the location of the components has been defined, the connections among the different components
should also be specified. The direction of filtering can be set by connecting the components. This determines
the filters` direction.
We can define the connections in the ’screen\Connectionscollection using theConnection` nodes. These
definitions assign two components and specify the direction of their relation.
A circular reference is not allowed.
What does it mean?
If several (minimum 3) components are defined, a circular reference is possible: one component filtering a
second, the second filtering the third and the third filtering the first.

<Connections>
<Connection fromComponent="1" toComponent="2" />
<Connection fromComponent="1" toComponent="3" />
</Connections>

A unique HTML can be generated for the screen with which its appearance can be modified. This HTML code
section can be inserted by using the Form\TemplateURL node. In the node, the path of the template related
to the screen should be defined.
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Components As discussed previously, screens are built of components, which components contain the display
objects. At once, only one display is visible, the others are accessible through tabs.
Generally speaking, while menus are related to different activities, where the activities are grouped according
to functions, the tags on the components usually work with the same dataset but by using diverse display
methods, they present different aspects of the data.
What does it mean? As an example, we can define for our sales staff a general screen that features the
projects, the related events and the persons involved in the individual events. This is a classical PEP (ProjectEvent-People) screen. On the Projects display, we can define a Projects table, while on an adjacent tab,
one’s own ongoing projects can be placed on a card view arranged according to likelihood. This way sales
persons can easily switch to the tab and view their undertakings. Of course, there are several other ways to
accomplish this in the system.

Available features
Setting the references of displays/tabs
Setting the visibility of displays
Configuring the headers/tabs options
Setting the style of displays
Example:

<Component xmlns="http://effector.hu/schema/ns/component">
<Tabs>
<Tab id="tab_1">
<Caption>Dummy</Caption>
<ResourceName>DisplayDefinitionDummy</ResourceName>
<CssClass>DummyClass</CssClass>
<RefreshParentOnClose>true</RefreshParentOnClose>
<Visible type="SQL" return="boolean">
SELECT CASE WHEN '[##Filter.Type##]'='Special'
THEN 'False ELSE 'True' END
</Visible>
</Tab>
<Tab id="tab_2" important="true">
<Caption>Dummy</Caption>
<ResourceName>DisplayDefinitionDummy2</ResourceName>
</Tab>
</Tabs>
<AreHeaderButtonsVisible>true</AreHeaderButtonsVisible>
<AreSpaceSavingButtonsVisible>true</AreSpaceSavingButtonsVisible>
<IsESCEnabled>true</IsESCEnabled>
<IsHeaderVisible>true</IsHeaderVisible>
<TabOverflowType>Shrinking</TabOverflowType>
</Component>
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The definitions of tabs/displays are set in (Component/Tabs/Tab/ResourceName) nodes. The example above
defines a grid view to the Participants tab which will appear if the event is an Event in the filter passed.
When connected to a different event, the tab disappears.

<Tab id="tab_1">
<Caption>Participants</Caption>
<ResourceName>DisplayDefinitionParticipant</ResourceName>
<Visible type="SQL" return="boolean">
SELECT CASE WHEN '[##Filter.EventType##]'=Event THEN
'False ELSE 'True' END
</Visible>
</Tab>

Nodes used for defining tabs:
Each tab must have a unique ID within the file, which can be given by setting the ID attribute of the Tab
node.
A tab that is not the first (visible) tab can be made active by default by setting the value of its
important attribute to True. If we define several tabs as important, the first in the row will be active by
default.
The cation of the tab can be specified by setting the value of the Tab/Caption node. It does not have
to be unique.
The Tab/ResourceName node contains the reference of the display related to the tab. Its value is an
appropriate file reference, that is a file name without extension. Possible view types: DisplayDefinition. This is the general data representation display. Grid view, card view, calendar
view.

`Form`: It displays an editor form used for data input or viewing
detailed data.
`Chart`: used for defining a diagram-type view.
`EmbeddedWebDisplay`: this is an embedded web display used to
display a URL, which may be an image, a document preview or an external
link.
`GraphDisplay`: graph display, typically used to display flowcharts.

Hint:
If we ensure by using visibility rules that tabs having identical names can be displayed one at a time, we can
define several tabs bearing the same name, the user will not notice the change. For example, if we would like
to present certain users with more data or present them differently, it is feasible on the component level. We
simply define various types of views and set their visibility per user as shown above.
Note! The order of the tabs will coincide with that of the Tab nodes in the XML.
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Controlling the visibility of displays
Setting a visibility rule is not mandatory, by default, a tab is always visible. The visibility rule can be set
in the Tab\Visible node, as for syntactics, it is of RuleValueType, on which further information can
be found in Rules.

Setting the visibility of header/tabs
The component header can be easily switched off in the system by setting the value of the
/Component/IsHeaderVisible node to false. In such a case, the header and tabs disappear, while the
function buttons on the header (counter, resize, etc.) remain visible. This is useful if we need to save space on
a component, where a single view/tab is defined.

Visibility of the header’s function buttons
To spare space, it is also possible to hide the function buttons in the header of certain tabs by setting the
value of the /Component/AreHeaderButtonsVisible node to false. By default, these buttons are visible in
the header.

Displaying multiple tabs
If a component features more tabs than can be displayed, their visibility can be adjusted by using the
Component/TabOverflowType tag. Its possible values may be:
BreakingLine: tabs are displayed in multiple rows
DroppingDown: the desired tab can be selected from a dropdown list
Shrinking: tabs are resized so that they can fit in one row. The caption of the active tab is always fully
visible.
ShrinkingWithHover: similar to Shrinking except here the whole tab appears when the mouse cursor is
hovering over it. The default value is ’shrinking`.

Closing pop-up windows with ESC key
By default, pop-up windows get closed when the ESC key is pressed. This feature can be disabled by setting
the value of the /Component/IsESCEnabled node to false. Optional setting. It defaults to true.

<IsESCEnabled>false</IsESCEnabled>

Enabling space saving buttons
The two possible values of the /Component/AreSpaceSavingButtonsVisible node are true or false.

Styling views
View objects can be styled simply by setting the \Tab\CssClass node. The CSS style stated here has to be
defined in the ui/gfxstyle.css file in the application folder and will be applied to the view of the given tab when
displayed, changing its default appearance.
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<CssClass>EditFormProject</CssClass>

Screen refreshing
When closing a pop-up window (by pressing the x close button in the upper-right corner), the screen beneath
it (the one from which the pop-up window was opened) can be refreshed if the value of the
Component\Tab\RefreshParentOnClose node is set to true. The default value is true.
This setting has to be specified on the panel tab that is active when the close button is pressed.
This has importance when the data displayed on the underlying screen changes as a result of the data
processing done in the pop-up window and such changes are to be shown immediately.
It is important that if the pop-up window is a form editor (EditForm), and it features a save or delete button,
the screen beneath it gets automatically refreshed once any of these buttons are pressed. The
RefreshParentOnClose option is useful in case of types of buttons other than save/delete (such as back or
the x close button in the upper-right corner of the pop-up window).

<RefreshParentOnClose>true</RefreshParentOnClose>
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The menus (MM) form the backbone of the menu system of Effector (Main menu) - that is the top-level
menus. These items mark off functions related based on certain criteria. These criteria can be differences
arising from the organizational structure or role. Each menu has to contain at least one screen, but typically
more than one screen is assigned to one MM. For further information on screens see Screens.

Location in the system
Menus may occur as reference at various locations and, in general, appear along with references to screens,
creating a unique identifier for displaying a given screen. As we have seen it in Architecture, a screen may
belong to several menus as the display or management of the same data may necessary in various roles
within the company.
The figure below shows its direct connection/location within the system that corresponds with its main task,
that is the creation of the menu system.

The figure below demonstrates its location within the system from the point of view of its uses, through its
relationships.
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Its connection, where it is or may be present as a reference:
Its location in the file system is in the MM folder within the XML package. Due to naming conventions
concerning file names, the name of the file must be the same as that of the MM.

Available features
The structure of menus is relatively simple; therefore, the number of available features is small, but they play a
rather important role in creating the Effector user interface.
In an MM XML, the following settings are available:
Setting the screens belonging to the menu
Regulating the visibility of screens belonging to the menu
Example:

<MinorMenu xmlns="http://effector.hu/schema/ns/minormenu">
<Menu>
<Item>
<Caption>MasterData</Caption>
<ResourceName>ScreenTorzsadatok</ResourceName>
</Item>
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<Item>
<Caption>Admin</Caption>
<ResourceName>ScreenAdmin</ResourceName>
<Visible type="Simple"
return="boolean">'[##Session.UserID##]'=='1'</Visible>
</Item>
</Menu>
</MinorMenu>

Setting the screens belonging to the menu
The structure of the configuration file is simple.
Within a MinorMenu, screens are defined by listing items in a <Menu> collection. The caption to be displayed
is entered in the <Caption> tag, while the screen’s XML file name is inserted in the <ResourceName> tag.

<Item>
<Caption> MasterData</Caption>
<ResourceName>ScreenTorzsadatok</ResourceName>
</Item>

Definition:
ResourceName: Contains the reference to the definition of the screen. Its value is the file name of the
screen configuration file without extension.
Caption: caption of the screen to be displayed in the menu system
NewObjectCount: using an arbitrary SQL statement, any data can be displayed next to the name of the
screen, which also appears one level up in the menu system.

Regulating the visibility of screens
It is possible to set up visibility rules for each screen within the menu, which will be evaluated when creating
the menu. This visibility rule can be set in the MinorMenu\Menu\Item\Visible node (see the example
above). As for its syntactics, it is of RuleValueType, on which you can find more info at Rules.
Here, we shall point out that visibility rules used in case of menus and screens form the first line of the
structure of user rights. This way, data visibility can be restricted on menu or screen level for users not having
appropriate user rights due for example to not belonging to a certain group or division.
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Rules (RuleValueType) can actually be viewed as miniature algorithms created to evaluate changing
expressions. Oftentimes, we need values calculated in a particular way from the data of one or more existing
objects, which calculations are defined by setting such rules.
It is common that certain data has to be displayed or hidden depending on the actual user group, or it has to
be verified during work processes if certain data is properly entered or if the modification of a particular piece
or set of data is allowed.
These tasks can be carried out by defining rules. Most frequently rules will return a true or false value once
they are evaluated but there is a possibility to calculate and return other data types as well depending on
application. Later we will discuss the configuration of rules in detail.

General procedure of processing rules:
1: 1, Getting the result of given rule(s) from the evaluator of the rule.
2,3: Obtaining rule definition
4,5: Using the data available, evaluating the rule based on its definition
6: Providing results to the processing unit requesting evaluation.

Their location in the system
Rules span the operation of the entire system; thus, they don't have a dedicated configuration file, they have
to be defined at the location of the use. Their location can be best illustrated by a connection diagram.
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In addition to their connections, rules can be grouped according to the method of their use. Groups are
distinguished by node names related to specific uses. These can be the following:
Visible: Visibility rule. By its evaluation, it can be decided whether a given sub-unit will be visible or
hidden. Its return value is strictly of boolean type. In case of a True value the given unit will be visible.
Readonly: Read-only rule. It determines whether the given data is modifiable or read-only. Its return
value is strictly of boolean type. In case of True the data is read-only.
Required: Required field rule. With this we can configure whether a given data must be set or it is an
optional field. Its return value is strictly True or False. In case of True the given field is mandatory.
WorkflowRequired: Required field rule attached to a workflow. It operates the same way as the
Required rule with the exception that it is evaluated before the given workflow step is set to ready
(that is before the value of the Done field is set to True). It is important to note that in such a case the
editor screen must also contain a Task field (which may even be invisible)!
DefaultValue: : Default value rule. Its return value corresponds with the type of the given data. It gets
evaluated when workflows and business objects are being constructed. These are used to set the
default value of the ControlPanel Control field in case of grid-based displays (and graphs).
sessionValue: A rule used for the evaluation of the home icon (own value) found on input fields. This
rule provides the default data of the given session. Its return value, similarly to the DefaultValue rule,
matches the type of the given data.
ComputedValue: A rule used for the evaluation of a computed field. Its return value matches the type of
the given data. It gets evaluated when the value of the control that triggers the computation changes.
(If field B has a ComputedValue rule which refers to the value of field A and field A changes, the
ComputedValue rule defined on field B gets evaluated.)
ComputedValueList: Applicable in case of drop-down lists only, this rule basically replaces the
evaluated text with the 1=1 text in the SQL statement within the file (ComboDefinition) describing the
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value set of the drop-down list.
PlaceHolder: Placeholder text used to fill in empty fields can be specified with it.
ValidateRule: A rule used for validating the data of an input field. This rule has importance only in
case of Form type views. If the rule’s return value type is of boolean and its value is invalid (false), a
message specified in the message attribute appears. If the rule’s return value is ’string`, Effector displays
the message that was returned by the rule. In such a case an empty text means that the value is valid.
Condition: A rule that can be used in case of workflows when moving from one state to a different
one, and with which the individual steps can be bound to conditions. In addition, it can be used on the
EditForm as well, but in such a case a Question node binds it together with the Message rule. In this
case the Condition defines when the given massage be displayed.
Tooltip: It allows for displaying a message in the system. It gets activated when the mouse cursor
hovers over it.
Warning: : It allows for displaying a message in the system. It gets activated when the mouse cursor
hovers over it. Its icon is different from that of the Tooltip.
Example: Evaluation method of the default value (DefaultValue):

<DefaultValue type="Constant" return="int" default="0">Rule or value definition
</DefaultValue>

Defining rules
The type attribute defines the type of the rule to be evaluated, the value of which can be any of the following:

`Constant`: definition of a constant rule with a specific value or by
using references.
’simple`: A rule containing a simple condition. It is evaluated by the
JavaScript engine.
’sQL`: A rule evaluated on the database server.

The common attributes are:
The return attribute contains the type of the result returned after the evaluation of the rule. The
system attempts to convert the result into this type. Its value may be:
int: simple integer (whole number)
boolean: logical value (True/False)
’string`: tex.
datetime: Date and time
float: floating-point number
The value set in the default attribute is returned by the system as a result if an error occurs during the
evaluation of the given rule. If it is not filled in, the return value will be the default value of the specified
type.
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The isDecision attribute is used exclusively by the WorkflowRequired type of rules. Here it can be
entered whether the given field of the process step defines a decision point. It is used by Effector
Studio to continue the process depending on the value of this field.
The message attribute is used exclusively by the ValidateRule type of rules. Here, a message can be
entered to be displayed if the computed value is invalid (false) or the rule returns a result that cannot
be converted to a boolean value.

<ValidateRule type=”SQL” return=”Boolean” default=”True”
message=`This contact name for this company already exists!”>
<![CDATA[
SELECT CASE WHEN
(SELECT COUNT(*) FROM People WITH (NOLOCK) WHERE
Name =`[##Field.Name##]` AND CompanyID = `[##Field.CompanyID##]` AND Deleted
= 0 AND PeopleID != `[##Field.PeopleID##]`) > 0
THEN `False`
ELSE `True`
END
]]>
</ValidateRule>

Use
To define rules, nodes appropriate for specific rule types can be used. Though these can have various values,
their structure is uniformly treated throughout the system. This rule definition will be uniformly referred to as
of RuleValueType both in the document and the manual.
A rule can be evaluated in three ways (type attribute values)
Constant: It simply replaces the references in the rule. Such a rule can be evaluated both on client and
server side. Example:
<Visible type="Constant" return="boolean">false</Visible>
<DefaultValue type="Constant" return="boolean">[##Session.UserID##]
</DefaultValue>
simple: After replacing the references in the rule, the system runs it on a JavaScript engine. The system
then converts the value returned by the engine to the specified (return) type. Comparing two or more
values is also possible ('[##Field.Mezo##]' != 200). It is a common configuration error that the
value replacement rules are configured as simple, which is incorrect. For instance, the following is
inaccurate: <Visible type="Simple" return="boolean">'[##Field.Mezo##]'</Visible>. In this
case the following should be used <Visible type="Constant" return="boolean">
[##Field.Mezo##]</Visible>. The <Visible type="Simple"
return="boolean">false</Visible> rule is also incorrect. Instead, the <Visible
type="Constant" return="boolean">false</Visible> expression should be used. Such a rule can
be evaluated on the client as well as the server side. Example:
<Required type="Simple" return="boolean"
default="false">'[##Field.Description##]' == '' || '[##Field.Description##]'
== '0'</Required>
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<ValidateRule type="Simple" return="boolean" default="false" message="A
figure from 1 to 10 is an accurate value!"><![CDATA['[##Field.Grade##]' > 0
&& '[##Field.Grade##]' < 11 ]]></ValidateRule>
SQL: The rule definitions of SQL type offer the widest range of options. Essentially any logic available in
SQL and via references supported by the system can be implemented. SQL statement can be used
freely even with the help of stored procedures or functions. The queries configured here will be
evaluated on the SQL server storing the database. Example:
<DefaultValue type="SQL" return="datetime">SELECT GETDATE()</DefaultValue>
<ValidateRule type="SQL" return="boolean" default="" message="The responsible
being cannot be a group!">SELECT CASE when IsGroup=1 and
'[##Field.Done##]'='True' THEN 'false' ELSE 'true' END FROM People WHERE
PeopleID ='[##Field.Responsible##]'</ValidateRule>

References to be used
References should be defined in this format: [##<group>.<field>##]. Field names that can be used for groups
will be discussed in detail in the following section:
Field – the value of a business object field can be referenced here.
Example: [##Field.PeopleID##] this shows the PeopleID field of the actual business object.
’session`: details of the signed-in user can be accessed within the group, such as:
UserID (Integer) – Unique identifier of the user.
UserName (String) – User name of the user.
CompanyID (Integer) - Unique identifier of the company rendered to the user.
CompanyName (String) - Name of the company rendered to the user.
HostName (String) - DNS name of the computer used to sign in.
ComputerName (String) - Name of the computer used to sign in.
Language (String) – Active locale identifier.
LongSessionID (Integer) - LongSession identifier of the user.
IsDeveloper (Boolean) – Does the user hold a developer license?
IsGuest (Boolean) – Is the user signed in to a guest account.
’special`: Other non-user specific constants. Possible field values are:
Today (DateTime) - Timestamp (with date and time of day) in the format of the actual locale.
Date (DateTime) – Actual date (without time of day) in the format of the actual locale.
Time (DateTime) - Actual time of day (without date) in the format of the actual locale.
IsObjectEditListEnabled (String) – If the IsObjectEditListEnabled function is turned on
in the DBConnection XML, this field contains the list of names – separated by commas - of the
users who are editing the object at the given moment.
ClickedButton (String) – It is the identifier of the clicked button in case of rules whose
evaluation is carried out after clicking on a button.
Filter: the value of a given returning filter.
Example: [##Filter.Project_ID##]
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Triggered: it is used with workflow steps only. In such a case the Field always contains the value of
the BO where the workflow is initiated from, while the Triggered contains the BO fields of the
workflow to be created.
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The first display to be discussed is the tabular display, or more precisely their DisplayDefinition and its
subtypes. As mentioned earlier, several table-based display objects are at our disposal in the system. All of
these derive from a DisplayDefinition, so the main difference lies in the set HTML code fragment. This will be
discussed later in detail.
The tabular displays themselves serve only as view descriptors, that is why each DataDefinition has a related
data definition file that is called DataDefinition. DataDefinitions define the data source for the different
displays. Both the data and the display definition are reusable.
##Location within the system
Its physical location is in the DisplayDefinition directory of the XML package. Here also, there is a restriction
concerning file naming. File names must match the DisplayDefinition{0}.xml format where the {0}
parameter is the unique identifier of the DisplayDefinition. Grids as display objects always appear embedded
in a component/component tab.

As shown above, where a display object can appear, there can be a DisplayDefinition as well. Its relation is
restricted to the component (due to being embedded).
##Subtypes
As mentioned above, a DisplayDefinition as a display can appear in the system in various ways. Each of the
following subtypes can be set in a descriptor. These subtypes may be the following:
Table: Tabular display with filtering controls and export option. This is the only subtype that supports
the display of summary row.
TransposedTable: Transposed tabular display
Card: Data is displayed row by row on cards, the size of which is fixed and identical by default. Effector
places these cards horizontally in a row until they fit. Once they no longer fit, a new row is opened.
Cards can also be grouped.
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CardMatrix: This view is used to create a matrix-like display of data.
Tree: It can be used to display a tree structure. Most often this subtype is applied to demonstrate the
state of workflows.
Calendar: Similar to the day view of typical task calendars, the calendar display offers filtering options
to set the number of days to be displayed.
SectionList: It is similar to the CardView, where data is displayed in a strict sorting order. Individual data
rows appear continuously, one under the other, without spacing. It is excellent for generating an HTMLlike page based on the data.
The subtype can be specified in the ViewType and AlternateViewType settings. The primary display is given
by the ViewType. In case of certain subtypes, an AlternateViewType can be specified. In such a case an icon
appears on the interface which, when clicked, allows to make a choice between the two subtypes.
##Available features
Configuring the grid view
Setting unique identifiers to records
Defining visible/editable columns
Setting the visibility of the toolbar
Setting the visibility of functions on the toolbar
Defining filters and action buttons
Using dynamic grids
Configuring subtypes and type-specific functions
Configuring linked objects
Configuring inplace editing
Example:

<DisplayDefinition xmlns="http://effector.hu/schema/ns/displaydefinition">
<Caption>People</Caption>
<DataDefinition>DataDefinitionPeoples</DataDefinition>
<OrderBy>Name</OrderBy>
<UniqueIDColumn>PeopleID</UniqueIDColumn>
<UniqueBusinessObject>BusinessObjectPeople</UniqueBusinessObject>
<OutFilterColumn>PeopleID</OutFilterColumn>
<ViewType>Table</ViewType>
<ToolbarOptions>
<IsCardGroupLayoutChangeEnabled>false</IsCardGroupLayoutChangeEnabled>
</ToolbarOptions>
<TableViewOptions />
<Columns>
<Column name="PeopleID">
<Visible type="Constant" return="boolean"
default="false">false</Visible>
</Column>
<Column name="CompanyID">
<Visible type="Constant" return="boolean"
default="false">false</Visible>
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</Column>
<Column name="Title">
<Caption>Title</Caption>
<Visible type="Constant" return="boolean"
default="false">false</Visible>
</Column>
<Column name="Name">
<Caption>Név</Caption>
</Column>
<Column name="CompanyName">
<Caption>Company name</Caption>
</Column>
<Column name="Jobtitle">
<Caption>Title</Caption>
</Column>
<Column name="Fax">
<Caption>Fax</Caption>
</Column>
<Column name="Phone">
<Caption>Phone</Caption>
</Column>
<Column name="Mobile">
<Caption>Mobile</Caption>
</Column>
<Column name="Email">
<Caption>E-Mail</Caption>
</Column>
<Column name="City">
<Caption>City</Caption>
</Column>
<Column name="Zip">
<Caption>ZIP</Caption>
</Column>
<Column name="Street">
<Caption>Street</Caption>
</Column>
<Column name="IsGroup">
<Caption>Group</Caption>
</Column>
<Column name="ReportsTo">
<Visible type="Constant" return="boolean"
default="false">false</Visible>
</Column>
<Column name="ReportsToName">
<Caption>Reports to</Caption>
</Column>
<Column name="CreatedbyID">
<Visible type="Constant" return="boolean"
default="false">false</Visible>
</Column>
<Column name="CreatedBy">
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<Caption>Created by</Caption>
</Column>
<Column name="IsResource">
<Visible type="Constant" return="boolean"
default="false">false</Visible>
</Column>
<Column name="Active">
<Visible type="Constant" return="boolean"
default="false">false</Visible>
</Column>
<Column name="PrivateContact">
<Visible type="Constant" return="boolean"
default="false">false</Visible>
</Column>
<Column name="Department">
<Visible type="Constant" return="boolean"
default="false">false</Visible>
</Column>
</Columns>
<ControlPanel>
<ManualSearchTriggering>true</ManualSearchTriggering>
<Controls>
<Control>
<!-- <DefaultValue type="Constant" return="string"
default="">[##Session.CompanyName##]</DefaultValue> -->
<Name>CompanyText</Name>
<Type>TextSearch</Type>
<Caption>Company name</Caption>
<ConnectedColumnDefinition>c.Name</ConnectedColumnDefinition>
<Operator>like%</Operator>
<SessionValue type="Constant" return="string"
default="">[##Session.CompanyName##]</SessionValue>
</Control>
<Control>
<Name>PeopleText</Name>
<Type>TextSearch</Type>
<Caption>Name</Caption>
<ConnectedColumnDefinition>pe.Name</ConnectedColumnDefinition>
<Operator>%like%</Operator>
</Control>
<Control>
<Name>NewPeople</Name>
<Type>NewObjectButton</Type>
<Caption>New</Caption>
<ReferencedMinorMenu>MMExample</ReferencedMinorMenu>
<Screen>ScreenPeople</Screen>
<BusinessObject>BusinessObjectPeople</BusinessObject>
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</Control>
</Controls>
</ControlPanel>
<Links>
<Link>
<ColumnName>CompanyName</ColumnName>
<Screen>ScreenCompany</Screen>
<ReferencedMinorMenu>MMExample</ReferencedMinorMenu>
</Link>
<Link>
<ColumnName>Name</ColumnName>
<Screen>ScreenPeople</Screen>
<ReferencedMinorMenu>MMExample</ReferencedMinorMenu>
</Link>
</Links>
</DisplayDefinition>

Non-subtype specific settings
By using the simple nodes located in the root element, the following can be configured:
The tag of the grid view, currently not in use on the interface. In the Effector Studio, (generally) this
string is displayed instead of the file name. It is optional. Example: <Caption>Users</Caption>
The datasource of the grid has to be specified in the DataDefinition node. To create a reference, its
DataDefinition ID must be used:
<DataDefinition>DataDefinitionBaseUsers</DataDefinition>
When a new item is created, Effector can find and select the created row if the BusinessObject used to
generate the new item and the name of the column which contains the object ID (ID value) are
specified. The definition should be given as follows:
BusinessObjectPeople PeopleID
The OrderBy node is responsible for the initial data order, its value contains the ID of the column (the
name attribute of the column definition). The sort order direction can also be specified here by setting
the direction attribute. The direction node can assume two values: Asc or Desc. Their operation
corresponds with the sort order used for database management.
Communication among components requires the configuration of the OutFilterColumn node. Its
value contains the ID of the column taking primary part in the communication. The communication is
triggered by clicking on a row in the display object (or, in case of certain subtypes, on the element
representing a record) and the value of the field specified here will be passed on to the connected
components as an input filter parameter. The components will interpret and react to it if necessary.
The auto-refresh function can be regulated by the value configured in the AutoRefreshInterval
node. Its value is understood in minutes. The lack of the node or setting its value to zero means that
the auto-refresh function is disabled.
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The tabular display objects support the paging function as well, which can be configured in the
PageSize és az AlternatePageSize nodes. With the PageSizenode, the page size can be set, that is,
the number of rows to be loaded by the Effector. Its default value is 100. If its value is -1, the Effector
will load all rows, however, this setting is not advised. By setting the AlternatePageSize, the size of
the page can be given for when clicking on the record counter. If its value is -1, all rows will be loaded,
while in case of 0, the function is disabled. The default value of the AlternatePageSize is 0, that is
when the counter is clicked nothing happens.
The visibility of the toolbar can be configured by setting the IsToolbarVisible node. It is an optional
logical switch; it defaults to true.
Setting unique identifiers to records
With the help of the RowIdentificationMethod a feature can be specified with which a selected record will
be identified. It can assume two possible values:
GeneratedGUID: in this case the system identified each row based on an individually generated ID.
Advantage: a single row can be definitely selected Disadvantage: after a new record / refreshing, it will
always select the first row.
UniqueIDColumnOrOutFilterColumn: it uses the value of the UniqueIDColumn node to identify the
row and it references the column specified in OutFilterColumn when selecting. Advantage: it retains
information on which row was selected, and it selects the row after a new record is added (if it is
included in the requested page) Disadvantage: one identifier may mean several rows (it selects the rows
correctly depending on configuration).

Setting the visibility of functions on the toolbar
The ToolbarOptions node includes the settings which turn the functions on the toolbar on or off. Some
toolbar elements appear in case of certain subtypes only. In general, these settings can assume true or false
values, where the default value is true. The available settings are:
IsCardGroupLayoutChangeEnabled: In case of Card views, it turns on/off the key regulating the
grouping feature.
IsSelectionTypeTogglerVisible: It turns on/off multiple selection.
IsCardGroupLayoutChangeEnabled: In case of Card views, this setting regulates the visibility of the
key that modifies grouping orientation.
IsRowNumberTogglerVisible: In case of Table views, it regulates the visibility of the key turning
on/off the display of row numbers.
IsOpenAllColumnsButtonVisible: In case of Table views, it turns on/off the visibility of the key that
opens columns.
IsToolsTogglerVisible: In case of Table views, it regulates the visibility of the key controlling the
display of the tools column.
IsGroupingEnabled: It controls the visibility of the drop-down menu offering grouping options.
TrashCanActionControl: This setting defines which Control (typically a DeleteObjectButton type) on
the ControlPanel is pressed when the trash can icon is clicked on the toolbar.
DefaultSelectionType: The default row (or card) selection can be set with this setting. Is value can be
Single or Multiple. Its default value is Single.
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###Table subtype specific settings
The settings specific to the Table subtype are grouped under the TableViewOptions node.
The IsSimpleFilterEnabled node is used to hide or show the simple filters. Its value is a simple
boolean True or False. If the node is absent, the simple filters are visible.
The IsRowNumberVisible setting controls the visibility of the column containing the row numbers. Its
value may be true or false. It defaults to false.
The IsMultilineRowsEnabled setting turns on the feature that allows variable row height depending
on content. The maxLineNumber attribute defines the maximum number of rows the system can break
a text into, while the minLineNumber attribute specifies the default number of rows in a cell. The row
height calculation can be set in IsMultiline when columns are defined, the system draws on the
values of these columns when calculating row heights.
The HeaderHeight setting defines in pixels the height of the header. For a two-row header the value
should be 48.
The GroupBy setting allows to set the default column based on which the table rows are grouped. In
the direction attribute, the direction of grouping can be specified, its value may be Asc or Desc.
The IsPinningEnabled setting regulates the visibility of the drop-down menu allowing column
pinning. Its value can be True or False. Its default value is true, that is, the drop-down list is visible.
The IsEditToolVisible setting regulates the visibility of the pencil icon in the column containing the
tools. The pencil icon basically simulates a click on the Link bringing up the first Form. The automatic
selection can be overridden in the columnName attribute. This setting should contain the name of the
column the Link references.
Examples:

`<IsEditToolVisible>true</IsEditToolVisible>`

or <IsEditToolVisible columnName="PeopleName">true</IsEditToolVisible>
The 'IsCardPreviewToolVisible' setting regulates the visibility of the Card display button in the Tools
column. It is visible only if the Card ViewType or AlternateViewType is defined.
The IsDeleteToolVisible setting regulates the visibility of the Delete button in the Tools column. The
name of the push-button assigned the delete function has to be set is the actionControl attribute. (It
is the DeleteObjectButton defined on the CotrolPanel).
The display object can group the columns of the grid. In such cases, an additional header appears
above the column labels, in which the column groups are listed. The column groups can be defined in
the ColumnGroups node.
Example:

<ColumnGroups excludedColumnsGroupCaption="">
<ColumnGroup name="cim_elotti">
<Caption />
</ColumnGroup>
<ColumnGroup name="title">
<Caption> Title</Caption>
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</ColumnGroup>
</ColumnGroups>

In the example above, an untitled group is created followed by a group with the caption Title, after which
further columns are displayed, again with no caption (excludedColumnsGroupCaption attribute).
The group to which a column belongs should be specified upon defining that particular column.
The display object can display a summary row (also by groups in case of grouping). The definition of
the summary row is done with the attributes under the Summary node. Only one setting can be defined
for each column. One setting is done is the Summary node. This node’s
type attribute specifies the type of aggregation. Its value may be:

* `sum`: adding up the values of the column
* `Average`: calculating the average of the values in the column
* `Count`: counting the number of values in the column
* `Maximum`: calculating the maximum of the values in the column
* `Minimum`: calculating the minimum of the values in the column
* `Custom`: displaying arbitrary text below the column set in the `Column`
attribute. The text should be specified as the value of the node.

The column to be aggregated has to be specified in the Column attribute.
Example:

<Summaries>
<Summary type="Custom" column="CustomerName">Total:</Summary>
<Summary type="Sum" column="Salary"></Summary>
<Summary type="Average" column="DailyWork"></Summary>
</Summaries>

The ColumnCaptions node clusters the parameters of the dynamic column header collect function. In
case of dynamic grids, the column header is, by default, the value returned by the query defined in the
DataDefinition node. Replacing these headers with the result of a different query or a fixed value is
an option. The source can be defined in the sourceType attribute. The value of this attribute may be
Database or XML. The default value is Database. If the value of the sourceType is Database, the
system uses the configurations clustered under the Database node, while in the other case, it processes
the settings under the FixedValues node.
Example for Database:
SELECT Name, Caption FROM orn_ColumnCaptions WHERE DisplayDefinition =
'DisplayDefinitionDinamicReport'
Example for XML:
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Available items (name) Available items (price) Remarks
###Defining visible/editable columns
The setting and definition of visible columns in a table can be done in the Columns collection with the help of
the Column nodes. The columns listed here will be defined in the table.

<Column name="PeopleName">
<Caption>User</Caption>
<Visible type="Constant" return="string" default="false">true</Visible>
</Column>

Each column must have a unique ID included in the name attribute of the Column. This ID is also the
column name set in the DataDefinition node.
Setting the format of columns and their values by using the Format node is an option. For example:
digit grouping # ### or # ###,00
The caption appearing in the header of the column can be set in the Caption node. In its absence, the
name attribute of the Column node will appear (or the value set in the ColumnCaptions setting).
The InplaceEditControl/Type node offers another chance to format the column values. Its value can
be Date, DateTime, TextBox or ComboBox. This will be discussed in detail in the inplace editing section.
By setting the Width node, the width of the columns can be adjusted. Its value has to be defined in
pixels.
The IsMultiline node offers the possibility to display multi-line data.
The DisallowGrouping setting controls the grouping function of the column. Its default value is
false, that is, the grouping option is allowed.
Every visible column (non-dynamic) (Visibility rule) can be included in a grouping.
If a column’s Visible value is true and its DisallowGrouping value is also true, the column
values cannot be grouped.
If a column’s Visible value is false and its DisallowGrouping value is also false, the column
values can still be grouped.
The DisallowSorting DisallowGroupingsetting controls the sorting function of the
column. Its default value isfalse`, that is, the sorting option is allowed.
Every visible column (non-dynamic) (Visibility rule) can be included in a sorting.
If a column’s Visible value is true and its DisallowSorting value is also true, the column
cannot be sorted.
If a column’s Visible value is false and its DisallowSorting value is also false, the column
can still be sorted.
The IsPinned attribute defines if a column is pinned to the left. It defaults to false.
The data displayed in a cell can be formatted with the Format setting. Its possible values are:
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Auto: the system automatically formats the content. It is the default setting.
ThousandGrouped: The data in the cell is displayed using thousand grouping. In the Precision
attribute, the number of digits displayed in the fractional part of the figure can be set (the default
value is 0).
Date: The system displays only the date part of the time value shown in the cell.
DateTime: The system displays the time value in the cell including date, hours and minutes.
DateTimeWithSeconds: The system displays the time value the cell including date, hours,
minutes and seconds.
The header of the column can be formatted with the HeaderCssClass setting, its value is the name of
the CSS class describing the format. Optional setting. The CSS classes have to be defined in the
delivery/gfx/style.css file.
Column cells can also be formatted. To do so, the name of the column included in a DataDefinition
XML and containing the name of the CSS class to be applied on the cell has to be specified in the
CellCssClassColumn setting. The CSS classes have to be defined in the delivery/gfx/style.css file.
In the ColumnGroupName setting, the column group to which the column will belong can be specified.
The following rules can be applied to columns:
Visible: visibility rule
Readonly: Read-only rule. Currently works only in the table subtype. It regulates if editing is allowed for
a given column in a table.
###Inplace editing
In grid view, it is possible to edit cell contents. To enable this function, the InplaceEditControl node has to
be configured. The Type attribute of this node specifies the input field with which the column contents can be
edited. Currently the TextBox, Date, DateTime and ComboBox types are supported. In such cases, a ReadOnly
RuleValueType should also be included in the Column node, where column cells can be edited in case of a
false return value.
The process of editing is as follows: The system finds the definition in the DataDefinition based on the name
of the DisplayDefinition column. For saving, it uses the column specified in the IdColumn node.
Below is a complex example of how to edit the column called Transaction:
DisplayDefinition:

<Column name="Name">
<Caption>Transaction</Caption>
<DisallowGrouping>true</DisallowGrouping>
<Readonly type="Constant" return="boolean"
default="true">false</Readonly>
<InplaceEditControl>
<Type>TextBox</Type>
<FieldProperties maxLength="300" />
</InplaceEditControl>
</Column>
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DataDefinition:

<Column name="ProjectID">
<Definition>p.ProjectID</Definition>
<OutFilter>
<Alias>Project_ID</Alias>
<Type>Out</Type>
</OutFilter>
<BusinessObject>BusinessObjectProject</BusinessObject>
<IdColumn>ProjectID</IdColumn>
</Column>
<Column name="Name">
<Definition>p.Name</Definition>
<BusinessObject>BusinessObjectProject</BusinessObject>
<IdColumn>ProjectID</IdColumn>
</Column>

When a user clicks on the “Transaction” column, an input field allowing a maximum of 300 characters opens
up. Saving is done with the BusinessObjectProject. Consistent with the configuration, the business object
ID in the database is located in the ProjectID column (it is configured in the IdColumn node of the Name
column). Based on this, the system will refresh the Name field related to the ProjectID. For a seamless
operation, the BusinessObject has to be set in all columns we want to make editable. Aliased or computed
columns cannot be saved.
NOTE!: If the value of the Readonly rule is True, the fields will not be editable and the control responsible for
editing will not be visible.
Configuring various controls
Configuring TextBox:
Using the IsMultiline node, a multi-line input field can be displayed. The height of the view
can be defined in the Height node.
The FieldProperties node regulates the valid values of the input field. We can specify the type
in the Type attribute. Currently it can have the following values: System.String, System.Int16,
System.Int32, System.Int64, System.Byte, System.Double. The attributes controlling the maximum
length (maxLength) and the acceptance of zero (allowDBNull) are applicable in case of
System.String only. Using the Mask, we can mask data. For example: 99999999-9-99. Example:
1. car true ThousandGrouped false TextBox
Configuring ComboBox:
Example: false Planned type ComboBox substituted_vehicleid ComboVehicleTypes false 200
It works slightly differently from what has been previously defined. Here, the user clicks on the column which
shows the value as a string, but the identifier of the selected item will be saved into the column specified in
the KeyColumn node. The value of the ID and the BusinessObject gets evaluated, but in this case the value
will be stored in the column specified in the KeyColumn.
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###Using dynamic grids
We are talking about dynamic grids when the value of the /DisplayDefinition/IsDynamic node is True. In
this case the system obtains all the available data from the DataDefinition and, employing the column
definitions used there, it builds the display.
It can be used for any kind of query. Its importance lies in that in case of a dynamic datasource the system
automatically adapts to the incoming records, so the number of columns may change depending on the
datasource.
Its typical usage for example is displaying the calendar days in a grid. In this case we select a transposed
dataset from the database where the individual days will be the columns. This way we can make the display
depend on a filter.
Columns can still be defined in the DisplayDefinition xml file, in this case – if the DataDefinition returns
the column with the specific name – the system reads the settings to be rendered to the columns (Caption,
Visible, formatting).
In case of pivot queries, in general, the name of the column is an ID. In such cases, the values belonging to
individual IDs can be specified in the ColumnCaptions node. The ColumnCaptions node can have a
sourceType attribute with Database or XML value.
Database: It is the default value. Here an SQL statement has to be given in the
ColumnCaptions/Database/SelectionString node, which returns the column captions to the
individual IDs. The SQL statement should return “Name” and “Caption” columns.
XML: In this case the ColumnCaptions/FixedValues node is a collection of Caption nodes. The
columnName attribute of the Caption nodes featured in the ColumnCaptions collection contains the ID
(column name), while the value of the node indicates the caption to be displayed.
###Defining filters and action buttons
In the system, the input fields and buttons that are placed above the table view and filter the data of the table
or perform actions on it are called ControlPanel Controls.

Their definition can be done in the DisplayDefinition/ControlPanel/Controls list, although their
operation is affected by the following values set at a higher level:
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DisplayDefinition/ControlPanel/ManualSearchTriggering: Here we can set the action that
triggers the filters of the table to start the query on the server. If the node’s value is True, the Filter
key on the interface has to be clicked to launch filtering. In this case, filtering is carried out manually,
that is, no query is done each time a filter is modified.
<ManualSearchTriggering>true</ManualSearchTriggering>
Nodes used to set the ControlPanel Controls:
Name: It is the unique ID of the control. There cannot be two identical ID in the DisplayDefinition .
Type: It defines the type of the ControlPanel Control. The configuration of the types will be discussed in
detail at a later point. Its possible values are:
ActionButton: It represents a push-button, which can assume various functions. For example:
calling a function of an external module, generating documents, mass data modification, etc.
TextSearch: A single-line text editing control for free text search.
ComboSearch: : Using a ComboBox control, it implements a filtering method from a list of given
values.
BoolSearch: Featuring a three-state checkbox control, it is used for filtering on a bool-type
column.
DateSearch: Is facilitates date filtering with the help of a date-time picker control.
DateRange: It is used for date range filtering.
TagCloud: It is used for tag cloud filtering.
QuerySearch: this filter is similar to a ComboBox, with the difference that here a window pops
up with the available values to select (where values are selected from a grid).
NewObjectButton: It is a push-button, with which a new object can be added. In this case,
Effector brings up the screen configured in the Screen setting (and the form displayed on that
screen will register a new row in the database).
DeleteObjectButton: It is a push-button with which objects can be deleted. In such cases, the
BusinessObject setting is mandatory and the BusinessObject specified there will perform the
deletion.
SimpleLinkButton: It is a push-button, which will open the screen specified in the Screen
setting.
ConnectedColumnDefinition: It is the column tied to the filter. Here a valid SQL expression or SQL
column based on and fitting into the SQL statement of the DataDefinitionhas to be specified.
Occasionally, the use of fully qualified table names is necessary. For
example:pep.PeopleID`
Operator: The SQL operator used for filtering. The use of operators is not possible with each filter field,
for example in case of date range filtering the like operator cannot be used... Their usage is similar to
the WHERE operators typically found in the SQL server. Its possible values are:
%like%, like%, %like
=, <, >, <=, >=, <>
in: here the Query node must also be set, which will generate the result set on the right-hand
side of the expression.
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between: it can be used with date ranges (DateRange), where the starting date will replace {0}
and the end date will replace {1}. For example: <ConnectedColumnDefinition>(f.Deadline
BETWEEN '{0}' AND '{1} 23:59:59.999')</ConnectedColumnDefinition>
Caption: Caption above the filter or on the push-button.
Query: This can only be used with the in operator. Here an SQL WHERE expression has to entered,
which gives the right-hand side of the statement to be evaluated in connection with the column
specified in the ConnectedColumnDefinition. So, the WHERE clause of the SQL statement that has
been formed during the filtering will be extended with the following part:
ConnectedColumnDefinition in (content of Query). If the value of the Query contains the string
#param#, it will be replaced with the value of the ControlPanel Control. Typically, this is used for
filtering the select statement in the Query node.
Width: Specifies the width of the control (in pixels).
DisplayOverColumn: This node should be set if we want to display the control below the header of a
column in the table rather than on the ControlPanel. Its value should be the Name attribute of the
column under whose header the filter be placed. Optional setting.
** The following rules can be used for the configuration:**
Visible: Visibility rule
Readonly: Read-only rule. It regulates if editing is allowed.
Required: The filter must be filled in (not applicable for all filters).
DefaultValue: Default value rule with which the default value of the filter can be set (not applicable for
all filters).
SessionValue: This rule is used for the evaluation of the home icon found on the input field. If no
SessionValue rule is set for the control, the icon remains invisible (not applicable for all filters).
ComputedValue: This rule is used for the evaluation of a computed field. With this setting, the value of
a filter can be dynamically computed based on the value returned by the filter (not applicable for all
filters).
Tooltip: With this setting, we can set a short explanatory text (aka tooltip) for the filter.
PlaceHolder: Text used to fill in an empty filter field (not applicable for all filters).
Examples:
Simple text filter:

<Control>
<Name>DescriptionText</Name>
<Type>TextSearch</Type>
<Caption>Description</Caption>
<ConnectedColumnDefinition>e.Description</ConnectedColumnDefinition>
<Operator>like%</Operator>
</Control>

Simple checkbox:
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<Control>
<Name>DoneCheckBox</Name>
<Type>BoolSearch</Type>
<Caption>Done</Caption>
<ConnectedColumnDefinition>e.Done</ConnectedColumnDefinition>
<Operator>=</Operator>
<DefaultValue type="Constant" return="string"
default="false">false</DefaultValue>
</Control>

Now, we are going to discuss the definition of the subtypes of certain ControlPanel Controls, that is, the
type-dependent special settings.
####ComboSearch
The drop-down list filter appears on the interface. The items on the drop-down list are determined by the
ComboDefinition node. For further information, please refer to ComboDefinition.
With the combined use of LookupFilterName and LookupFilterValue, the items of the drop-down list can
be further narrowed. (In this case the WHERE part of the SQL statement found in the ComboDefinition must
contain the 1=1 part.) These two settings are optional.
Example:

<Control>
<Name>ComboCountry</Name>
<Type>ComboSearch</Type>
<Caption>Country</Caption>
<ConnectedColumnDefinition>c.Country</ConnectedColumnDefinition>
<Operator>=</Operator>
<ComboDefinition>ComboFixedValuesLookup</ComboDefinition>
<LookupFilterName>GroupNum</LookupFilterName>
<LookupFilterValue>1</LookupFilterValue>
</Control>

####NewObjectButton
This button is used to generate a new object. Its mandatory settings are:
Screen: It defines the screen to be brought up to create a new object.
BusinessObject: It defines the business object (or its subtypes) to be created when the button is
pressed.
Optional settings:
Using the Target attribute, it can be configured that the pop-up screens will open in a new browser
tab, rather than in the current one.
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In the following example, the button will create a new event.
Example: NewEvent NewObjectButton MMPEP BusinessObjectEvent ScreenEvent New event
####DeleteObjectButton
This button is used to delete selected data rows. For the deletion, we have to specify the business object that
will carry out the deletion, the column containing the unique ID to be deleted. In the example below the
BusinessObjectDocument business object is used for the deletion for which it takes the ID from the
DocumentID column.
Example:

<Control>
<Name>DeleteDocument</Name>
<Type>DeleteObjectButton</Type>
<Caption>Delete</Caption>
<BusinessObject idColumn="DocumentID">BusinessObjectDocument</BusinessObject>
</Control>

####SimpleLinkButton
When clicking on the button, Effectors opens a screen. In the Screen setting, we can set the type of scree to
be opened.
Example:

<Control>
<Type>SimpleLinkButton</Type>
<Name>PSProjectCompare</Name>
<Caption>TBC compare</Caption>
<Screen>ScreenTopicBusinessCaseCompare</Screen>
</Control>

Optional settings:
Using the Target attribute, it can be configured that the pop-up screens will open in a new browser
tab, rather than in the current one.
####ActionButton
This filter type is used to implement various unique business logics.
**Modifying the appearance of the button **: Done with the help of the ButtonLooksLike node. Optional
setting. It is applicable in case of Link-type ActionButtons. Here we can specify which button the given button
should resemble. Its possible values are: DeleteObjectButton, NewObjectButton, Auto.
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The OnButtonClick/ActionType node defines the type of the push-button, that is, the type of action it will
prompt. Its possible values are:
OpenUrl: The button opens a URL in a new window.
Outer and Report: To call upon an external DLL, this should be set. In case of creating new interfaces,
there is no difference between the two.
ProcessResultSet: It means a button with a ProcessResultSet function.
GenerateDocument: With this button the built-in document creating function will be launched.
Export: This button will use the built-in export function.
ActionButtonChain: With this button we can simulate the sequential pressing of several other
buttons.
OpenURL
When pressed, it opens the website set in the URL field in a pop-up window (or on a tab, depending on
browser setting).
Url: The URL of the page to be opened has to be entered here. Effector opens the configured URL in a
new window (or tab).
UrlWindowOptions: the parameters of the pop-up window can be specified here. For example:
menubar=yes,location=yes,resizable=yes,scrollbars=yes,status=yes
Example

<Control>
<Name>UrlLink</Name>
<Type>ActionButton</Type>
<Caption>External hyperlink</Caption>
<OnButtonClick>
<ActionType>OpenUrl</ActionType>
<Url>http://www.google.com</Url>
<UrlWindowOptions></UrlWindowOptions>
</OnButtonClick>
</Control>

Outer and Report
The ControlPanel Control, responsible for outer function calls, queries into a given class of a configured
module. This can be set up with the Module node. This node will contain the technical details with which it will
access the implementing class.

<Module classname="orn_Sample.SpecProjectPDFExportButton" action="Example action">
[##LocalProgramPath##]\Sample.dll</Module>

The value of the Module node is the name and fully qualified path of the module to be called. The system
replaces the usable string [##LocalProgramPath##] with its own path. For example:
C:\Inetpub\wwwroot\Sample\bin.
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The Classname attribute defines the class in the module, which class has to implement a special interface
(IControlPanelControl). The implementation of this interface guarantees the proper operation.
In case of this ControlPanel Control subtype, the value of the Action attribute is free text which will be
passed on as parameter when calling upon an external DLL.
ExcelExport
It displays a button which, when pressed, exports the values of a given table once the options of the Excel
Export function are set.
Example

<Control>
<Name>export</Name>
<Type>ActionButton</Type>
<Caption>Excel export</Caption>
<OnButtonClick>
<ActionType>Export</ActionType>
</OnButtonClick>
</Control>

**Further options for ExcelExport **

<Control>
<Name>export</Name>
<Type>ActionButton</Type>
<Caption>Excel export</Caption>
<OnButtonClick>
<ActionType>Export</ActionType>
<DataSources>
<DataSource
filterType=”Out”>DisplayDefinitionRTActions</DataSource>
<DataSource
filterType=”In”>DisplayDefinitionRTBOMethods</DataSource>
</DataSources>
<ExcelTemplate>interim_template_u16ext</ExcelTemplate>
</OnButtonClick>
</Control>

In the DataSources node collection, we can list the DisplayDefinitions (without prefix and extension) that we
want to export. If no DisplayDefinition is specified, the content of the current screen will be exported.
In the filterType attribute, we can set whether the input or the output filters be passed on when exporting,
that is, which of the input or output filters of the view where the button was pressed be given to the export
process. Optional attribute with two possible values: In or Out. The default setting is Out.
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In the ExcelTemplate node, we can set the excel template where we want to export to; this should be
specified in the TemplateName field of the ExcelTemplate data table.

CREATE TABLE [dbo].[ExcelTemplate](
[TemplateID] [int] IDENTITY(1,1) NOT NULL,
[TemplateName] [varchar](200) NULL,
[TemplatePath] [varchar](500) NULL,
[TemplateTitle] [varchar](200) NULL,
[Description] [varchar](max) NULL,
[Deleted] [tinyint] NULL
)

Fields:
TemplateID: unique identifier
TemplateName: the identifier of the template, this has to be entered in the ExcelTemplate tag
TemplatePath: the absolute path of the template
TemplateTitle: short description of the template (currently not in use)
Description: detailed description of the template
If we want to define validations (/ data verifications / domains) on the template, the template must include a
“_LookupList_” sheet (can be hidden) in which we specify the names of the individual groups under which the
system automatically loads the appropriate item.

CREATE TABLE [dbo].[ExcelTemplateLookupValues](
[ID] [int] IDENTITY(1,1) NOT NULL,
[TemplateID] [int] NULL,
[LookupGroup] [varchar](200) NULL,
[Query] [varchar](max) NULL,
[Deleted] [tinyint] NULL
) ON [PRIMARY]

Fields:
TemplateID: The unique identifier of the template file set in the ExcelTemplate table.
LookupGroup: The name of the group defined in the template (the system will look for groups by this
name in the “_LookupList_” sheet of the template in a case sensitive manner).
Query: the result of the query set here will comprise the list of items belonging to the given group
Remarks:
If a different datasource is set during configuration, the domain to be exported cannot be selected in
the window popping up when the export button is pressed. In such cases the system always exports the
complete query result set.
The individual sheets will receive the name set in the Caption tag of the DisplayDefinition. If this
tag is not set, they adopt the name of the DisplayDefinition XML file without extension as a name.
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If a template is defined during configuration, the format to be exported cannot be set in the window
popping up when the export button is pressed. In such cases the system always exports in xlsx format.
The name of the template will appear in the pop-up window where we want to export to.
If we specify only the DataSource, all DisplayDefinitions specified on the DataSource tag will be
exported to the 1-1 sheet of the excel in the order of listing.
If we specify only the ExcelTemplate tag, the content of the current DisplayDefinition will be exported
to the specified template.
If both tags are set, the DisplayDefinition specified in the DataSourceswill be loaded into the excel
template in the order of listing.
If we specify more DataSource than the number of sheets in the template, the system will issue a
warning.
If none of the above is set, we can export data in the traditional way.
Custom DLL for export
There is a way to use custom programme code to export data in custom format instead of the built-in method
when click on Export button.

<Control>
<Name>exportModule</Name>
<Type>ActionButton</Type>
<Caption>Excel export (JSON)</Caption>
<OnButtonClick>
<ActionType>Export</ActionType>
<Module className="Namespace.Class">
[##LocalProgramPath##]\Namespace.dll</Module>
</OnButtonClick>
</Control>

Class Class has to implement interface IExportModule.

public class Class : IExportModule
{
#region IExportModule Members
public string Export(FNetOnline2.Domain.ConfigObjects.IExportButton
exportButton, FNetOnline2.ServiceObjects.IGridParameters gridParameters, string
fileName, string filePath, string licenseFileName)
{
DataProvider dataProvider = new DataProvider();
DataGrid grid;
DataDefinition ddo;
string businessObjectIDColumn;
string caption;
Tools.GetRelatedConfigObjects(gridParameters.DisplayName, out
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grid, out ddo);
Tools.GetGridInfo(grid, out businessObjectIDColumn, out caption);
Dictionary<string, object> resultTable =
FNetOnline2.ExcelExport.Tools.GetResultTable(dataProvider, ddo.Name,
FNetOnline2.Domain.ConfigObjects.DisplayTypes.dgvc, gridParameters.DisplayName,
gridParameters.InFilterValues, gridParameters.PSearchValues, gridParameters.Sort,
gridParameters.RowCount);
DataTable rawData =
FNetOnline2.ExcelExport.Tools.ConvertResultTableToDataTable(resultTable);
ExportType exportType = gridParameters.ExportType;
DataTable exportTable =
Tools.CreateExportTable(gridParameters.VisibleColumns);
//only selected or simple filter
DataRow[] results = null;
if (exportType == ExportType.OnlySelected &&
!string.IsNullOrEmpty(businessObjectIDColumn))
{
results = Tools.GetSelectedRows(rawData,
gridParameters.SelectedIDs, businessObjectIDColumn);
}
else
{
results = Tools.ApplySimpleFilter(rawData,
gridParameters.SimpleFilters, gridParameters.Sort);
}
foreach (DataRow r in results)
{
DataRow row = Tools.CopyRow(gridParameters.VisibleColumns,
exportTable, r);
exportTable.Rows.Add(row);
}
Tools.RemoveRowIndexColumn(exportTable);
string json =
Newtonsoft.Json.JsonConvert.SerializeObject(exportTable);
string outputFileName = Path.Combine(filePath, string.Format("
{0}.json", fileName));
File.WriteAllText(outputFileName, json);
object reference =
dataProvider.CreateFileInterfaceReference(outputFileName,
DateTime.Now.AddMinutes(15));
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return reference == null ? string.Empty : reference.ToString();
}
#endregion
}

ProcessResultSet (PRS)
With this type of button batch processes can be executed on the data displayed in the table. For further
information on the ProcessResultSet function please see: Extra functions.
Example:

<Control>
<Name>prs1</Name>
<Type>ActionButton</Type>
<Caption>Final</Caption>
<OnButtonClick>
<OnlySelectedRows>true</OnlySelectedRows>
<ActionType>ProcessResultSet</ActionType>
<StoredProcedure>osp_prs_FinalizeOrder</StoredProcedure>
</OnButtonClick>
</Control>

StoredProcedure: Name of the stored procedure to be called.
CloseScreenAfterAction: It triggers the closing of the screen once the action is complete. Its value
may be True or False.
RefreshAfterAction: Its value can be Screen, Component or None. Here we can set the section of the
screen to be refreshed after calling upon the PRS.
OnlySelectedRows: This button determines whether the selected rows or all rows of the table be
passed to the PRS functions. Its value may be True or False.
GenerateDocument
With this type of button documents can be generated for the data displayed in the table. Document
generation works essentially the same way as PRS, except here the system automatically generated a
document based on the result of the stored procedure. In this case, the task of the stored procedure is to
obtain the data needed for document generation and configure its functions.
Example:

<Control>
<Name>docgen</Name>
<Type>ActionButton</Type>
<Caption>Generating contract</Caption>
<OnButtonClick>
<OnlySelectedRows>true</OnlySelectedRows>
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<ActionType>GenerateDocument</ActionType>
<StoredProcedure>osp_prs_GenerateSzerzodesDoc</StoredProcedure>
</OnButtonClick>
</Control>

StoredProcedure: : Name of the stored procedure to be called.
CloseScreenAfterAction: It triggers the closing of the screen once the action is complete. Its value
may be True or False.
RefreshAfterAction: Its value can be Screen, Component or None. Here we can set the section of the
screen to be refreshed after calling upon the PRS.
OnlySelectedRows: This button determines whether the selected rows or all rows of the table be
passed to the PRS functions. Its value may be True or False.
ActionButtonChain
Several functions can be stringed to a single button, which means that we can have the same result at the
push of one button as though multiple buttons were pressed consecutively on the interface. The names of the
buttons to be called successively have to be listed in the ChainItems node. Their order is determined by the
ID attribute.
Example:

<Control>
<Name>Chain1</Name>
<Type>ActionButton</Type>
<Caption>ActionButtonChain</Caption>
<OnButtonClick>
<ActionType>ActionButtonChain</ActionType>
<ChainItems>
<Item id="1">prs1</Item>
<Item id="2">DLL</Item>
</ChainItems>
</OnButtonClick>
</Control>

####TextSearch
It facilitates the definition of a simple free text filter.
The following nodes are optional and TextSearch specific:
The UseNumericRestriction setting regulates that only numbers can be entered in the filter field. Its
value may be: byte, int16, int32, int64 or double. The default value is: int32 (when this setting has
a value, but it is neither of the above listed ones).
With the MaxLength setting, we can specify the maximum length of the text entered in the filter field.
Example:
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<Control>
<Name>TaskIDTextBox</Name>
<Type>TextSearch</Type>
<Caption>Task #</Caption>
<ConnectedColumnDefinition>f. Task ID</ConnectedColumnDefinition>
<Operator>=</Operator>
<UseNumericRestriction>int16</UseNumericRestriction>
</Control>

####DateRange
The date range filter is essentially a special ComboSearch. Its operation is very similar to that of the latter.
Here too the ComboDefinition node is used to define the datasource of the selectable values, just like in
case of the ComboSearch. This node contains the ComboDefinition reference, which is the name of the
definition file.
Restrictions:
The key of the set of values must be of FROM|TO format. For example: (2011-01-01|2011-02-01).
In case of DateRange, the ConnectedColumnDefinition node must contain the {0} and {1} character
string. The system will replace the first one with the FROM value, while the second one with the TO
value.
Operator: The Operator node must have the BETWEEN value.
Example:

<Control>
<Name>Interval</Name>
<Type>DateRange</Type>
<Caption>DateRange</Caption>
<Width>230</Width>
<ConnectedColumnDefinition><![CDATA[((case when e.done=0 and e.task=1 then
dateadd(year,100,getdate()) else e.StartDate end) >= `{0}` and e.StartDate <= `{1}
23:59:59.999`)]]></ConnectedColumnDefinition>
<Operator>between</Operator>
<DefaultValue type="SQL" return="string" default="">
<![CDATA[SELECT dbo.[Oriana_Short_Date](DATEADataDefinition(wk,
DATEDIFF(wk,0,GETDATE()), 0)) + `|` + dbo.[Oriana_Short_Date]
(DATEADataDefinition(wk, DATEDIFF(wk,0,GETDATE()), 6))]]>
</DefaultValue>
<ComboDefinition>ComboDateRange</ComboDefinition>
</Control>

####TagCloud
This is a TagCloud type of filter. Tags are displayed in groups in a drop-down menu.
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Example:

<Control>
<Name>tagCloud1</Name>
<Type>TagCloud</Type>
<Caption>TagCloud</Caption>
<Width>430</Width>
<TagGroupColumn>tagGroup</TagGroupColumn>
<TagCaptionColumn>tag</TagCaptionColumn>
<TagValueColumn>count</TagValueColumn>
<TagIDColumn>tagValue</TagIDColumn>
<TagSearchControlDefinitionColumn>psearchDef</TagSearchControlDefinitionCo
lumn>
<DisplayGroupInControl>false</DisplayGroupInControl>
<DataDefinition>DataDefinitionTagCloudProba</DataDefinition>
</Control>

The following nodes are available for the configuration of the tag cloud:
DataDefinition: It is used for the definition of the datasource, it contains the name of the
DataDefinition which provides the data of the tag cloud. It is important that this DataDefinition must be
able to receive the filters defined on the DisplayDefinition.
TagGroupColumn: It is the column of the DataDefinition which contains the name of the group.
TagCaptionColumn: It is the column of the DataDefinition which contains the tag captions.
TagValueColumn: It is the column of the DataDefinition which contains the value of the counter
displayed next to the tag.
TagIDColumn: It is the column of the DataDefinition which contains the (group specific) unique ID of
the tag.
TagSearchControlDefinitionColumn: It is the column of the DataDefinition which defines a
ControlPanel Control element for filtering.
DisplayGroupInControl: Its value may be True or False, its default value is True. If its value is
False, the control will not show the groups from which the active tags are selected.
####QuerySearch
By selecting from a list of values, we can filter the values of the field defined in the
ConnectedColumnDefinition. Its filtering mechanism is identical to that of the ComboSearch, however, here
the list of values features a multi-column list.
Nodes available for the configuration:
Screen: It is the name of the screen that opens up when the value selection button is pressed.
DataDefinition: It is the name of the DataDefinition connected as a datasource, which contains the
data consistent with the connected field. Its primary role is to retrieve the value to be displayed for the
saved value (ID). (That is, the ID is stored in the CompanyID field, however, this DataDefinition is used to
display the interface the company's name value selection button.)
KeyColumnDefinition: The name of the column containing the value.
ValueColumn: The name of the column continuing the string belonging to the value.
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Example:

<Control>
<Name>MarcomListQuerySearch</Name>
<Type>QuerySearch</Type>
<Caption>Lists</Caption>
<ConnectedColumnDefinition>pe.peopleid</ConnectedColumnDefinition>
<Screen>ScreenChoiseEventList</Screen>
<DataDefinition>DataDefinitionChoiseEventList</DataDefinition>
<KeyColumnDefinition>U_PRS_ID</KeyColumnDefinition>
<ValueColumn>DisplayValue</ValueColumn>
<Operator>in</Operator>
<Query>
(SELECT p.peopleid
FROM orn_PeopleList m with (nolock)
LEFT OUTER JOIN people p with (nolock) ON m.PeopleID = p.peopleid
and p.deleted = 0
WHERE m.Deleted=0 AND m.ProcessResultSetID = #param#)
</Query>
</Control>

####BoolSearch
This contains the definition of a simple checkbox-type filter containing a single node, which defines whether
the filter is a 2- or a 3-state checkbox. This setting can be done with the following node:
<IsIndeterminateAllowed>true</IsIndeterminateAllowed>

<Control>
<Name>IsArchivedCheckBox</Name>
<Type>BoolSearch</Type>
<Caption>Archived?</Caption>
<ConnectedColumnDefinition>f.IsArchive</ConnectedColumnDefinition>
<IsIndeterminateAllowed>true</IsIndeterminateAllowed>
<Operator>=</Operator>
<DefaultValue type="Constant" return="boolean"
default="false">False</DefaultValue>
</Control>

###Configuring linked objects
With the help of linked objects, we can generate links in grid views with which we can navigate to predefined
screens. Its importance lies in the fact that the grid contains only certain data about the given object - such as
its ID or description -, whereas the opened screen can display any kind of information concerning the object.
For its operation, it uses filters. When clicking on the grid, the ID of the selected object (in case of valid
configuration) is added to the outgoing filters; then the screen to be displayed builds itself up using this value,
and finally loads the data. To define Linked objects, we have to use the Link elements of the
DisplayDefinition/Links collection where we can list the link definitions.
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Example:

<Links>
<Link>
<ColumnName>ProjectName</ColumnName>
<Screen>ScreenProject</Screen>
<ReferencedMinorMenu>MMFolyamatok</ReferencedMinorMenu>
</Link>
</Links>

The only optional node of the Link node is the Type. Its default operation (when the type node is not
configured) is as described above. It opens the referenced object. When configured, it can assume any of the
following values, which then modifies the default operation:
New: The pop-up window will be displayed in new data entry mode (not as edit form).
Exists: The pop-up window will be displayed as an edit form. This is the default setting.
NewOrExists: The framework checks whether the referenced object exists. If it exists, its data will be
displayed, otherwise a new one will be generated.
In case of ProcessResultSet, when clicking on the link, a new PRS call is made. The PRS call will be
done by the ControlPanel Control attached to the Link. This connection can be set up by
configuring the ProcessResultSetControl node of the given Link node. Its value must be the ID of a
ControlPanel Control that implements a PRS.
OpenUrl: It opens a URL.
Examples: NewOrExists ProjectName MMFolyamatok ScreenProject

<Link>
<Type>ProcessResultSet</Type>
<ColumnName>ProjectName</ColumnName>
<ProcessResultSetControl>ActionButton_DocGen</ProcessResultSetControl>
</Link>
</Links>

The nodes available for defining a link are as follows:
ColumnName: It contains the ID of the column (DisplayDefinition/Columns/Column name attribute
of the XML) where the link appears.
ReferencedMinorMenu: With this we can define the MinorMenu where the new screen will be
displayed.
Screen: The new screen within the given MinorMenu can be set in this node using the known screen
reference. (It does not have to be specified in the MinorMenu configured in the ReferencedMinorMenu
node.)
FilterInUrl: It is applicable for the OpenUrl type only.
ProcessResultSetControl: It is applicable for the ProcessResultSet type only.
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Using the Target attribute, it can be configured that the pop-up screens will open in a new browser
tab, rather than in the current one.
Examples:

<Links>
<Link>
<ColumnName>CompanyName</ColumnName>
<ReferencedMinorMenu>MMProcesses</ReferencedMinorMenu>
<Screen>ScreenCompanyEdit</Screen>
</Link>
<Link>
<ColumnName>ProjectName</ColumnName>
<ReferencedMinorMenu>MMProcesses</ReferencedMinorMenu>
<Screen>ScreenProject</Screen>
</Link>
<Link>
<Type>New</Type>
<ColumnName>Notes</ColumnName>
<ReferencedMinorMenu>MMPEP</ReferencedMinorMenu>
<Screen>ScreenCommentsProject</Screen>
</ChainListNode>
</Links>

###Configuring subtypes and type specific functions
As it has been mentioned at the beginning of the chapter, tabular displays have many subtypes, the
configuration of which can be done using a few special nodes and attributes. Mainly the formatting is affected
by these settings, the source of the data remains unchanged.
####Table
It has been discussed in an earlier section of the document.
####TransposedTable
It displays a transposed grid, which means that anything that was a column before, now becomes a row. The
column tags are shown in the first column. The settings of the TransposedTable view can be configured under
the TransposedTableViewOptions node.
Available settings:
The ColumnCaptions node clusters the parameters of the dynamic column header collecting function.
In case of dynamic grids, the column header is, by default, the value returned by the query defined in
the DataDefinition node. Replacing these headers with the result of a different query or a fixed value
is an option. The source can be defined in the sourceType attribute. The value of this attribute may be
Database or XML. The default value is Database. If the value of the sourceType is Database, the
system uses the configurations clustered under the Database node, while in the other case, it processes
the settings under the FixedValues node.
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Example for Database:
SELECT Name, Caption FROM orn_ColumnCaptions WHERE DisplayDefinition =
'DisplayDefinitionDinamicReport'
Example for XML:
Available items (name) Available items (price) Remarks
####Card, CardMatrix
From configuration point of view, there are only minor differences between the card-type views, therefore, we
are discussing them in the same section.
What the Card view essentially does is create a card for each row returned as the result of a query and place
them side by side on the interface. That is, 1 row = 1 card.
If the user selects the chart view based on a column, the cards will be displayed below one another, and their
size will change dynamically consistent with the value of the specified column. The greater the value, the more
the card will stand out from the rest.
The column definitions include some setting options applicable for Card views only:
CardView with TemplateURL:
In this case, the value of the node must be the path of the external HTML template. It is important that a file
with .html extension be defined because that is what triggers the system to switch to TemplateURL mode.
In the template, we can use any HTML tag as a ChainListNode if we generate a ChainListNode attribute, and
in that node, we set the name of the column that is defined in the ClickedColumn node of the XLM file’s
ChainListNode.
Here, the DataDefinition column can be referenced with the {{card.data.<column>}} signature .
_ NOTE:_ Simpler AngularJS directives can also be used in the template: (ng-if, ng-show, ng-hide)
Example:
dgvcSample.xml delivery/js/cards/project_card.html
project_card.html

<div class="event" style="height:100%; background-color: #fff;border: 2px solid
#ccd; padding: 4px 6px;">
<a chainlistnode='Description'>{{card.data.Description}}</a>
</div>

Nodes applicable in Card view (DisplayDefinition/CardViewOptions):
IsSortingEnabled: It controls the visibility of the built-in "sorting" combobox. Its value can be True or
False. Its default value is True. Optional setting.
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IsGroupingEnabled: It controls the visibility of the built-in "gouping" combobox. Its value can be True
or False. Its default value is True.
GroupCssClassList: Groups can feature diverse styles. These alternate styles can be set here. Its value
is a list of CSS class names separated by commas. Optional attribute.
GroupBy: An optional setting, its value is the name of a column defined in the DataDefinition, based
on which the cards will be grouped by default. With the Direction attribute we can set the default
sorting order for the grouping; the names of the groups will be displayed in the order specified here. It
is optional, its value may be Asc or Desc, It is Asc by default.
GroupLayout: It is an optional setting; its value may be Horizontal or Vertical. It is responsible for
the horizontal or vertical display of the groups. The layout can be modified on the interface. If we want
to disable this setting, it can be done with the help of the
DisplayDefinition/ToolbarOptions/IsCardGroupLayoutChangeEnabled node. Its value can be True or
False. Its default value is False.
GraphByColumns: It contains the names of the columns - separated by commas - to which the iGraph
display mode is applicable. It is optional. Similar to the GroupByColumn and the SortByColumn dropdown lists, this setting provides the ability to define the way the system renders the cards
(GraphByColumns attribute in the HTMLTemplate) beneath each other, each with a length defined by
the selected value. This means that if, for example, we select from the graph combobox that the
"project" cards be rendered according to the "expenses" item, the value of the “expenses” fields will be
added to the default width of the cards to get the width of each given card. In addition, the values of
the “expenses” field will be displayed next to each card on their right-hand side. In short, a rotated
column-diagram will be the result.
Using the CssFloat node, we can override the float setting of the cards defined in the CSS.
CardClickControlName: It is the ID of the ControlPanel Control which makes the ProcessResultSet
call when a card is clicked on. This ControlPanel Control is not necessarily visible.
With the help of the CardMatrixViewOptions/ColumnCount,
CardMatrixViewOptions/WidthColumn and CardMatrixViewOptions/HeightColumn node, we can
arrange the cards side-by-side in a matrix-like layout. The value of the ColumnCount node is a number
indicating the number of “columns” contained by the matrix. The WidthColumn and HeightColumn
nodes contain the names of the columns that define the dimensions of the given card. This way we
have a chance to generate cards of different sizes. The size must be defined in pixels.
With the ShowGroupElementCount attribute, we can regulate the visibility of the group counter. This is
a simple True/False toggle.
IsAnimationEnabled: The cards displayed on the interface are animated. In certain cases, it is worth
turning this function off. Its value may be True or False. Its default value is True.
DragAndDropControlName: On the cards, certain actions can be done using drag&drop. This means
that when a card is dropped on another card, Effector carries out the function assigned to the
ActionButton configured in this setting. (It is a button defined on the ControlPanel, which, if possible, is
an ActionType = ProcessResultSet or ActionType = GenerateDocument.)
Nodes applicable in CardMatrix view (DisplayDefinition/CardMatrixViewOptions):
ColumnCount: Here the number of cards displayed in a row can be defined. Its value must be a positive
integer.
WidthColumn: This setting contains the name of the column that provides the widths of the card in
pixels offering a chance to generate cards of various sizes.
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HeightColumn: This setting contains the name of the column that provides the height off the card
offering a chance to generate cards of various sizes.
IsAnimationEnabled: The cards displayed on the interface are animated. In certain cases, it is worth
turning this function off. Its value may be True or False. Its default value is True.
DragAndDropControlName: On the cards, certain actions can be done using drag&drop. This means
that when a card is dropped on another card, Effector carries out the function assigned to the
ActionButton configured in this setting. (It is a button defined on the ControlPanel, which, if possible, is
an ActionType = ProcessResultSet or ActionType = GenerateDocument.)
CardClickControlName: It is the ID of the ControlPanel Control which makes the ProcessResultSet
call when a card is clicked on. This ControlPanel Control is not necessarily visible.
####Tree
The configuration of the tree view is similar to the views discussed above. Here, too, the HTMLTemplate node
contains the required HTML element.
The available nodes (within the TreeViewOptions node) are as follows:
IDColumn: It is the ID of the column defined in the DataDefinition that clearly identifies a node.
ParentIDColumn: This setting includes the ID of the DataDefinition column containing the ID of the
parent of the given node.
Example:

<TreeViewOptions>
<IDColumn>EventID</IDColumn>
<ParentIDColumn>ParentEventID</ParentIDColumn>
</TreeViewOptions>

####Calendar
The configuration of the calendar view is similar to the views discussed above. Here, too, the HTMLTemplate
node contains the required HTML element.
The available nodes (within the CalendarViewOptions node) are as follows:
StartDateColumn: It is the ID of the DataDefinition column which contains the start date of the item to
be displayed in the calendar.
EndDateColumn It is the ID of the DataDefinition column which contains the end date of the item to be
displayed in the calendar.
NewObjectButtonName: It is the name of the button on the ControlPanel that is responsible for
recoding new items.
DateRangeControlName: It is the name of the button on the ControlPanel that filters the data
displayed in the calendar for date range (in the calendar, the interval pacer controls the value of this
filter).
StartHour: Events starting only from this hour of the day are shown in the calendar. Its default value is
0.
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EndHour: Only events starting before this hour of the day are shown in the calendar. Its default value is
24.
Example:

<CalendarViewOptions>
<StartDateColumn>StartDate</StartDateColumn>
<EndDateColumn>EndDate</EndDateColumn>
<NewObjectButtonName>NewEvent</NewObjectButtonName>
<StartHour>9</StartHour>
<EndHour>17</EndHour>
</CalendarViewOptions>

####SectionList
This view gets activated by the ViewType=SectionList node. In the HTMLTemplate node, the HTML
template describing the display of the individual sections should be specified. The references get replaced just
as in case of the other views.
Available attributes:
width: It regulates the width of the card, it is advised to leave the value on auto.
height: It regulates the height of the card, it is advised to leave the value on auto.
Example:

<HTMLTemplate width="auto" height="auto">
<![CDATA[
<div class="listview_item_content_01">
<div style="margin:[##Margin##];text-align:[##Align##];fontsize:12px;">
<div>[##Hivatkozas_Tipus##] [##[##type##]_Name##]
[##EditTitle##] [##EditMegallapitas##] [##EditMegallapitasForNew##]
[##Edit_ProjectName##]</div>
</div>
]]>
</HTMLTemplate>

###HTMLTemplates
With the exception of the Table and TransposedTable views, The HTML definition serving as a basis have
the cards can be set in the HTMLTemplate node under the HTMLTemplates node.
In the HTMLTemplate setting, we can define the appearance and content of a card. Its content can be a string
containing HTML expressions or a URL. The URL must reference an HTML file containing HTML expressions.
Effector replaces the [##Name##] type expressions with the values received from the database (in the
aforementioned example, the values of the Name column are replaced).
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Width: With this attribute, we can set the width of the card (in pixel).
Height: With this attribute, we can set the height of the card (in pixel).
isTemplateURL: With this attribute, we can set whether the value of the setting is a URL (True) or
not (False`). (Example 2)
when: Alternate cards can be defined using this and the is setting. Its value is the name of a column
whose value specifies which card template is used. In case of the default card template, the When
attribute is not defined. (Example 3)
is: Alternate cards can be defined using this and the when setting. The value of the column set in the
when attribute must be set here, which determines whether the given template is needed or not.
(Example 3)
Example 1:

<HTMLTemplates>
<HTMLTemplate><![CDATA[
<div class="listview_item_content_01"
style="background:url(core/gfx/images/card_organization_bg.png);overflow:hidden;he
ight:100%">
<div style="height:17px;font-size: 13px;top:2px;left:
55px;position:absolute;width: 237px;white-space:nowrap;overflow:hidden;textoverflow:ellipsis;color:#fff;">[##Name##]</div>
<div class="CmpBtn"
style="position:absolute;top:0px;right:0px;font-size:25px;color:#fff;">
[##EditLink##]</div>
<div style="left: 55px;font-size:12px;width:
240px;height:35px;position:absolute;top: 51px;color:#555555;textoverflow:ellipsis;overflow:hidden;" title="[##Zip##] [##City##], [##Street##]
[##StreetNumber##]."><span style="color:#D57D62;">Cím:</span> [##Zip##]
[##City##], [##Street##] [##StreetNumber##].</div>
</div>
]]></HTMLTemplate>
</HTMLTemplates>

Example 2:

<HTMLTemplates>
<HTMLTemplate isTemplateURL="true">delivery/html/card.html</HTMLTemplate>
</HTMLTemplates>

Example 3:

<HTMLTemplates>
<HTMLTemplate isTemplateURL="true" when="priority_level"
is="high">delivery/html/high_prio_project.html</HTMLTemplate>
<HTMLTemplate isTemplateURL="true" when="priority_level"
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is="low">delivery/html/low_prio_project.html</HTMLTemplate>
<HTMLTemplate
isTemplateURL="true">delivery/html/project.html</HTMLTemplate>
</HTMLTemplates>
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The data definition objects (DataDefinition) cut across the operation of the entire system. They are behind
practically all display objects. They provide the ability to establish a connection between the two outermost
layers of the system, the user interface and the database, traversing various other layers. These data definition
objects are able to employ business objects to carry out various database operations while serving the display
components. For instance, saving is done by the BusinessObject also in case of inplace editing. However, the
main task of DataDefinition is to function as a datasource for the majority of displays and help manage the
filters during user interactions.

Location in the system
Its physical location is in the DataDefinition library of the XML package.
The DataDefinition never appears directly in the system, however, it has several points of connection to the
various displays:

Available features
Datasource definition
Setting columns
Defining and attaching filters
Example
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<DataDefinition xmlns="http://effector.hu/schema/ns/datadefinition">
<SqlSelect>
<![CDATA[
FROM Project p WITH(NOLOCK)
WHERE p.Deleted=0 AND 1=1
]]>
</SqlSelect>
<Columns>
<Column name="ProjectID">
<Definition>
<![CDATA[p.ProjectID]]>
</Definition>
<OutFilter>
<Alias>Project_ID</Alias>
<Type>Out</Type>
</OutFilter>
<IdColumn>ProjectID</IdColumn>
</Column>
<Column name="ObjectType">
<Definition>
<![CDATA[p.ObjectType]]>
</Definition>
<OutFilter>
<Alias>Template_Project</Alias>
<Type>Param</Type>
</OutFilter>
<IdColumn>ProjectID</IdColumn>
</Column>
<Column name="CompanyID">
<Definition>
<![CDATA[p.CompanyID]]>
</Definition>
<OutFilter>
<Alias>Company_ID</Alias>
<Type>Param</Type>
</OutFilter>
<IdColumn>ProjectID</IdColumn>
</Column>
<Column name="Name">
<Definition>
<![CDATA[p.Name]]>
</Definition>
<IdColumn>ProjectID</IdColumn>
</Column>
<Column name="ProjectName">
<Definition>
<![CDATA[p.Name AS ProjectName]]>
</Definition>
<IdColumn>ProjectID</IdColumn>
</Column>
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</Columns>
<InFilters>
<InFilter>
<Alias>Project_ID</Alias>
<ConnectedColumnDefinition>p.ProjectID</ConnectedColumnDefinition>
</InFilter>
</InFilters>
</DataDefinition>

Datasource definition
The configuration of the datasource can be done with SqlSelect node. This node contains by default an SQL
expression with no column definitions. The completion of the columns will be done by the DataDefinition
based on the Column elements located under the /DataDefinition/Columns collection. This SQL statement
defines which data will be loaded from the database by the given object. These pieces of data will serve as a
datasource for the associated display components.

<SqlSelect>
<![CDATA[
FROM Project p WITH(NOLOCK)
WHERE p.Deleted=0 AND 1=1
]]>
</SqlSelect>

Available attributes
Running a stored procedure as a datasource is an option in which case the value of Type attribute
should be StoredProcedure, while the value of the SqlSelect node should contain the name of the
stored procedure. Its default value is Select.
With the setting of the distinct attribute, the distinct function of the SQL server is turned on. Its value
can be true or false. Its default value is false.
NOTE!
What does the 1=1 mean in the example? The 1=1 expression has to be present in the where part of all
DataDefinitions. It is necessary because the system replace this string with the criteria provided by Filters,
ControlPanel Controls and other elements suitable for filtering.
DLL as source
If data source is a result of a programme code written in DLL, then node Module should be used instead of
node SqlSelect.

<Module className="Namespace.Class" action="">
[##LocalProgramPath##]\Namespace.dll</Module>
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Class Class of the above example has to implement interface IExportModule.

Setting columns
The definition of columns can be done by using the Column nodes in the /DataDefinition/Columns
collection. Each Column node contains a name attribute, which plays the role of the column identifier in the
DataDefinition. Later, when using displays, this will create the connection between the two column definitions.
The name attribute is identical either with the name of the SQL column or with the string used as an "alias".
The Alias can be defined using the as keyword. Its use is shown in the following example:

<Definition>Count(e.EventId) as EventDB</Definition>

Nodes available for definition:
The BusinessObject node defines which business object the column belongs to. It plays a
fundamental role in the operation of the inplace edit function available in grids.
The Definition node contains the column`s SQL definition. This must meet the same syntactic rules as
an SQL column expression. It may contain not only a column name but also more complex subqueries,
however, in this case the result must be given an "alias" name.

<Column name="EventDB">
<BusinessObject>BusinessObjectProjec</BusinessObject>
<Definition>Count(e.EventId) as EventDB</Definition>
</Column>

Referencing other columns
By setting, under the Column node, the IsComposite optional node assuming a logical value, we can indicate
the system that we are going to reference another column of the DataDefinition (or rather its value) in the
definition of the given column. The replacement will be done once the query is complete. Referencing can be
done in the following format: [##Column.Fieldname##].

<Column name="ColumnA">
<Definition>ColumnA</Definition>
</Column>
<Column name="ColumnB">
<IsComposite>true</IsComposite>
<Definition>'The value of Column A: [##Column.ColumnA##]' AS
ColumnB</Definition>
</Column>

Using FileInterface to download files
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A common service called FileInterface carries out the file operations. If, for instance, we would like to
download the document by clicking on a Link the following configuration should be used:

<Column name="FileInterfaceID">
<UseFileInterface>true</UseFileInterface>
<Definition><![CDATA[CAST(d.DocumentID AS VARCHAR(20)) as
FileInterfaceID]]></Definition>
<IdColumn>DocumentID</IdColumn>
<OutFilter>
<Type>Param</Type>
<Alias>FileInterfaceID</Alias>
</OutFilter>
</Column>
<Column name="FileLink">
<IsComposite>true</IsComposite>
<Definition><![CDATA['<a href="FileInterface?p=
[##Column.FileInterfaceID##]&a=download" target="_blank">' +
ISNULL(d.RenamedFilename,'') + '</a>' AS FileLink]]></Definition>
<IdColumn>DocumentID</IdColumn>
</Column>

In the DataDefinition column called "FileInterfaceID" we set the file’s unique ID used in the Document table,
and by setting the value of the UseFileInterface node to True, we command the system to generate a
unique key for the given document, which key will be passed on to the DataDefinition column called "FileLink"
due to the fact that the value of the IsComposite node is set to True and the column called "FileInterfaceID"
is referenced in its definition.

Defining and attaching filters
As it has been mentioned before, the notion of Filter indicates the structure and mechanism allowing for the
communication of panels and screens in the system. In respect of its configuration, DataDefinition plays a role
of key importance. The displays know from this display definition file what filters the layer beneath them can
handle as output and input.
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Each filter has a type and a name (Alias). The system interprets the communication taking place via the
connections based on these characteristics. Filters can be interpreted and processed, or in some instances
simply let go by and sent toward the next component. These behaviors can easily be modified with
configuration.
Alias: An important property of any filter is its Alias name. A given filter is identified by this name in the
communication between panels and screens, and the carried value (Filter reference) can also be
accessed using this name.
Type: Filters can be of Out or Param types.
There can be only one active Out type filter.
The Param type filters often take part in the evaluation of a control’s default value rule or other
rules on the EditForm. The filters beginning with the Template_ Alias name have a special
meaning. It will be discussed in greater depth later.
Configuring filters
To configure filters, we need to change settings at various locations.
First of all, we have to decide weather the given column is an identifier. If so, a filter can be configured to it,
with which its value can be sent to other components. If the data is not of identification type, we can define an
ID field to it. This definition can be done using the Column/IdColumn node.
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We treat the DataDefinition column set in the IdColumn node as and identifier, and the column set
here we will be an Out filter-type among the outgoing filters. The IDColumn of the other columns will
also appear but only as a parameter.
Using the OutFilter node, we can set the Alias name of the outgoing filter, while using the Type
node, we can set its type.

<OutFilter>
<Type>Out</Type>
<Alias>Company_ID</Alias>
</OutFilter>

Example
The following example features a properly configured outgoing filter. In this case, the column itself represents
in identifier and it will use this identifier as in outgoing filter during the appropriate user interaction (generally
clicking on the column).

<Column name="CompanyID">
<BusinessObject>BusinessObjectCompany</BusinessObject>
<Definition>c.CompanyID</Definition>
<IdColumn>CompanyID</IdColumn>
<OutFilter>
<Type>Out</Type>
<Alias>Company_ID</Alias>
</OutFilter>
</Column>
<Column name="CompanyName">
<Definition>c.Name AS CompanyName</Definition>
<IdColumn>CompanyID</IdColumn>
</Column>

Now that we have outgoing filters, we can set up incoming filters. These are the filters the displays using
DataDefinition can interpret in usage.
The incoming filters can be set using the InFilter node of the /DataDefinition/InFilters collection. The
incoming filters listed here will filter the result rows define by the DataDefinition. Here we usually expect the
unique ID of a table. The WHERE clauses generated using the filters listed here will replace the 1=1 expression
of a query.

<InFilters>
<InFilter>
<Alias>Company_ID</Alias>
<ConnectedColumnDefinition>c.CompanyID</ConnectedColumnDefinition>
</InFilter>
<InFilter>
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<Alias>Created_By_ID</Alias>
<ConnectedColumnDefinition>c.CreatedbyID</ConnectedColumnDefinition>
</InFilter>
</InFilters>

The Alias node defines the name of the incoming filter. The display will be able to interpret the
parameter with the same name of Out type, and it will look for the appropriate incoming filter based on
this.
The ConnectedColumnDefinition node creates the connection between the incoming filters and the
columns of the DataDefinition. Here we have to set the value contained by the Definition. The
DataDefinition will filter the query based on this value.
We have the option to set up a permanent forward list, allowing that the incoming filters with the predefined
Alias will be forwarded toward the outgoing filters.

<ForwardedFilters>
<ForwardedFilter>
<AsType>Param</AsType>
<Alias>Company_ID</Alias>
</ForwardedFilter>
<ForwardedFilter>
<AsType>Param</AsType>
<Alias>Project_ID</Alias>
</ForwardedFilter>
</ForwardedFilters>

“The value of the Alias node will be the name of the outgoing filter, which must be the same as the name of
the incoming filter. The value of the AsType node defines the type of the filter, which may be Out or Param.
There can be only one outgoing filter of Out type, therefore the system will modify the type to Param if more
than one filter of Out type is defined either as a forwarded filter or in the definition of columns.
The filters with the name Template_* are special, these carry the sub-type of the chosen business objects. If
the edit form to be displayed features a derived BusinessObject, this filter regulates which subtype of the
given element be open for editing. (For instance, in case of the BusinessObjectProjectInfo the
Template_Project filter will receive the value Info.)
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The file facilitating the definition of drop-down lists is called ComboDefinition. Its main goal is to define sets
of values for drop-down lists and make them reusable.

Location in the system
Its physical location is in the ComboDefinitions folder. The ComboDefinition always occurs as a reference, it
cannot be used in itself. Its location within the system is shown in the following figure:

Available features
Datasource definition
Definition of values and display fields

Datasource definition
Example:

<ComboDefinition xmlns="http://effector.hu/schema/ns/ComboDefinition">
<SourceType>Database</SourceType>
<Source>
<Database>
<SelectionString><![CDATA[
SELECT [PeopleID], [Name]
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FROM [People] WITH(NOLOCK)
WHERE [Deleted] = 0
AND [IsGroup] = 0
AND 1=1
ORDER BY [Name] ASC
]]></SelectionString>
<KeyColumn>PeopleID</KeyColumn>
<ValueColumn>Name</ValueColumn>
</Database>
</Source>
</ComboDefinition>
<ComboDefinition xmlns="http://effector.hu/schema/ns/ComboDefinition">
<SourceType>XML</SourceType>
<Source>
<FixedValues>
<Value key="1">alma</Value>
<Value key="2">korte</Value>
</FixedValues>
</Source>
</ComboDefinition>

For the datasource definition two nodes can be used, one of them defines the type of the relationship, while
the other specifies the SELECT statement.
SourceType: The type of the relationship maybe Database or XML.
Source: in case of a SourceType=Database a SELECT statement runs a query on the list of values. In
the WHERE clause, it is advisable to sort the data and insert the 1=1 expression for a later filtering. The
system will replace this 1=1 condition with the appropriate filter expression. The SELECT statement must
have at least two fields.

Definition of value and display fields
One of the two fields queried by a select statement represents the value of the ComboBox, while the other
signifies the description to be displayed. In the ComboBox, a list of key-value pairs is displayed.
Available nodes:
KeyColumn: A value (key) representing one row of the ComboBox.
ValueColumn: A displayable field related to the key.
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General overview
###Definition As understood in computer science, an object is a unit endowed with characteristics and
behaviors modelled on reality, which unit encompasses a collection of variables and sub-programs needed to
represent relevant real-life objects or notions using a computer language. In the realm of business, an object
is a structure or storage, where data can be stored/displayed and exchanged among the components and
users of the application. The data represent individual business units (such as invoices or other data records).
What does it mean? In practice, everything can be described as a closed unit containing coherent data and
characteristic behavior patterns. Each of these units may form relationships and interdependencies with other
units.
Let's take a look at some simple examples:
Passenger car: its basic properties are: brand, model, registration plate, color, engine capacity, etc.
Invoice : an invoice must contain a unique identifier, various data concerning the issuance and payment
(date of issue, payment method, payment type, etc.), the data concerning the vendor and the buyer, as
well as the items (products, services) being sold/purchased.

Modeling in the system
In the Effector system, a business object should be seen the same way. It is used when we would like to
represent a data set consistent with reality, forming a unit.
How to represent the properties of the abovementioned passenger car?
For the properties we will need:
**Registration plate **: free text
Brand: A value to be selected from a list. For now, let the list contain the following only: Seat, Skoda,
Mercedes Benz.
Model: This could be practically anything but now we can select a model from an existing list, just like
in case of the brand. The list contains the following: Ibiza_, Cordoba, Fabia, Octavia, A-Class, C-Class .
We will also need an identifier, that will make a distinction between items having identical properties.
Let the property of the identifier be an integer.
In keeping with the object-oriented approach, the Effector system allows for the inheritance/derivation of
objects. This means that we have the ability to append the properties and behaviors of the individual business
objects.
** Let us add the group of motorcycles to the passenger cars now:** We would like to store the following data
on motorcycles: brand, model, registration plate and possible crash bar.
It is practical to use an OOP approach, and collected the common properties to the base class, which will be
the vehicle in our case. Thus, we will get the following objects:
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We keep the brand and model in case of both objects since their datasources are completely independent of
each other.
The individual objects, just like in reality, are not independent and isolated units in the system, but are
interrelated and form a graph. The nodes of the graph represent the objects, while the edges stand for the
relationships.

These relationships – or in other words, logical associations - connecting the individual objects are easy to
model. Through these associations, we can define the relation of connected objects. We can define the
numerosity of the relationship or the row of events taking place if a unit is deleted from the system. Should
the system delete other related units or leave ignore them? If an invoice is deleted from the system, it is
sensible to have the rows of that invoice removed as well.
The relationships defined in the system correspond with relations formed between tables in a relational
database.
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Our example on vehicles can be appended as follows: Each passenger cars must be supplied with a tracking
device; therefore, we should add a tracking object to our system and create associations that define which
passenger car gets which tracking device. This relationship will be a 1-1 type relationship.

There are, however, types of data which do not necessarily need to be represented as objects, as they do not
appear directly in the model system but play an auxiliary role. For example:
lists, that have been discussed in detail in chapter database structure.

Location
BusinessObjects are used in various ways. The figures below illustrate their location and relationships in the
system.
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Use
Objects modelled on reality can be introduced into Effector, which can be done using the
BusinessObject(BO) XML-schema. This XML-schema features a functionality similar to the DataDefinition: it
can be used for the configuration of services facilitating data entry, inheritance and display.
Available features
Defining data
Setting inheritance
Handling connections/relationships
Defining virtual fields
Defining the individual states and transitory states of business processes
Verifying data
Setting and enforcing rights
Performing extra procedures
Automatically set task to done
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Prerequisites, conventions
Database: There must be a data table representing the BusinessObject and it must have a
Deleted TINYINT field, which plays a role in the system’s transaction management.
The presence of the ObjectType VARHCAR(60) is needed when we you want to define a
subtype to the business object, that is, we would like to use inheritance in the definition.
Conventions:
The name of the business objects must be unique.
The files must be saved to directory called BusinessObject.
The name of the file must follow one of the patterns below:
In case of a simple object: BusinessObject{0}.xml, where {0} is the name of the
BusinessObject.
In case of a derived subject: BusinessObject{0}{1}.xml, where {0} is the value of
ParentBusinessObject node of the BusinessObject, and {1} is the name of the
BusinessObject. (For instance: BusinessObjectEventInfo.xml)

Configuration
Available references:
Filter: The values of filters defined at the user interface.
Field: The fields of a business object.
’special`: Special constants.
’session`: Particular parameters of the given session.
Defining data
Data can be defined by properly defining the XML schema and the database table representing the business
object. For this, a BusinessObject has to be created, and the /BusinessObject/DataTable,
/BusinessObject/UniqueIDColumn and /BusinessObject/Fields/Field node must be configured
properly. The database fields defined here will contain the data of the object. There is no need to use all the
fields from the database table. It is a common mistake that the field set in the
/BusinessObject/UniqueIDColumn node cannot be found in any of the /BusinessObject/Fields/Field
nodes.

<BusinessObject>
<Caption>Person</Caption>
<DataTable>People</DataTable>
<UniqueIDColumn>PeopleID</UniqueIDColumn>
<Fields>
<Field name="PeopleID" />
<Field name="Name"/>
<Field name="Jobtitle"/>
</Fields>
</BusinessObject>
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Elements used:
The /BusinessObject/DataTable node Contains the name of the database table associated with the
object. In case of simple objects, it is a mandatory element, however, in case of derivations, in certain
instances, it can be omitted. See: inheritance.
The unique identifier of the business object is represented by the /BusinessObject/UniqueIDColumn
node. In case of simple objects, it is a mandatory element. In case of derivations, in certain instances, it
can be omitted. See: inheritance.
Node SetDoneAutomatically is used to automatically set task to done.
The definition of the database fields is done using the Field node of the /BusinessObject/Fields
collection: the name attribute contains the name of the column in the database.
Optionally, encryption type of field can be set. The system will save the data to databased based on this
setting.
Later we will see that the Name attribute may define the name of such a column, that physically isn't present in
the table of the business object, but it appears in a different table. This can be achieved by creating
connections and defining virtual fields. In such cases, a 1-1 relationship is needed between the two tables, and
the aliascolumn and foreignField attributes must also be defined. More on this in the following section.
Exercise: Define the passenger car business object in its basic state without inheritance.
A default value rule (RuleValueType) can also be specified for the fields, which gets evaluated and sets the
values of the fields during this generation of the object.
<DefaultValue type="Constant" default="false" return="boolean">false</DefaultValue>
NOTE! The rule defined in the Editform overwrites this default value rule. Also, in the BusinessObjects
there can be constant rules only!
For more information on default values see Rules.
Inheritance and defining relationships
As it has been mentioned above, inheritance among objects is allowed in the system. This can be done using
the attributes of the BusinessObject node.

<!-- base BusinessObject (BusinessObjectProject.xml) -->
<BusinessObject>
<DataTable>Project</DataTable>
<UniqueIDColumn>ProjectID</UniqueIDColumn>
...
</BusinessObject>
<!-- derived BusinessObject (BusinessObjectProjectSzamlaigazolas.xml) -->
<BusinessObject mainbo="Project">
<DataTable>orn_Szamlaigazolas</DataTable>
<UniqueIDColumn>U_ProjectID</UniqueIDColumn>
...
</BusinessObject>
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As shown in the example, we will need to define a base and a derived object. The derived object contains the
reference, which is done by means of the mainbo attribute pointing to the base object. This value is identical
to the name of the base object. Between the two objects a 1-1 type relationship is formed, which means that
if we create an object instance, then in the database exactly one data record will be generated in both tables.
The relationship is created by the unique IDs: ProjectID and U_ProjectID.
If the derived object will not carry extra information - it has no associated data table and there are technical
reasons for the inheritance - the setting of the the DataTable and the UniqueIDColumn is unnecessary.
Relationships are defined not only in case of inheritance but also for representing relationships discovered
during modeling. The degree of relationships can be the same as that of the database relations. Their
operation is similar to what is known from there. They play a significant role primarily in saving, deleting and
occasionally in query processes.
0-1: Such a connection is optional; the maximum number of related objects is 1. Typically used in
objects where the value set of the given field is a complex set of data (object) and it comprises a
variable set. We can represent it by defining the newly generated field as a foreign key, thus creating a
reference to another object instance. For example: Invoice and approving person, where the need of an
approving person depends on a value limit, therefore, it is optional.
1-1: It is very similar to the previous one, however, here one and only one association must be defined.
For example: inheritance.
0-N: Again, an optional assignment, but here more than one object may be associated with one.
1-N: The only difference between this and the previous one is this being mandatory. For example:
Invoice and the partner on it. A partner can have more invoices.
N-M: This relationship represents the multiple-to-multiple association. Each N-M association can be
broken down to two 0-1 types. It is employed in the system using a connection table.
Inheritance of value of field
Type of inheritance, possible values: - NearestSameBusinessObject: Same type of business object which was
created before the current one. If there is more than one, then it will be the last one. NearestSelectedBusinessObject: Same type of the selected step (with attributes businessObject and
objectType) which was created before the current one. If there is more than one, then it will be the last one. FurthestSameBusinessObject: Same type of business object which was created before the current one. If
there is more than one, then it will be the earliest one. - FurthestSelectedBusinessObject: Same type of
the selected step (with attributes businessObject and objectType) which was created before the current one. If
there is more than one, then it will be the earliest one.

<FieldInheritances>
<FieldInheritance name="Basedata">
<InheritanceType>NearestSameBusinessObject</InheritanceType>
</FieldInheritance>
</FieldInheritances>

At the field of the business object it can be referred which field value of which object have to be inherited.
Optionally it also can have conditions.
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<Field name="RequestId">
<InheritedValue fieldInheritanceName="Basedata"
fieldName="NameOfPreviousField"></InheritedValue>
<Condition type="SQL" return="string" default="">...</Condition>
</Field>

Defining relationships
Relationships can be defined by configuring the RoleConnection elements of the
BusinessObject/RoleConnections collection of the object.
The following example includes all the elements available for defining relationships.

<RoleConnection type="Relation" deletingmode="AllowIfEmpty"
direction="Child" RoleName="ProjectDocument">
<!-- mandatory section
<ToMinimum>0</ToMinimum>
<ToMaximum>N</ToMaximum>
<FromMinimum>0</FromMinimum>
<FromMaximum>N</FromMaximum>
<BusinessObject>BusinessObjectDocument</BusinessObject>
-->
<!-in case of 0/1-1/N relationships
<ConnectionIDField>EventID</ConnectionIDField>
-->
<!—to be used in case of N-M relationships
<ConnectionTableName>ProjectDocument</ConnectionTableName>
<ConnectionTableID name="ProjectID">ProjectID</ConnectionTableID>
<ConnectionTableID
name="DocumentID">DocumentID</ConnectionTableID>
-->
</RoleConnection>

Nodes used:
The type attribute indicates the type of the connection definition. Its possible values:
Relation: It indicates a classic relational connection between two objects. Typically, the objects
are not related through inheritance. The degree of the relationship may be any of the following
or their inverses: 0-1, 1-1, 0-N, 1-N, N-M.
Descent: Used for representing a descendant relationship. In this case the ConnectionIDField
is used only to specify the IDs participating in the connection, just like a foreign key definition. It
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is mandatory in the base object. The degree of the relationships defined in such a way is 1-1 due
to inheritance.
direction It indicates the direction of the relationship, showing where the current and the connected
objects are in the relationship. The relationship can be of Parent or Child direction.
Parent: The relationship points toward the Parent so the unique ID of the business object
defined by the relationship appears as a foreign key in the object at hand.
Child: It is a relationship pointing toward the Child object. Here the business object’s own ID
appears in the field of the connected object.
RoleName: The name of the relationship. Each relationship defined in a particular object must have a
unique name.
deletingmode: It defines the behavior of the relationship in case of deletion.
AllowIfEmpty : The current object can be deleted only if there is no database record associated
with the relationship.
Cascade : When deleting the object, the rows of the connected tables pointing to this business
object will also be deleted.
Nodes affecting the numerosity/degree of the relationship are as follows: FromMinimum, ToMinimum,
FromMaximum, ToMaximum. Possible values: 0 (not interpreted in case of ToMaximum), 1, N.
Defining 0/1-1/N relationships: In this case we need to do nothing more than defining the degree of the
relationship, the business object on the other end and the unique ID thereof by setting the BusinessObject
and the ConnectionIDField nodes. The setting of the BusinessObject is done by entering the name of the
file without extension.

<RoleConnection direction="Child" RoleName="Users">
<ToMinimum>1</ToMinimum>
<ToMaximum>1</ToMaximum>
<FromMinimum>0</FromMinimum>
<FromMaximum>1</FromMaximum>
<ConnectionIDField>UserID</ConnectionIDField>
<BusinessObject>BusinessObjectUsers</BusinessObject>
</RoleConnection>

Inheritance: A special 1-1 relationship. The type of the relationship is Descent and the ConnectionIDField
does not need to be specified as it can be clearly determined from the connected objects. The relationship will
be brought about by the unique ID on both sides.
In case of N-M connections, we have to set the "From/To" nodes responsible for the numerosity, as well as the
connected business object using the BusinessObject, and we also need to set the data of the connection
table carrying out the relation conversion. We can do this in the ConnectionTableName and the
ConnectionTableID nodes.
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<RoleConnection type="Relation" direction="Parent"
RoleName="ProjectPeople">
<ToMinimum>0</ToMinimum>
<ToMaximum>N</ToMaximum>
<FromMinimum>0</FromMinimum>
<FromMaximum>N</FromMaximum>
<BusinessObject>BusinessObjectProject</BusinessObject>
<ConnectionTableName>ProjectPeople</ConnectionTableName>
<ConnectionTableID name="ProjectID">ProjectID</ConnectionTableID>
<ConnectionTableID name="PeopleID">PeopleID</ConnectionTableID>
<ConnectionTableID
name="ProjectRoleID">ProjectRoleID</ConnectionTableID>
</RoleConnection>

The name of the connection table is defined by the ConnectionTableName, while the ConnectionTableID-s
specify the columns and fields of the table which will connect the individual business objects to the
connection table. The data structure of the example above is illustrated by the figure below:

Defining virtual fields
Data not associated with particular business objects, but represent the characteristics of other connected
objects, yet are visible and editable on the user interface are called virtual fields. When using the given object,
the system reaches through the defined relation and maintains the fields in the connected object as well.
Nodes participating in the configuration of the virtual fields:

<RoleConnection type="Relation" deletingmode="Cascade" direction="Child"
RoleName="EventPeople">
<ToMinimum>0</ToMinimum>
<ToMaximum>1</ToMaximum>
<FromMinimum>0</FromMinimum>
<FromMaximum>1</FromMaximum>
<BusinessObject>BusinessObjectPeople</BusinessObject>
<ConnectionTableName>EventPeople</ConnectionTableName>
<ConnectionTableID name="EventID">EventID</ConnectionTableID>
<ConnectionTableID name="PeopleID">Felelos</ConnectionTableID>
<AliasValues>
<AliasValue name="EventRoleID" type="SQL" default="1"
return="int">1</AliasValue>
</AliasValues>
</RoleConnection>
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<Field name="Owner" aliascolumn="PeopleID" aliasrolename="EventPeople">
<DefaultValue type="Simple"
return="int">`[##Session.UserID##]`</DefaultValue>
</Field>

Connection: A proper connection descriptor must be supplemented by an AliasValues collection. The
elements of the collection, the AliasValue nodes essentially describe rule definitions, that define how the
field specified in the name attribute be filled. For more information see Rules.
Field definition: The aliasrolename defines which relationship be used to fill or modify the given field. The
aliascolumn attribute is responsible for the definition of the exact data field, whether it is a connection table
or an object.
The example allows for setting the owner associated with the event. Among the participants (EventPeople),
there can be exactly one record where the role (EventRoleID) is “Owner”. The role (a mendatory field) in this
case is contained by the connection table responsible for the N-M relationship; therefore, when we associate a
new person with the event, this field should also be filled. In an average case, we could enter this piece of data
recorded for the association in a separate maintenance window, but since only one record is allowed, we can
use the virtual fields to accomplish this task. This is a simpler way to define the owner.
**NOTE: This is an outdated method, this relationship can be set in a simpler/more clear way with
ForeignFields **
ForeignFields We have the option to reference and save data to a field of an external (foreign) table connected
via a 1-1 relationship defined in the DataTable setting. Such a field is called foreign field.
Example

<ForeignFields>
<ForeignField name="EventPeople">
<TableName>EventPeople</TableName>
<Mappings>
<Mapping> <!—no. 1 roleid is the owner -->
<TableField>EventRoleID</TableField>
<Value>1</Value>
</Mapping>
<Mapping> <!-- az EventPeople.EventID = Event.EventID -->
<TableField>EventID</TableField>
<BusinessObjectField>EventID</BusinessObjectField>
</Mapping>
<Mapping> <!—the value of the EventPeople.PeopleID field
can be found under Owner -->
<TableField>PeopleID</TableField>
<BusinessObjectField>Owner</BusinessObjectField>
</Mapping>
</Mappings>
</ForeignField>
</ForeignFields>
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ForeignField: This node gathers the foreign field definition settings. Within a definition, several foreign
fields can be defined (if placed in the same table). The name attribute should include the name of the
definition, which can be referenced in the Field setting.
TableName: The name of the table connected through a 1-1 relationship with the original table.
TableField: The name of the field in the table set in the TableName setting.
BusinessObjectField: The name of the column set in the Fields section of the BusinessObject. If
setting a fixed value is needed to establish the 1-1 relationship, then that value should be specified in
this setting. From the Value and the BusinessObjectField settings, only one should be specified. In
the example, a table named EventPeople is used to store the Onwer for the Event table. Since data can
be recorded with a 1-N relationship in this table, the data of the Owner is identified by using the value
1in the EventRoleID column. The relationship is defined by the EventID.
Defining the individual states and transitory states of business processes
While modeling and configuring the business processes, we can add here, at the business obejcts the logic
forwarding the given process from one state to the next. These settings can be done using Triggers. To
configure triggers, we need to think backwards.
What does it mean? Why do we have to think backwards?
It is necessary simply because in a system we do not specify the outcome of an action, rather, the other way
around, what actions may result in said outcome. It gives us greater freedom in designing and organizing our
processes with a slighter chance of making definition mistakes. By the time the process engine is started, all
the possible combinations of the process steps are available, complete with the referenced objects.
So, looking ahead, if event “A” must be followed by event “B”, we need to insert a rule in the triggers of event
“B” that prompts the generation of object “B”. In our case it will be an event triggered by object “A”. (A change
in a property of object “A”).
Being familiar with configuration processes facilitates a deeper understanding of more complex triggers. To
learn more about this topic, please read Workflows. As the two chapters are closely related, it is advised to
carry on with said chapter and then return to the subject of configuration.
Configuring triggers
Aa a result of the operation of the process engine (that is based on the process descriptors) in case of objects
that do not take part in processes (not part of any process definitions), the triggers will not be evaluated.
The triggers can be set using the Trigger element of the Triggers collection. These triggers control the
process state transitions, define the action prompted by an event in the business object, regulate whether a
new object be created, or a piece of data be refreshed. The triggers also define the business objects the
changes of which prompt the generation of the given business object. For instance, if an event is set to ready,
that can trigger the generation of a new process step or the configuration of a different process step, or the
process engine can run an arbitrary SQL statement.

<Trigger sourceBusinessObject="Event" sourceObjectType="Iktatas02" action="Create"
event="Done">
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<Condition type="Simple" return="boolean" default="false"><!
[CDATA[`[##Field.FolyamatVezerlo##]`==30]]></Condition>
</Trigger>

The Trigger nodes have numerous attributes, some of which are independent, while others contain
interdependent logical associations.
Independent attributes:
The sourceBusinessObject and the sourceObjectType attributes together define the business
object that activates the trigger. This object may be the Project/Event object or one of its
descendants, the type of the object is to be set in the sourceBusinessObject attribute, while the type
of the derived object is to be defined in the sourceObjectType attribute. Sticking with the example
above, the trigger of the transition will be the BusinssObjectEventIktatas02 object.
action: it defines the type of the triggered event, that is, what to be done when this trigger gets
activated. The value of the type may be:
Create: It creates a new business object of the type where the trigger is defined.
Modify: The object will be modified where the trigger is defined. During modification special
variables can be used. But the given expression can be a constant value only.
RunSQL: The system runs an arbitrary SQL statement. The statement may contain special
valiables.
isAttachedWorkflow: It shows whether an attached workflow is specified.
attachedWFTemplate: It contains the reference of the attached workflow, if there is one.
event: It is a node applicable to all triggers, it contains the event that sets off the activation of the
trigger. Its value can be:
Done: The trigger gets activated once an action is reported done.
Created: The trigger is activated once an object is created. It is the TriggerEvent used for the
creation of the first step of the process. For instance, once the creation of the business object
(“Project”) launching the workflow is created, the first step of the workflow (Event object) is to be
created automatically.
Available sub-nodes:
Condition: It defines a condition that will be evaluated once the trigger is activated. It executes the
operation specified in the action setting depending upon the result.
SQL: It is the SQL statement to be run in case of the RunSQL trigger type.
ForeignKey: In case of Modify or RunSQL trigger types, this node specifies the name of the field that
connects the business object that being created with the other object.
SetValues: In case of the Modify trigger type, this node defines which properties of the business
object are to be modified and to what. It is a complex element with the following structure:
value
It may contain several SetValue nodes. In this case, all modifications will be carried out. The fieldName
attribute of the SetValue node contains the name of the field to be modified. The new value will be the
content of the node, which cannot be a statement.
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It is possible to create multiple, parallel instances of the same type of object. For example if there is need for
multiple approvals for the same task. Moreover it is possible to assign roles to task not only exact assignees. It
will be dynamically evaluated based on the roles (and persons in roles) assigned to the specific run of the
process. The next step will be created when all parallel branches have been run.
Verifying data
Data validation is carried out before saving. Setting such validations is possible using the
/BusinessObject/Methods collection. This collection is multifunctional, business logics can also be run with
its help.
To do the validation, a special element, the OnValidate node is used, which may contain a rule. For further
information on rules, please read Rules.
Performing extra procedures
Using the /BusinessObject/Methods collection, we can react to various events of the business object and
run business logics using SQL or a module. The events are as follows:
BeforeSave: It runs before saving the business object.
AfterSave: It can be used directly after saving.
AfterDelete It may contain a logic to be run when the object is deleted.
AfterCreate: This runs some kind of business logic after a business object is created.
`AfterLoad': This runs some kind of business logic after a business object is loaded.
Each node may contain the following:
Module: The Module discussed in the section on action buttons. It is the DLL implementing the business
logic.
RunSQL: SQL query.
[##LocalProgramPath##]\orn_ReleaseTest.dll
The value of the Module node is the name of the .dll file with its path. Effector replaces the string
[##LocalProgramPath##] included in the path with the bin folder of the actual website, so the
translated .dll file can be copied directly to the Effector program files. *The name of the class realizing
the desired unique function should be specified in the className attribute.
With the action attribute, we can select the action we want to be executed within the function (it is not
a systemic setting, the developers have to work out and handle them).
Since the triggers defined in the business object do not run in case of ad-hoc events, the best place for an
SQL execution after saving and okaying is the Methods/AfterSave node.
This example has been taken from a document business object. Its task is to insert a row in the
DocumentConnection table after saving the document business object, if a new document has been saved.

<Methods>
<AfterSave>
<RunSQL>
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<![CDATA[
IF '[##Filter.JumpType##]' = 'New' BEGIN
INSERT INTO DocumentConnection (BoType, BoId, DocumentID, Deleted,
Created, CreatedByID)
SELECT 'Event', '[##Field.EventID##]', '[##Field.U_DocumentID##]',
0, GETDATE(), '[##Session.UserID##]'
END]]>
</RunSQL>
</AfterSave>
</Methods>

Setting and enforcing rights
Effector is capable of managing rights on the level of BusinessObject. Basically, access rights can be
configured to the individual business objects. With the help of the /BusinessObject/Rights collection, we
can define user rights by specifying rules therein. These rules are of RuleValueType, so they can be used the
usual way. They get evaluated when an object is being handled. For more on rules, see Rules. The following
rules are available for setting rights:
Create: Its evaluation indicates whether the business object can be generated with the given
conditions.
Delete: It shows whether deletion is allowed on the object at hand.
Modify: It indicates whether the modification of the object is allowed.
View: It indicates whether the display of the object data is allowed.
In the example below the user right validation is executed centrally via a stored procedure called
osp_wrk_ValidateUserRights. Its stored parameters in order are: ID of the signed-in user, name of the
BusinessObject, sub-type of the BusinessObject, name of the right.
Example:

<Rights>
<Create type="SQL" return="boolean" default="false">
execute osp_wrk_ValidateUserRights '[##Session.UserID##]',
'RoleDetails', 'Create'
</Create>
<View type="SQL" return="boolean" default="false">
execute osp_wrk_ValidateUserRights '[##Session.UserID##]',
'RoleDetails', 'View'
</View>
<Modify type="SQL" return="boolean" default="false">
execute osp_wrk_ValidateUserRights '[##Session.UserID##]',
'RoleDetails', 'Modify'
</Modify>
<Delete type="SQL" return="boolean" default="false">
execute osp_wrk_ValidateUserRights '[##Session.UserID##]',
'RoleDetails', 'Delete'
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</Delete>
</Rights>
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The edit views play a significant role in recording new data or viewing existing data/objects. Concerning its
structure, there is no substantial different compared to the traditional edit views of other applications. The
edit view used by Effector is also built of captions, input fields and possibly graphical elements.

Location in the system
Its physical location is in the EditForm directory of the XML package.
The edit forms as views always appear embedded in a component/component tab. Owing to their operation,
a DataDefinition and a BusinessObject belong to them. These objects will carry out among others the
operations concerning the database.

Operation
Query: : A query for an existing query record based on the fields listen in the BO.
Change: It updates the entire row of the BO based on the values in the entry fields. Every change
automatically generates an entry in the FSYS_Log table.
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Delete function: : It is a special feature, since there is no physical deletion in the system, so it will run as
an update, where the value of the Deleted field changes to 1.
Insert: It is a two-step operation. To the possible attached components (typically a grid on the right of
the EditForm, e.g. showing the participant of an event) get the ID of the newly entered record, thus
work at a hundred percent, they have to get the unique ID of the data row behind the EditForm. What
happens here is that after pressing the new button, an empty row gets inserted and displayed by the
EditForm, and after pressing the Save button a simple Change will run. The defined DefaultValues (in
BO or EditForm) will get into the row obviously at the same time as the insertion takes place. In such a
case the value of the Deleted column will be 2, and after pressing the Save button it will change to 0.

Available references:
Filter: the values of the filters defined on the user interface.
Field: The business object’s own fields.
Special: Special constants.
Session: The particular parameters of the session at hand.

The specialty of filter handling
There is a special filter that is used only in case of EtheditForm, and that is automatically handled by the
framework. This is under the alias JumpType among the incoming filters, and its value can be New or
NoAction. In case of a new entry, there is always a Filter whose value is New. In case of other LinkScreens,
either there is no such Filter, or its vale is NoAction.

Available features
Defining edit form
Defining handled data and controls

Defining edit forms
The definition of edit forms is done by setting the mandatory nodes below. Only one of each can be present.
The descriptor’s root element is the Form node that includes the following:
The Caption node is used to set the caption of the EditForm, which currently does not appear on the
interface.
DataDefinition: It is used to set see DataDefinition related to the EditForm. The DataDefinition
specified here plays a role in filter management.
BusinessObject: It contains the business object related to the EditForm.
Rules: We can define EditForm-level rules; currently only the Readonly rule can be used with which we
can set whether the EditForm is editable, we do not need to set this rule for each input field. However,
this setting can be overwritten at each input field. More on setting rules in Rules.
ReportContentChangedOnValueChange: Optional logical switch. If the value of the node is true, and
the Cancel button or the X button in the upper right corner is clicked, the system sends a warning that
a field has been modified in the given window and inquires if we want it to be discarded. The default
value is true.
Example:
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<Form xmlns="http://effector.hu/schema/ns/editform">
<Caption>Esemény módosítása</Caption>
<DataDefinition>DDEventEdit</DataDefinition>
<BusinessObject>BusinessObjectEvent</BusinessObject>
<ControlGroup name="Név">
<Control>
<Type>Label</Type>
<Name>Label_Name</Name>
<Caption>Név</Caption>
<Width>150</Width>
</Control>
<Control>
<Type>TextBox</Type>
<Name>TextBox_Name</Name>
<Width>200</Width>
<BindingName>Name</BindingName>
</Control>
</ControlGroup>
</Form>

Defining handled data and controls
Controls can be set using the Form/ControlGroup collection. Among the ControlGroup tags we can list the
controls displayed next to each other. It has only one mandatory attribute:
name: It defines the name of the ControlGroup, which must be unique.
The controls to be displayed side by side have to be listed in the Control node of the ControlGroup
collection. There can be any number of these (in the majority of cases however, we are talking about two
elements: a label and an input field).
The nodes applicable for the definition of Controls are as follows:
Type: The type of the control. For instance, it can be Label, TextBox, etc.
Name: The unique name of the input field.
Width: The widths of the input field given in pixels.
BindingName: With its help, the database field and the input field can be connected; it contains the
identifier of the field.
Except for the Width field, all the nodes listed above are mandatory!
The following settings can be used with the majority of controls (TextBox, Date, DateTime, ComboBox,
QueryTextBox):
TouchValueList: : It offers the chance to simplify the selection of an element by predefining a few
values in a box. it can be achieved by setting the TouchValueList attribute. This is a RuleValueType
expression. For more information on Rules, see Rules. However, for a proper operation, the type
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attribute is needed to be set to Constant, while the column names returned by the query must be Key
and Value. The usual [##Field.##], [##Filter.##], etc. references can be used here as well.

<TouchValueList type="Constant">
<![CDATA[SELECT TOP 10 CompanyID AS `Key`, Name AS Value
FROM Company WITH(NOLOCK) WHERE deleted = 0]]>
</TouchValueList>

Label
The special node needed for the definition of the label is the following:
Control/Caption: The caption, it has a meaning only in case of the Label type
TextBox
It allows for simple free text entry, where masking can be set as an option. TextBox
Optional nodes defined in the Control node:
Precision: In case of non-integer numbers, it specifies the number of decimal places (non-negative
integer). Default value: 2
IsThousandsGrouped: In case of a number field, digit grouping can be switched on/off. Its possible
values are true or false. By default, it is true.
UseHTMLEncode: It defines whether the value written in the field is stored in a database with HTML
coding. By default, its value is false.
TextAlign: In case of a number field, the system aligns the values to the right by default, while in case
of a text input field, values are aligned to the left. This attribute can assume the following values
Left,Right or Default.
IsMultiline: It allows for the display of multiline text boxes. It is optional. For further customization,
the following attributes can be set:
useHTMLEditor: A logical value, when it is true, an HTML editor appears.
htmlEditorToolbars An optional attribute. Here we can set the name of a toolbar set, which
must be defined in the \core\config\ckeditor_config.js file. For instance: in case of a
toolbar_Basic setting, the value of the attribute must be Basic.
useCodeMirror When a code fragment is displayed, it applies syntax highlighting.
IsResizable: It regulates the resizing of multiline text input fields. The default value is 'true'.
IsPassword: It is a logical value; if it is true, the characters entered are replaced with asterisks. It is
optional.
Mask Here a basic masking option can be set. For instance: <Mask>99999999-9-99</Mask>. In the
mask, the number 9 stands for digits, the letter A represents letters, while the * character can mean
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either a digit or a letter; the special characters among them will appear and be stored in the database
table.
CharacterCounterType: If the database field it is of text type and its length is restricted, we can use
this node to have the system display the allowed character counter. It is optional. Its possible values are:
None: It is not displayed (default value).
Count: It counts the characters entered.
Remaining: It deducts the number of characters entered from the maximum number of
characters.
MaxLength: In case of text fields, we can limit the maximum number of characters to be entered.
QueryTextBox
We can set the value of this field by selecting from a list. Its works the same way as the ComboBox, except here
the list of values displays a multicolumn list.
Nodes to be defined in the Control node:
Screen: It contains the name of the screen that appears when hitting the "..." button.
DataDefinition: It is the name of the DataDefinition attached as a datasource, which contains the
data consistent with the attached field.
KeyColumnDefinition: The name of the column that contains the values.
ValueColumn: The name of the column that contains the text description belonging to the value.
Example:

<Control>
<Type>QueryTextBox</Type>
<Name>QueryTextBox_CompanyID</Name>
<BindingName>CompanyID</BindingName>
<Width>200</Width>
<Screen>ScreenChoiseCompany</Screen>
<DataDefinition>DataDefinitionCompanyEdit</DataDefinition>
<KeyColumnDefinition>CompanyID</KeyColumnDefinition>
<ValueColumn>Name</ValueColumn>
<Required return="boolean" default="false" type="Constant">true</Required>
<DefaultValue type="Constant" return="int" default="">
[##Filter.Company_ID##]</DefaultValue>
</Control>

At this entry field we have to chance to fill in more fields at a time in the given business object with just one
step. For this, we have to set the appropriate values in the ConnectedControl elements of the
ConnectedControls collection. The value set is the ConnectedControl node is the name of the control
displayed on the EditForm, while the column attribute is the name of the field selected from the query, which
will be set as a value in the entry field specified in the ConnectedControl. If the type of the entry field
referenced by the ConnectedControl is ComboBox or QueryTextBox, the column of the value to be displayed
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in the input field must be set as well, which can be done using the displayColumn attribute (it is also a
column name from the query).

<ConnectedControls>
<ConnectedControl
column="Product_Type">TextBox_Product_Type</ConnectedControl>
<ConnectedControl
column="Part_Number">TextBox_Part_Number</ConnectedControl>
<ConnectedControl column="EUR_MSRP">TextBox_Listaar</ConnectedControl>
<ConnectedControl column="City_ID"
displayColumn="CityName">ComboBox_City</ConnectedControl>
</ConnectedControls>

DateTime
This control is used for selecting date and time. The optional node with which we can regulate the values
displayed in a drop-down list is the following:
Step: It regulates the step intervals in minutes.
Date
This control allows for date selection.
ComboBox
Using this control, we can select key-value pairs from a drop-down list.

<Control>
<Type>ComboBox</Type>
<Name>ComboBox_Priority</Name>
<BindingName>Priority</BindingName>
<Width>200</Width>
<ComboDefinition>ComboPriority</ComboDefinition>
</Control>

In the above example, a list defined in the ComboDefinition.xml file under the name "ComboBox_Priority" will
be displayed. The KeyColumn that will be saved in the database, and the ValueColumn that will be displayed
are defined in the ComboDefinition.
A frequent use case is if we run a query for data in the lookup table that we need two extra nodes. This way
we do not need to create a separate descriptor for each lookup group.
LookupFilterName: This attribute specifies for which filter should we substitute the data in the
LookupFilterValue.
LookupFilterValue: This is the data to be substituted in.
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Example:
ComboBox ComboBox_Eredmeny Eredmeny 200 ComboFixedValuesLookup GroupNum 3 true
HorizontalRule
This is a design element, there is no background logic attached to it. It draws a simple horizontal line that we
can use for example for dividing the form.
CheckBox
It is a simple CheckBox type. The field behind it is a BIT type of field in the database.
InnerComponent
There is a possibility to display another component in the form (for instance one that has a table used for
entering and displaying items pertaining to ordering).

<Control>
<Type>InnerComponent</Type>
<Name>InnerComponent_Products</Name>
</Control>

DocumentTextBox
It is an entry field used for selecting a document. The same nodes can be used as in case of the
QueryTextBox.

<Control>
<Type>DocumentTextBox</Type>
<Name>DocumentTextBox_DocumentTextBox</Name>
<BindingName>DocumentTextBox</BindingName>
<Width>200</Width>
<Screen>ScreenChoiseDocument</Screen>
<DataDefinition>DataDefinitionDocumentEdit</DataDefinition>
<KeyColumnDefinition>DocumentID</KeyColumnDefinition>
<ValueColumn>OriginalFilename</ValueColumn>
<DocumentObjectType>Egyeb</DocumentObjectType>
</Control>

Further nodes:
IsDocumentVersioningEnabled: Document versioning can be turned off with it in the given entry
field. Its value may be true or false. Its default value is true, which means that the versioning is
allowed. (In case of modification, Effector will enquire whether the used wants to save a new version.)
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Screen: This setting works in a similar way as in case of the QueryTextBox, But here it is not
mandatory. In the absence of this attribute, no selection can be made from the documents already
existing in the system.
AllowedMIMETypes: : There is a possibility of restricting the types. MIME types should be listed
separated by spaces.
FileSizeLimit: It is used for restricting the file size, its value is understood in MB.
DocumentObjectType: If the basis of the EditForm is not a BusinessObjectDocument, the
DocumentObjectType node is needed to be set, as this node specifies the type of the document. In
such a case the following attribute must be present in the BusinesObject XML file, in the definition of
the given field:
isDocument: It specifies whether the given field is of document type. Its value may be true or
false.
For example: <Field name="AlairtSzerzodes" isDocument="true"/>
There is a possibility to use in the rules certain properties of the document stored in the field allocated to the
DocumentTextBox. These are the following:
[##Field.<<mező>>@NewVersion##]: Has a new version been recorded? Its value is true or false.
[##Field.<<mező>>@DocumentObjectType##]: It is the subtype of the attached document (subtype
of the Document business object).
[##Field.<<mező>>@ValueChanged##]: Has the value of the field been modified?
[##Field.<<mező>>@FileName##]: It is the name of the attached file.
Button
It is a general button usually used for unique DLL references. Its configuration is similar to that of the Outer
action buttons discussed under search fields (ControlPanel.Control).
The button is responsible for outer function calls and queries into a given class of a configured module. This
can be set up with the Module node. This node will contain the technical details with which it will access the
implementing class.
<Module classname="orn_Sample.SampleFunction">[##LocalProgramPath##]\Sample.dll</Module>
The value of the Module node is the name and fully qualified path of the module to be called. The system
replaces the usable string [##LocalProgramPath##] with its own path. For example:
(C:\Inetpub\wwwroot\Effector\bin). The Classname attribute defines the class in the module, which class has
to implement a special interface (IEVIEditForm). The implement of this interface guarantees the proper
operation.
The value of the Action node may be an arbitrary text which will be passed on as a parameter when calling
upon an external DLL.
Extra nodes used for setting buttons:
CloseWindow: By setting the value of this node to false, we achieve that the EditForm will not be
closed after saving. Its value can be true or false, by default it is true.
Icon: It is optional. By selecting from a predefined set of icons, we can place a pictogram before the
caption of the button.
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SaveButton
A button used for saving.
Extra nodes used for setting the Save button:
CloseWindow: By setting the value of this node to false, we achieve that the EditForm will not be
closed after saving. Its value can be true or false, by default it is true.
CancelButton
This button is used to cancel an action.
Extra nodes used for setting buttons:
CloseWindow: By setting the value of this node to false, we achieve that the EditForm will not be
closed after saving. Its value can be true or false, by default it is true.
DeleteButton
Delete button.

Other options, rules and evaluations
Rules and evaluations: The following rules (nodes) can be set at each control, all of which are of
RuleValueType. For further information on their configuration, please see Rules.
Required: It is used for setting the field as mandatory. As long as the set rule is not met (that is, its
return value is false), the given object cannot be saved. For an enhanced visual representation, the
same rule should be set for the label. In such a case, in case of true, the color of the label turns red,
indicating that it is a required field.
WorkflowRequired: It is used for the same purpose as the Required node, with the exception that it
takes effect if [##Field.Done##] == true, that is, if the current step of the process is set to done.
Readonly: Editability rule.
DefaultValue: The default value evaluated in case of newly entered objects only! The default rule set
on the EditForm overwrites the rule set in the BusinessObject.
SessionValue: Here a constant or calculated value can be set, by which we achieve that an extra
button appears on the right-hand side of the control. When pressing this button, the predefined value
will appear in the input field. Typically, it is the name of the signed-in user themselves or their company,
etc.
Visible: Visibility rule.
Tooltip: The Tooltip Label is a text type field of Rules.If it is not empty, the tooltip icon appears. If the
cursor is hovering over the icon, the text is displayed.
Warning: A small, red exclamation mark in a circle is displayed, indicating a warning. Text can be added
to this tooltip. It is basically a text type of RuleValueType, which appears when filled in.
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ValidateRule: Validation rule. It does not allow saving the form until the condition defined here
returns true; or in case of a non-Boolean return value, the empty message means that the value
written in the control is valid.
ComputedValue: A computed field value, which constantly depends on the state of other fields.
When recomputing the value, it considers the fields referenced ([##Field.<Mezőnév>##]) in the
evaluation. The modification of these will bring about some action; for furthur settings see the
section on Recomputing.
Recomputing also affect other rules such as Visible, Readonly, etc.
ComputedValueList: A computed value list, which can be used in case of the ComboBox type whose
content constantly depend on the condition of other fields.
When recomputing the value, it considers the fields referenced ([##Field.<Mezőnév>##]) in the
evaluation. The modification of these will bring about some action; for further settings see the
section on Recomputing.
Recomputing also affect other rules such as Visible, Readonly, etc.
ClearValueIfNotVisible: If an input field has a value written in it and the same field disappears as a
result of a visibility rule run on it, the value written in the field will be deleted, if the value of this node is
true. It has significance, when we do not want to save the value of an invisible field to that database.
By default, this value is false.
LabelCssClass: The text of labels can be paired with a predefined CSS class.
PlaceHolder: Informative message written in empty input fields.
Recomputing: This node specifies the actions due to which the computed fields of the controls will be
re computed. Its possible values are:
Always: Always, even when the window appears. Not in use.
OnValueChange: Only when a value is modified. It is the default setting.
TriggerOnRefresh: On refreshing the EditForm, it considers the value of the control modified,
thus all rules and the ComputedValue referencing this field (where it is set) get executed.
Example:

<Recomputing>TriggerOnRefresh</Recomputing>

Special rules applicable in case of buttons
These controls are special in the sense that there is no label and obviously there is no BindingName node. In
case of the buttons, two extra RuleValueType-s can be set at the buttons, which are interrelated. These two
rules must be joined by the Question node.
Example:
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<Control>
<Type>SaveButton</Type>
<Name>Save</Name>
<ControlCaption>Save</ControlCaption>
<Question type="OkCancel">
<Condition type="SQL" return="boolean" default="false">select case
when not exists(select documentconnectionid from documentconnection where boid =
`[##Field.ProjectID##]` and botype = `project` and deleted = 0) then `true` else
`false` end</Condition>
<Message type="Constant" return="string" default="">Currently
there is no document attached to the transaction. Do you want to save it this way?
If yes, click the “OK”, if no, use the “Back` or “Cancel” buttons!</Message>
</Question>
<CloseWindow>false</CloseWindow>
<Width>80</Width>
</Control>

Currently the Type attribute defined on the Question node can assume the OkCancel, Ok or Cancel values.
OkCancel: When the button is pressed, a window will open up containing the “OK” and “Cancel”
buttons. On pressing the “OK” button, the action (save/delete/cancel) will take place, while on pressing
the “Cancel” button, the action will not take place and editing can be continued.
Ok: Basically, an informative window is displayed before saving.
Cancel: It also displays an informative message, but it also prevents saving.
As mentioned above, there must be two RuleValueType-s under the Question node, one of which is
Condition and the other is Message. The Condition regulates when the message should appear. In case of a
true return value, a dialogue box displaying the value of the Message node will appear. The [##Field.
{Fieldname}##] values can be used in both RuleValueType-s.
SignaturePad
This field is typically used for signature input, but we can also capture arbitrary drawings with it. We need to
define a VARCHAR field under the BindingName node in the database, where the figure will be saved as a
base64 encoded data.
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We have considered inheritance and its advantages when discussing business objects. As a consequence of its
use, the data of the derived class - besides the data of the base class - is stored in the database in a different
table, therefore, the data of the derived object can be found in the appropriate tables of the database.
However, we have to display such data. Using a grid view, the data can be displayed, but creating two
separate EditForms would not be enough to maintain them. It could be done, but it isn't a user-friendly
solution. Somehow, we should display the data of the two tables on one EditForm. This problem can be
solved by using Fragments. In short, Fragments are the same for EditForm as derived classes for business
objects. Each fragment can be considered is an EditForm supplement attached to a derived object.

Location in the system
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Its physical location is in the Editform folder. It cannot be used in itself and cannot be displayed only together
with the EditForm, supplemented with the added input fields.

Use
Prerequisites, conventions
The prerequisite of using Fragments Is that the system must know all the available definitions. Therefore, we
have to define a list of applicable fragments to each derived object. The list of applicable fragments can be
recorded in a special file. The applicable Fragments must be configured in files consistent with their
respective object types. The files containing the list of Fragments are found in the FragmentList folder, and
following a strict naming convention, their names must be consistent with the following scheme:
FragmentList<BOtipus>.xml where the <BOtype> contains the type of the base business object (e.g.:
Project, Event, Document, People, Company).
Example:
When we derive a ProjectPelda object (BusinessObjectProjectPelda) from the Project object
(BusinessObjectProject), we must create a FragmentListProject.xml file containing the references of all
the applicable Fragment definitions, as well as a Fragment definition file named
FragmentProjectPelda.xml.

Available features
FragmentList Fragment list definition
Fragment display definition
FragmentList list definition
Following the example above, we create the FragmentListProject.xml file. This can be done in two ways,
either by listing the fragment definitions or by entrusting a stored procedure to provide the data. Either way,
we will need to take the following steps:
We have to create the appropriate file and then set the SourceType and the Source nodes in the
following way:
SourceType: Its possible values are XML or Database. Obviously, these values are consistent with
the two types discussed earlier.
Source:
** Definition in static XML:**
It can be done by setting the value of the SourceType node to XML. In this case, the possible referenced must
be listed in the Fragment node of the Fragments collection. The order attribute must be unique within the
file, it contains a simple ordinal number. The ObjectType node contains the type of the derived object.
Finally, using the Caption node, we can set the description of the given Fragment type, which will appear in a
drop-down list on the interface when a new object is created.
Example:
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<FragmentList xmlns="http://effector.hu/schema/ns/fragmentlist">
<SourceType>XML</SourceType>
<Source>
<Fragments>
<Fragment order="1">
<ObjectType>Example</ObjectType>
<Caption>Example fragment</Caption>
</Fragment>
</Fragments>
</Source>
</FragmentList>

Dynamic stored procedure definition:
It can be done by setting the value of the SourceType node to Database. In this case, there's no Fragments
node in the Source node, and the name of the stored procedure must be specified in the Database node.
The stored procedure provides data consistent with the values of the ObjectType and Caption nodes
discussed in the above example along a predefined business logic.
Example:

<FragmentList xmlns="http://effector.hu/schema/ns/fragmentlist">
<SourceType>Database</SourceType>
<Source>
<Database>
<SelectionString
type="StoredProcedure">osp_getProjectTypes</SelectionString>
</Database>
</Source>
</FragmentTypes>

The input parameters of the stored procedure are provided by the system. These can be used in dynamic
evaluations:
@mmName VARCHAR(100): Name of the minor menu.
@screenName VARCHAR(100): Name of the screen.
@componentName VARCHAR(100): Name of the component.
@buttonName VARCHAR(100): Name of the button, where applicable.
@userID INT: User ID.
@parentBoName VARCHAR(100): Type of the base business object.
Its return value contains two columns, which are consistent with the following:
SELECT 'Egyeb' AS [type], 'Egyéb' AS FragmentCaption
Definition of fragment display
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Here we can define the controls displayed on the EditForm associated with the supplementary fields of the
derived BusinessObject. If the derived BusinessObject does not have a supplementary field, the Fragment
definition is still needed, however, in such a case, the file contains only the minimum required settings:

<Fragment xmlns="http://effector.hu/schema/ns/editform">
<Caption />
<DataDefinition>DDEventEdit</DataDefinition>
<BusinessObject>BusinessObjectEvent.Step1</BusinessObject>
</Fragment>

In case of a business object with supplementary data, everything is done consistent with the EditForm, as we
have discussed it in chapter Edit form. The ControlGroups and all other setting described there can be used.
NOTE! If there is a ControlGroup definition in the Fragment whose name attribute is identical with one
appearing in any of the ControlGroup definitions used in the EditForm of the base/parent object, it
will overwrite the settings of the EditForm; thus, it also affects the display of the based object.
Now let’s take a look at the nodes to be used:
Caption: mandatory, but currently not in use.
** Example:** <Caption>Telephone event</Caption>
DataDefinition: It is the reference of the DisplayDefinitionObject related to the base/parent object.
Example: <DataDefinition>DataDefinitionPEventComplex</DataDefinition>
BusinessObject: An important difference compared to the EditForm is that here the definition of the
BusinessObject must match the following format: ., as seen in the example below.
Example: <BusinessObject>BusinessObjectEvent.Telefon</BusinessObject>
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In this chapter we are discussing the Chart view. With its help, we have a chance to graphically display data
obtained from the DataDefinition set as a source.
For further information on the Chart component, please visit the website of the component manufacture:
HighCharts.

Location
The files are located in the Chart directory of the XML package. The name of the file must always begin with
the character string Chart.
Example:

<Chart xmlns="http://effector.hu/schema/ns/chart">
<Caption />
<DataDefinition>DataDefinitionCF1</DataDefinition>
<Legend>None</Legend>
<TopText>Munkával töltött órák száma</TopText>
<BottomText>(összes ember)</BottomText>
<SeriesIDColumn>SeriesID</SeriesIDColumn>
<SeriesColumn>Series</SeriesColumn>
<CategoriesColumn>Category</CategoriesColumn>
<DataColumns>
<DataColumn columnName="Data">
<ChartType>pie</ChartType>
</DataColumn>
</DataColumns>
<ControlPanel />
</Chart>

Available features
Defining diagrams
Specifying data series
Setting linked objects
Defining filters and action buttons

Defining diagrams
The definition of diagrams can be done by setting the following mandatory nodes. Only one of each can be
present. The descriptor’s root element is the Chart node that may include the following nodes:
Caption : With its help, we can set the caption of the diagram.
DataDefinition: In this node we can set the DataDefinition associated with the diagram. The
DataDefinition set here provides the data and also plays a role in the handling of filters.
ChartType: With this node we can set the default diagram type.
Legend: With the help of this node the visibility of the legend can be set. Its possible values are: None,
Left, Right, Bottom. It defaults to None.
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By setting the TopText and BottomText nodes, static texts can be specified, which will be displayed on
the top or bottom of the diagram.
AutoRefreshInterval : By using this node we can set the refresh interval. Its value is understood in
minutes.
BackgroundColor: With its help we can set the background color. It is optional.
MarkerRadiusColumn: Here we can set which column contains the radius of the indicators.
IsNavigationButtonVisible: Its value may be true or false. By default, it is false. With its help a
small button can be turned on, with which the diagram can be exported.
ChartJSONObject: Effector generates a JSON string, based on which HighChart is able to build a
diagram. This can be appended with a given JSON string in this node.
LabelRotation: Here we have the option of rotating the captions displayed along the axis. The yAxis
attribute contains the options of the Y-axis, while the xAxis attribute contains those of the X-axis.
Using the following nodes, we can specify how the chart view should interpret the data source and the
columns therein.
SeriesIDColumn: The system is capable of handling more than one series at a time, therefore it must
be specified which column in the database should represent the field identifying the series. For
example, if the ID of more than one person (PeopleID) is sent to the input filter, the DataDefinition will
contain data for each ID (if there is any). The system will group the created series using the column IDs
set here. Its setting is the following: <SeriesIDColumn>PeopleID</SeriesIDColumn>, if the
PeopleID column is defined in the DataDefinition. The ID of the series in the example will be the value
of the PeopleID field.
SeriesColumn: The name of the field containing the description appearing with the series.
CategoriesColumn: The name of the column containing the tick values of the X-axis.
ColorColumn: Here we can set the name of the column that provides the colors for the diagram. It
modifies only the array of available colors, from which the appropriate color will be selected by
Highchart. It is an optional setting.

Defining data series
We can connect the data columns in the DataDefinition with the diagram using the following nodes. The
individual series must be set under the DataColumn elements of the DataColumns collection. In case of
certain series, we can define default chart types and other functions. These can be configured by setting
nodes. With the exception of the ChartType node, all nodes are optional.
For the configuration of the DataColumn node:
The value of the columnName attribute of the DataColumn node contains the column
representing the data of the series.
ChartType: It defines the type of the diagram, which can be the following: areaspline, spline,
line, area, bar, pie, column, gauge, solidgauge. For more information visit the manufacturer’s
website. (See above.)
Caption: Here, we can set a unique ending.
FillGapWithValue: In case of an absent value, the absence will be filled with this value. It is a
floating-point number. It's an optional setting.
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AxisOptions: This note is used to configure the usabe asix options. Its value is a JSON string,
which contains the available options. See the manufacturer’s website. It is an optional element.
MarkerOptions: This node is used for setting the available markers. Its value is a JSON string,
which contains the available options. See the manufacturer’s website. It is an optional element.
ShowInLegend: With its help we can regulate weather the given series be featured in a legend.
Stacking: Setting a stacked display. Its valued may be Normal, Percent and None.
bar {"min": 0}

Defining linked objects
The configuration of Linked objects is consistent with the use of the Links generally present in the system. For
further information on this see Tables and ControlPanel-controls.

Defining filters and action buttons
Their operation and definition are consistent with those set forth in Tables and ControlPanel-controls.
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Using this view, a content referenced by a URL generated based on some type of rule can be displayed on a
panel. Essentially, it can be considered a mini web browser, which appears embedded in a component.

Location in the system
The files allowing for the configuration are located in the EmbeddedWebDisplay directory of the XML
package. the name of the file must always start with the string EWD.

Available features
URL setting

URL setting
Its definition can be done by using the following mandatory nodes. Only one of each can be present. The
descriptor’s root element is the EmbeddedWebDisplay node that includes the following nodes:
Caption: with its help, we can set the caption of the "browser", however, currently it does not show up
anywhere.
URL: It is a Rules type node, with its help the URL of the website to be displayed can be generated
dynamically.
Example:

<EmbeddedWebDisplay>
<Caption />
<URL type="SQL" return="string" default="">
<![CDATA[
SELECT `http://maps.google.com/maps?output=embed&q=` +
(SELECT top 1 isnull(city,``) + `, ` + isnull(street,``) + ` ` +
isnull(StreetNumber,``) from company with (nolock) where CompanyID =
`[##Filter.Company_ID##]`)
]]>
</URL>
</EmbeddedWebDisplay>
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This chapter provides help in understanding the modelling and configuration of business processes.
In general, the individual business processes are the visual renderings of real-life business processes. With
their help, manually performed tasks become traceable and verifiable. The individual steps may communicate
with one another within the system, thus, their use simplifies the flow of documents and data among
workplaces.
Each process has a starting and an end point where it is headed and what it reaches through various stages
during its lifecycle, following some preprogramed logic.
In Effector, the configuration and mapping of processes is based on state transitions, and the start- and endstates of the process. The object binding the processes is called Workflow (Workflow) object, which is the
representation of the given business process. The individual states are handled in the Event objects and their
descendants. A workflow step (WorkflowStep) corresponds to an event in the system. The state transitions
can be configured using the so-called Triggers configured in the individual business objects.
The simple process called "Negotiating a business meeting" mentioned in Workflow systems can be describes
as follows:
States (Events):
A: Arranging the details of the meeting
B: Scheduling the meeting
C: Recording the outcome of the meeting
State transitions (Triggers):
A -> B: No date is scheduled; further negotiation is needed.
A -> C: Date is scheduled, the meeting can take place.
B -> B: Scheduling failed, another attempt of scheduling is needed.
B -> C: Date is scheduled, the meeting can take place.
Its visual representation in a flowchart is as follows:

The workflow engine in Effector is capable of versioning the processes making their modification easier.
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Available features
Registering processes in the system
Configuring processes

Registering processes in the system
The list of processes and individual process steps in the system are described by the XML files located in the
Workflow directory.
Collection file of processes:
The existing processes in the system are listed in the _WorkFlows.xml_file located in the XML root directory.

<Workflows xmlns="http://effector.hu/schema/ns/workflows">
<Workflow>
<ObjectType>basicprocess</ObjectType>
<Caption>Basic process</Caption>
</Workflow>
<Workflow>
<ObjectType>complexprocess</ObjectType>
<Caption>Complex process</Caption>
</Workflow>
</Workflows>

This file must exist even if there is no process at the customer. In such a case, it does not contain any
WorkFlow nodes. In the above example, there are two processes defined. Each process definition has an
ObjectType node, this will be the type of the process, while the value of the Caption node will be the name
of the process. (This information is displayed in Effector Studio only.)
Each WorkFlow node must have a configuration file in the WorkFlow directory, whose name is consistent with
the following naming convention: WorkFlow<name>.<version>.xml, where <name> denotes the value of the
ObjectType attribute of the WorkFlow node, while <version> contains an ordinal number starting from 1
and matching the current version. This process description file defines the steps of the given process.
WorkFlowRendszertervezes.1.xml
** Process description file:**

<Workflow xmlns="http://effector.hu/schema/ns/workflow">
<Steps>
<Step>
<Caption>Project registration</Caption>
<BusinessObject>BusinessObjectProjectRendszertervezes</BusinessObject>
</Step>
<Step>
<Caption>01. Under arrangement </Caption>
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<BusinessObject>BusinessObjectEventRendszertervezes01Elokszites</BusinessObject>
</Step>
<Step>
<Caption>02. Feasible</Caption>
<BusinessObject>BusinessObjectEventRendszertervezes02Megvalosithato</BusinessObjec
t>
</Step>
<Step>
<Caption>03. Solved</Caption>
<BusinessObject>BusinessObjectEventRendszertervezes03Megoldva</BusinessObject>
</Step>
</Steps>
<Graph>{"WFStepDimensions":null,"Links":null}</Graph>
</WorkFlow>

The individual steps can be listed in the Step node of the Steps collection. These are the objects playing a
role in the process. The BusinessObject node contains the BusinessObject reference pertaining to the
step, while the value of the Caption node includes the name of the process step. (This information is
displayed in Effector Studio only.)
Optional node IsSubWorkflow allows to creat subprocesses. It's a logical value and false by default. It's
currently used by Effector Studio.
The transitions related to the individual process steps are contained by the individual BusinessObjects, and
they can be set using the Tigger nodes therein. For a detailed description see Business objects.

Configuring processes
The following complex example illustrates how to configure a process in the system, however, it focuses only
on the process itself and does not contain all the aspects.
Let us create the process mentioned in the introduction of the chapter:
First, we need to register the new process in the WorkFlows.xml located in the root directory:

<WorkFlows xmlns="http://effector.hu/schema/ns/workflows">
<Workflow>
<ObjectType>Example</ObjectType>
<Caption>New example process</Caption>
</Workflow>
</WorkFlows>

Following the registration of the process, we need to create the appropriate process descriptors and the
related business objects. The definition of the process needs to be saved in the WorkFlowPelda.1.xml file.
States to be modeled:
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A: Arranging the details of the meeting
B: Scheduling the meeting
C: Recording the outcome of the meeting

<WorkFlow xmlns="http://effector.hu/schema/ns/workflow">
<Steps>
<Step>
<Caption>Setting up a meeting</Caption>
<BusinessObject>BusinessObjectProjectPelda</BusinessObject>
</Step>
<Step>
<Caption>Arranging the details of the
meeting</Caption>
<BusinessObject>BusinessObjectEventPeldaStepA</BusinessObject>
</Step>
<Step>
<Caption>Scheduling</Caption>
<BusinessObject>BusinessObjectEventPeldaStepB</BusinessObject>
</Step>
<Step>
<Caption> Recording the outcome of the
meeting</Caption>
<BusinessObject>BusinessObjectEventPeldaStepC</BusinessObject>
</Step>
</Steps>
</WorkFlow>

NOTE: Do not forget to create the Project object! (BusinessObjectProjectPelda)
Step A of the process (BusinessObjectEventPeldaStepA.xml)

<BusinessObject xmlns="http://effector.hu/schema/ns/businessobject">
<ParentBusinessObject>BusinessObjectEvent</ParentBusinessObject>
<UniqueIDColumn>U_Event_ID</UniqueIDColumn>
<Fields>
<Field name="StartDate" />
<Field name="EndDate" />
<Field name="CreatedByID">
<DefaultValue type="Constant" return="int">
[##Session.UserID##]</DefaultValue>
</Field>
<Field name="Description">
<DefaultValue type="Constant" return="string"
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default="">Arranging the details of the meeting </DefaultValue>
</Field>
<Field name="Task">
<DefaultValue type="Constant" return="boolean"
default="false">true</DefaultValue>
</Field>
<Field name="Done">
<DefaultValue type="Constant" return="boolean"
default="false">false</DefaultValue>
</Field>
<Field name="Owner">
<DefaultValue type="Constant" return="string"
default="">'[##Parent.Felelos##]'</DefaultValue>
</Field>
</Fields>
<Triggers>
<Trigger action="Create" sourceBusinessObject="Project"
sourceObjectType="Example" event="Created" />
</Triggers>
</BusinessObject>

As seen in the above example, if we would like to set the value of a field based on a field of the parent object,
we need to use the Parent reference group: '[##Parent.Felelos##]'. This way, we can set that the same
person who was the owner of the previous step will also be the owner of the current task, but any of the
parent object’s fields can be similarly referenced.

The trigger responsible for forwarding the process:
<Triggers>
<Trigger action="Create" sourceBusinessObject="Project"
sourceObjectType="Example" event="Created" />
</Triggers>
**NOTE: Do not forget that the triggers need to be set at the last step!**

Triggers part of the BusinessObjectEventPeldaStepB.xml
If the StartDate is empty, further negotiation is needed. This step can be launched from two places:
following the original entry or upon entering an unsuccessful scheduling. This is illustrated by the
following trigger configuration:

<Triggers>
<Trigger action="Create" sourceBusinessObject="Event"
sourceObjectType="BusinessObjectEventPeldaStepA" event="Done">
<Condition type="Simple" return="boolean"
default="true">'[##Field.StartDate##]' == ''</Condition>
</Trigger>
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<Trigger action="Create" sourceBusinessObject="Event"
sourceObjectType="BusinessObjectEventPeldaStepB" event="Done">
<Condition type="Simple" return="boolean"
default="true">'[##Field.StartDate##]' == ''</Condition>
</Trigger>
</Triggers>

Triggers part of the BusinessObjectEventPeldaStepC.xml
The final step will always take place if any of the following events occurs: event A or B reaches a ready
state when the StartDate field representing the scheduled date is filled.

<Triggers>
<Trigger group="0" action="Create"
sourceBusinessObject="Event"
sourceObjectType="BusinessObjectEventPeldaStepA" event="Done">
<Condition type="Simple" return="boolean"
default="true">'[##Field.StartDate##]' != ''</Condition>
</Trigger>
<Trigger group="0" action="Create"
sourceBusinessObject="Event"
sourceObjectType="BusinessObjectEventPeldaStepB" event="Done">
<Condition type="SQL" return="boolean"
default="false">SELECT CASE WHEN '[##Field.StartDate##]' != '' THEN 'true'
ELSE 'false' END</Condition>
</Trigger>
</Triggers>

Example 2:

<Trigger group="0" action="RunSQL" sourceBusinessObject="Event"
sourceObjectType="BusinessObjectEventPeldaStepB" event="Done">
<SQL>
osp_wrk_ChangePortfolio '[##Triggered.ProjectID##]',
3, '[##Session.UserID##]'
</SQL>
</Trigger>

In the example the trigger runs a stored procedure, that changes the status of the given process, if the
previous step ran successful. The reference Triggered points to the newly created object.
Example 3:

<Trigger group="0" action="RunSQL" sourceBusinessObject="Event"
sourceObjectType="BusinessObjectEventPeldaStepC" event="Done">
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<SQL>
osp_wrk_ChangePortfolio '[##Field.ProjectID##]', 4,
'[##Session.UserID##]'
</SQL>
</Trigger>

As shown in the above example, the object referencing itself in the trigger can carry out an arbitrary
operation. In this example, the stored procedure gets the ProjectID from which the given step was
generated; that is, in the triggers the Field always refers to a field of the creating step.
On launching the process, a row is generated in the WorkFlow table of the database. The value of the
ObjectType node under WorkFlow will be in the ObjectType column. The system inserts the value of the
generated WorkFlowID into the WorkflowID column of the objects taking part in the process, thus
connecting the object to the process. These objects are the BusinessObjectEvent and the
BusinessObjectProject.

Linked process
In Effector we have a chance to link several processes, for instance if we want a process to be launched after a
given step of another process, or if two separate processes are running concurrently and at one point the next
step of one process depends on a step of the other process.
Example (BusinessObjectEventA.xml):

<Trigger sourceBusinessObject="Event" sourceObjectType="WorkFlowB_Step1"
action="Create" isAttachedWorkflow="true" attachedWFTemplate="WorkFlowB"
event="Done">
<Condition type="SQL">
...
</Condition>
</Trigger>

In the following example, the EventA process step must follow the WorkFlowB_Step1 step of the WorkFlowB
type process. By setting the value of the isAttachedWorkflow attribute to true we can specify that this is
part of a linked process, while the value of the attachedWFTemplate attribute indicates the type of the linked
process (the value of the ObjectType node). In such cases, we need to enter the process step in the
sourceObjectType attribute from which the given step must start off.
In this case, the FSYS_AttachedWorkflow database table stores which process is linked to which; its fields are:
EventID: The unique ID of the given process step in the Event table.
Project: The unique ID of the given process in the Project table.
To_Project: The unique ID of the linked process in the Project table.
Workflow: The unique ID of the given process in the WorkFlow table.
To_Workflow: The unique ID of the linked process in the WorkFlow table.
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The Effector system is able to attach documents to particular business objects, furthermore it can store or look
them up. This chapter introduces the prerequisites necessary for a smooth operation and summarizes the
configuration options of attaching documents.

Working mechanism
Using the DocumentTextBox control on the interface, the user can select a file to be attached. Once the
document has been selected, Effector uploads the file to a temporary directory on the server. Depending on
the prior value of the input field, a window pops up inquiring if the currently uploaded document will be the
new version of the previous one. (This mechanism can be turned off.) When the Save button is pressed, the
framework renames and copies the file to its final location.
NOTE: Once the file copied to its final location, it gets deleted from the temporary storage. However, if
the attachment fails, the file gets stuck in the temporary directory, so this directory should be emptied
from time to time.

Environment settings required for the operation
For a proper operation, the following need to be set in system:
We need to grant editing rights for the _temp\fileuploads\ directory in the Effector directory. The
temporary files will be stored here.
The AppPool allocated to Effector must run under a user ID with editing rights on the final document
directory.

Database dependencies:
Each row of the Document table represents a document version. The value of the ParentDocID field
stores which document the given row belongs to (a version of which document can be found in the
given row). The Version field contains the version of the row.
DocumentConnection: : It is recorded in this table, that one Document row is assigned to which object
(Event, Project, etc.). The trigger found on the Document table also inserts a row in this table, for which
it uses the BoType and BoID columns found in the Document table.
NOTE! Using the BoType and BoID columns of the Document table for the joins on the interface is not
advised. Instead, the same columns of the DocumentConnection should be used.

Configuration
DocumentTextBox
As discussed in the EditForm chapter, the DocumentTextBox control can be used to attach files.
NOTE: We can select a document from the database only if a Screen is set at the configuration of the
DocumentTextBox, and the business object of the EditForm is not a BusinessObjectDocument! If these
conditions are not satisfied, the system allows the attachment of new documents only. This is due to
the configuration.

Configuration of attaching documents
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A file called DocumentStoreSettings.xml has to be created in the root directory of the XML package. In this
file, we can specify where and under which name the attached documents be saved. The file contains these
settings according to object types; therefore, each document can have different settings. Furthermore, we can
specify a default setting, which can be done by setting the value of the IsDefault node to true.
The settings pertaining to individual document types can be configured by using the DocumentStoreSetting
elements of the DocumentStoreSettings collection. With the help of the nodes available here, we can
specify the given type to witch the rules are applicable, as well as the rules the system uses when handling
documents.
The value of the DocumentObjectType node contains the name of the document subtype. With this
setting, we can specify to which document type the entry belongs.
Its location after copying can be set by using the TargetPathTemplate RuleValueType node (Rules).
The return value of the rule specified here is a path which is always evaluated on the server. In this
setting we can use [##Field.*##] and [##Filter.*##] references; the [##Field.*##] references
can be the fields of the BusinessObject on which the DocumentTextBox control is located.
The name of the attached document file can be specified using the TargetFileNameTemplate node,
which is also a RuleValueType type node (Rules). Its return value is the name of the new file. In this
setting we can use [##Field.*##] and [##Filter.*##] references; the [##Field.*##] references
can be the fields of the BusinessObject on which the DocumentTextBox control is located.
Example true <![CDATA[ DECLARE @base_path VARCHAR(2000)

SET @base_path = (SELECT TOP 1 CodeValue FROM
FSYS_ApplicationSetup WITH(NOLOCK) WHERE Code = 'DocBasePath' ORDER BY
ApplicationSetupID DESC)
SELECT @base_path +
REPLACE(dbo.Oriana_Short_Date(GETDATE()), '-', '') + '\'
]]>
</TargetPathTemplate>
<TargetFileNameTemplate type="SQL" return="string" default="">
SELECT
dbo.ofn_CutAccent(dbo.ofn_RemoveSpecialCharacters_COLLATE(`[##Field.OriginalFileNa
me##]`,`0-9a-zA-Z`))
</TargetFileNameTemplate>
</DocumentStoreSetting>
<DocumentStoreSetting>
<DocumentObjectType>Dokumentum</DocumentObjectType>
<CopyPathTemplate type="SQL" return="string" default=""><![CDATA[
DECLARE
@base_path VARCHAR(2000)
SET @base_path = (SELECT TOP 1 CodeValue FROM
FSYS_ApplicationSetup WHERE Code = 'document_base_path' ORDER BY
[ApplicationSetupID] DESC)
SET @base_path = @base_path + 'Dokumentum\'
SELECT @base_path
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]]>
</CopyPathTemplate>
</DocumentStoreSetting>
<DocumentStoreSettings>
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ProcessResultSet (PRS)
What does PRS stand for? The abbreviation stands for the ProcessResultSet function. In practice, it means
arbitrary operations carried out using the data displayed in the Grid, the input and output filters of the
component, the values of the ControlPanel Controls and UserSession data. These operations can be
defined in SQL stored procedures and triggered by controls with appropriate PRS settings.

The process of the PRS function:
In line with the configuration, it generates an XML structure from a predefined content of the Grid,
which then will be saved to a database table. The filters, ControlPanel Control and UserSession values
will also be stored here. Once the record has been inserted, it stores the unique ID of the table for
further use (ProcessResultSetID).
Using the saved ProcessResultSetID, it calls the stored procedure defined at the configuration.
Based on the parameters passed on, the stored procedure has the possibility to perform operations on
the data previously saved into the XML structure (such as modification, generation of lists, performing
batch tasks, creation of campaigns, preparation of data for mail merges, etc.)
As an option, the stored procedure, when successfully executed, will return an arbitrary value (using a
SELECT clause), which value will then be displayed. (For example: "42 new items have been successfully
added to the list.")
The following example illustrates a possible operation of the PRS. Of course, we can depart from this in
functionality and in operational levels allowed for by the framework. This is a uniquely defined task intended
to give the reader an insight, so this is not necessarily the only way to follow – considering the fact that this
function is one of the most versatile functions in Effector.
Example:
Given is a Grid displaying the list of invitees associated with the object (event) on the left-hand side. The Grid
contains a ControlPanel Control (of SimpleLinkButton Type, so this is a button) with the following
configuration:

<Control>
<Name>AddToList</Name>
<Type>SimpleLinkButton</Type>
<ReferencedMinorMenu>MMPEP</ReferencedMinorMenu>
<Screen>ScreenMarcomRendezvenyek</Screen>
<Caption>Személy hozzáadása</Caption>
<OnButtonClick>
<RefreshAfterAction>Component</RefreshAfterAction>
</OnButtonClick>
</Control>

This in itself is not a PRS action yet, however, it is strictly related to the current example.
What can we see in the example?
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The value of the Type is SimpleLinkButton, resulting in the Screen specified in the Screen being
displayed when clicking on it.
The value of the OnButtonClick/RefreshAfterAction node is Component. This means, that once the
PRS defined on the displayed screen has been executed, the grid from which the SimpleLink was called
will be refreshed. Obviously, this setting is needed because the PRS action will modify the data table of
this grid and we want to see the modification immediately (e.g. invitees added to the list).
Once clicking on this ControlPanel Control, the user will see the Screen displaying a Grid with a
ControlPanel Control (also a button) above it, whose configuration is the following:

<Control>
<Name>PRS_1</Name>
<Type>ActionButton</Type>
<Caption>Add to list</Caption>
<OnButtonClick>
<ActionType>ProcessResultSet</ActionType>
<StoredProcedure>osp_prs_sp1</StoredProcedure>
<CloseScreenAfterAction>true</CloseScreenAfterAction>
<RefreshAfterAction>Component</RefreshAfterAction>
<OnlySelectedRows>true</OnlySelectedRows>
</OnButtonClick>
</Control>

As seen above, the value of the ActionType node is ProcessResultSet, and in the OnButtonClick node, all
the currently available options are used:
StoredProcedure: The name of the SQL stored procedure to be called.
CloseScreenAfterAction: It regulates whether the current Screen be closed once the whole PRS
process has been executed. As the current Screen has been opened via a SimpleLink call, it makes sense
to close it.
RefreshAfterAction: The name is telling; it refers to the table being refreshed after the execution of
the PRS process. In this example, this is actually an unnecessary step, as the Screen will be closed owing
to the previous attribute.
OnlySelectedRows: It determines whether the selected data or the entire content of the current Grid
be processed by the PRS. In this example, only the selected ones are needed, therefore, the value is
true.
When the user clicks on the ActionButton with the „PRS_1” ID, the following will happen:
Generation and storing of the XML schema: Once the button is clicked, a new record is made in the
system table called ProcessResultSet. This table has a Data column of XML type, where the
generated XML will be stored. The content of the ProcessResultSetID field (which in this case acts as
a unique ID) will be retained. Let’s look at the content of the Data field of this new record!

<Grid>
<Rows>
<OneRow>
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<CompanyName>Company_1899</CompanyName>
<PeopleName>People_1932</PeopleName>
<Street>Street_1932</Street>
<Zip>1134</Zip>
<City>Budapest</City>
<Email>Email_1932</Email>
<Jobtitle>Chief Financial
Officer</Jobtitle>
</OneRow>
</Rows>
<ornFilters>
<ornInFilter>
<ornAlias>Event</ornAlias>
<ornType>Parameter</ornType>
<ornValue>24310</ornValue>
</ornInFilter>
<ornOutFilter>
<ornAlias>Company_ID</ornAlias>
<ornType>Param</ornType>
<ornValue>1899</ornValue>
</ornOutFilter>
</ornFilters>
<ornPSearches>
<ornPSearch>
<ornID>CompanyText</ornID>
<ornValue />
</ornPSearch>
</ornPSearches>
<UserSession>
<UserID>11</UserID>
<UserName>rbasa</UserName>
</UserSession>
</Grid>

The schema is quite telling, we can notice that a single piece of record has been selected, in addition, there is
one input and one output filter, a ControlPanel Control whose name indicates that it is tied to a company
name but contains no value, and the basic UserSession data.
Using the retained ProcessResultSetID, the stored procedure specified at the configuration is being
called. In the procedure, we can obtain the stored XML data with this input parameter. It makes sense
to convert the XML structure to a table thus making further data handling easier. Please note that this
process may take a while in case of massive amounts of data, so it is practical to use this method with
records in quantities of around 10 pieces. For more robust operations, it is worthwhile to create a
unique XML processing function, for which T-SQL offers numerous options.
A draft of the stored procedure to be processed, including comments:
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SET ANSI_NULLS ON
GO
SET QUOTED_IDENTIFIER ON
GO
CREATE PROCEDURE [dbo].[osp_prs_sp1]
@id INT
AS BEGIN
SET NOCOUNT ON
SET ANSI_WARNINGS OFF
DECLARE
@xml XML
-- the content of the XML is assigned to a variable
SET @xml = (SELECT TOP 1 data FROM ProcessResultSet
WITH(NOLOCK) WHERE ProcessResultSetID = @id)
--the temporary table with the same schema as the return
schema of the XML processing function is generated
CREATE TABLE #tmp_xml (
-- FIELD DEFINITIONS-)
-- the XML data gets inserted into the generated temporary
table
-- only one out of the four stored here is needed to be run.
-- - according to their names each returns the particular
ControlPanel Control, filter or grid, or if ending in „all”
-- all types at once
INSERT INTO #tmp_xml
execute osp_getPrsDataFromXml_Psearch @id
execute osp_getPrsDataFromXml_Filters @id
execute osp_getPrsDataFromXml_Rows @id
execute osp_getPrsDataFromXml_All @id
-- if there is usable data, the necessary operations will be
performed on them, after which an arbitrary message will be returned
-- otherwise we will display a message also selected
arbitrarily.
IF((SELECT Count(1) FROM #tmp_xml) <> 0)
BEGIN
-- PERFORMING THE OPERATION -SELECT `The result of the operation ....`
END
ELSE
SELECT `No rows are selected!`
DROP TABLE #tmp_psearch
END
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Trick:
PRS has another useful function. There may be use cases where we must specify “head data” for a PRS
operation. For example: We want to use PRS to create a list of our customers, grouped by their company, to
whom we want to send a Christmas present. In such a case, it might be necessary for the lists to contain, in
addition to their content, extra data such as: company name, who and when made the list, etc.
We can do this, if we define a Screen in the ControlPanel Control from which the PRS stored procedure is
called. This Screen should point to an EditForm that generates a PRS type (even with a subtype). In this case,
the BusinessObject uses the ProcessResultSet table! What happens here is that the BusinessObject will do the
insertion into the ProcessResultSet table once the EditForm is saved, and from this point on the system will
continue working with the ID received here. All further steps are the same as above.
Example for configuration of PRS in Link

<ControlPanel>
<Controls>
<Control>
<Name>save</Name>
<Type>ActionButton</Type>
<Caption>Save</Caption>
<OnButtonClick>
<ActionType>ProcessResultSet</ActionType>
<StoredProcedure>osp_wrk_ShowAdvocacyQuestionAnswers</StoredProcedure>
<CloseScreenAfterAction>false</CloseScreenAfterAction>
<RefreshAfterAction>Screen</RefreshAfterAction>
</OnButtonClick>
<Visible type="Constant" return="boolean"
default="false">false</Visible>
</Control>
</Controls>
</ControlPanel>
<Links>
<Link>
<Type>ProcessResultSet</Type>
<ColumnName>Checked</ColumnName>
<ProcessResultSetControl>save</ProcessResultSetControl>
</Link>
</Links>

We use the name specified in the ProcessResultSetPSearch as the Psearch [E1][TB2]ID.

DocumentTemplateHandler
The DocumentTemplateHandler or DTH Is the document template filler module built in the system. Its task is
to replace various references in .doc or .docx files with specified values.
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For the configuration of the function, the tables DocumentTemplate, DocumentTemplateField and
DocumentTemplateFieldTemplate, and for filling the document template with data the
DocumentTemplateValues table should be used.
In the DocumentTemplate table, the data of the template must be defined:
Path: The qualified path of the template file in the file system (indicating in which directory and
under what name it is stored on the IIS server).
Name: The name of the template (it does not directly take part in the DTH operation).
Filename: The name of the template file without its path.
In the DocumentTemplateField table we must specify the references used in the template (which will
be replaced by the system):
FieldName: The reference used in the template file. It is frequently formulated as <%mező%>.
In the DocumentTemplateFieldTemplate table, the document template has to be associated with the
references, and the method of replacing the references must also be specified:
TemplateID: The unique ID of the row in the DocumentTemplate table.
FieldID: The unique ID of the row in the DocumentTemplateField table.
Method: It specifies the method of replacement. Its value can be SimpleReplace, TableRow or
SpecialRow. With the SimpleReplace method all instances of the reference will be replaced.
The TableRow method can be used to fill a table with data. In such a case, if there are more than
one instances of the reference indicated in the FieldID column of the
DocumentTemplateValues table, the number of rows generated in the table in which this
reference is located will be consistent with the number of instances. The SpecialRow method is
rarely used. Theoretically, if there is more than one value associated with the given reference in
the DocumentTemplateValues table, it creates a string separating the values by commas and
the thus created string will be used by the system to replace the reference in the template. In
such cases, the reference in the template must follow the <<%65 <%mező%>, %>> format,
whereas the DocumentTemplateField table should contain references of <%mező%> format
only.
The program code fulfilling the client requirements is responsible for filling the DocumentTemplateValues
table with values.
The fields of the DocumentTemplateValues table:
TemplateFieldID: The unique ID of the reference stored in the DocumentTemplateField table (this
table contains what should be replaced).
Value: The value itself.
PeopleID: Who inserted the row in the table. As to the operation of the function, it is irrelevant.
Time: When the insertion to the table was made. As to the operation of the function, it is irrelevant.
ProcessID: An important field whose value binds the data needed to fill the document. Its content is
an arbitrarily generated value. If a row is already existing in the DocumentTemplateValues table for the
selected value, the DTH inserts those at the beginning of the execution.

GenerateDocument
It is a document generation function constructed from the PRS and DTH functions that can be configured in
the system. The data are obtained by a PRS stored procedure (that inserts data in the
DocumentTemplateValues table, then at the end of the stored procedure, it returns data needed for the DTH
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operation). The maximum number of documents is consistent with the number of rows returned by the stored
procedure.
Example for stored procedure:

CREATE PROCEDURE [dbo].[osp_prs_DTH1_grid]
@id INT
AS
BEGIN
DECLARE @PrsRange INT,
@UserID INT
SET @PrsRange = 100000000
DECLARE @UserSession TABLE (
[UserID] INT,
[UserName] VARCHAR(250),
[Language] VARCHAR(10)
)
--We obtain the data needed for the generation of the document from the
table. Each row will mean one document.
DECLARE @ids TABLE (
[FeladatID] INT,
[RovidLeiras] VARCHAR(1000),
[Felelos] VARCHAR(1000)
)
INSERT INTO @ids (FeladatID,RovidLeiras,Felelos)
EXECUTE [dbo].[osp_getPrsDataFromXml_Rows] @id,
'FeladatID,RovidLeiras,Felelos'
--We obtain the value of the UserID of the user to insert it to the
`DocumentTemplateValues` table.
INSERT INTO @UserSession
EXECUTE [dbo].[osp_getPrsDataFromXml_UserSession] @id
SELECT @UserID = (SELECT TOP 1 [UserID] FROM @UserSession)
--We delete all previous data. (ProcessID!)
DELETE FROM DocumentTemplateValues
WHERE ProcessID IN (SELECT @PrsRange + (@id * 1000) + ROW_NUMBER() OVER
(ORDER BY FeladatID) FROM @ids)
--Here we insert all data in the `DocumentTemplateValues` table, the ID of
the DocumentTemplate is 1.
INSERT INTO DocumentTemplateValues (TemplateFieldID, Value, PeopleID,
[Time], ProcessID)
SELECT dtf.TemplateFieldID, Value, @UserID, GETDATE(), @PrsRange + (@id *
1000) + RowNo
FROM
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(
SELECT ROW_NUMBER() OVER (ORDER BY i.FeladatID) AS RowNo,
CAST(i.FeladatID AS VARCHAR(1000)) AS FeladatID, CAST(i.RovidLeiras AS
VARCHAR(1000)) AS RovidLeiras, CAST(i.Felelos AS VARCHAR(1000)) AS Felelos
FROM @ids i
)
AS Result
UNPIVOT
(
Value FOR FieldName IN (FeladatID, RovidLeiras, Felelos)
)
AS UnPvt
INNER JOIN DocumentTemplateField dtf on dtf.FieldName = '<%'+
UnPvt.FieldName + '%>'
INNER JOIN [dbo].[DocumentTemplateFieldTemplate] dtft on dtft.FieldID =
dtf.TemplateFieldID
WHERE dtft.TemplateID = 1
-- We hand the generation over to the GenetateDocument function
SELECT CAST(1 AS BIT) AS Generate,
1 AS DocumentTemplateID,
@PrsRange + (@id * 1000) + ROW_NUMBER() OVER (ORDER BY FeladatID)
AS ProcessID,
'D:\DTH1\' + CAST(@PrsRange + (@id * 1000) + ROW_NUMBER() OVER
(ORDER BY FeladatID) AS VARCHAR(1000)) + '.docx' AS OutputFileName,
'A(z) #' + CAST(FeladatID AS VARCHAR(20)) + ' generate document
for the task... {0}' AS Message,
CAST(1 AS bit) AS CreateDocumentObject,
'Link' AS CreateDocumentObject_ObjectType,
0 AS AttachDocument_BoID,
'' AS AttachDocument_BoType,
'MMDokumentumtar' AS ReferencedMinorMenu,
'ScreenDocumentEdit' AS Screen,
'[{ "Alias": "Document_ID", "Type": "Out", "Value" :
[##DocumentID##]}]' AS FilterValues,
'FileInterface?p=[##FileInterfaceID##]&a=download' AS RedirectURL,
'_blank' AS RedirectTarget,
'Test' AS Alkonyvtar
FROM @ids
END

The stored procedure must return with the following columns:
DocumentTemplateID: the unique ID of the DocumentTemplate table, that is, where the data of the
tamplete are obtained from.
ProcessID: the ProcessID of the given task in the DocumentTemplateValues (this combines the field
values of the given document generation task)
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OutputFileName: the name of the generated file and its location in the system. The file extension
defines the format of the result. Currently the following formats are supported: .pdf, .doc, .docx, .rtf.
Generate: This is a BIT column, and if its value is 1, the given row will be generated by the system.
The system will also consider the following:
For the creation of Document rows (in such cases, the system considers the values of
TargetPathTemplate and TargetFileNameTemplate specified in the DocumentStoreSettings.xml
file relevant to the given document type):
CreateDocumentObject: A BIT type field. If its value is 1, it generates the row in the Document
table (and moves the file to its final location).
CreateDocumentObject_ObjectType: The type of the Document BusinessObject.
AttachDocument_BoID: What the document will be attached to (can be empty).
AttachDocument_BoType: What type of objects the document will be attached to (Event,
Project, etc.). Its value can be empty.
Using the following columns, we can specify which Screen with what filter values be opened by Effector
following a successful generation:
ReferencedMinorMenu: The name of the MinorMenu to be opened.
Screen: The name of the Screen to be opened.
FilterValues: The infilters needed for the window opened in JSON format. All instances of the
[##DocumentID##] reference will be replaced with the Documents table ID of the generated
row.
Message: The message returned at the end of the generation. In case of a successful generation, the
system replaces the reference {0} with the term “Ok”.
Using the following columns, we can specify the address to which Effector is to navigate after a
successful generation:
RedirectURL: The URL itself, in which the reference [##DocumentID##] – if any – will be
replaced with the Documents table ID of the generated row.
RedirectTarget: Its value can be _blank (open in new window) or top (open in place of
Effector).
FailedMessage: A message displayed when the document generation fails; the system replaces the
reference {0} with the reference number of the error.
BodyHtml: In this case, the bases of the document will be this HTML text.
The values of all other columns can be used as values of the reference specified in the
DocumentStoreSettings setting relevant to the given document type. More on this is the Document
management section.
Example for configuration:

<Control>
<Name>DocGen</Name>
<Type>ActionButton</Type>
<Caption>Listához hozzáad</Caption>
<OnButtonClick>
<ActionType>GenerateDocument</ActionType>
<StoredProcedure>osp_prs_DTH1_grid</StoredProcedure>
<CloseScreenAfterAction>false</CloseScreenAfterAction>
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<RefreshAfterAction>Component</RefreshAfterAction>
<OnlySelectedRows>true</OnlySelectedRows>
</OnButtonClick>
</Control>

Getting rid of viruses
The system can use ClamAV. This function can be turned on and off and configured in the web.config file. For
its configuration, the following appSettings keys can be used:
If the clamav setting is true, the function is turned on.
The clamav_server and clamav_port settings define the server details.
Example

<add key="clamav" value="false" />
<add key="clamav_server" value="localhost" />
<add key="clamav_port" value="3310" />

[E1]ControlPanel control?? [TB2R1]igen
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In the system every element appearing on the screen can be configured from the database as well, so the
source of every appearing text can be the static value given in the definition files or it can be made dynamic
by fixing a link to it only in the definition files.
As we mentioned in the section about the database structure, the “FSYS_LabellLookup` contains the language
dependent labels. Its columns are the following:
TableName: Key field identifying the grid
FieldName: Key field identifying the field name
Lang: The two-letter identifier of the language, for example HU, EN, RU, DE…
Label: The language dependent label
Deleted: Deleted/Active field.

Usage
The values of the TableName and the “FieldName” columns together make up the primary key that
determines the value of a label. Instead of entering a static value in the label, we can refer to this key pair
directly from the definition files: the key pair needs to be defined in the [#TableName.FieldName#] format.
<Caption>[#TableName.FieldName#]</Caption>
The system looks for the required label in the FSYS_LabelLookup table using the language specified by the
logged in user and the paired key. With this method, even the non-parameterizable elements - like the default
buttons and system error messages (not including the error messages of the rules) - can also be localized, but
in this case, we have to refer the value of the TableName as $SYSTEM$ and the value of FieldName as the
name of the given control. If there is no setting for the given system element in the table, the default
Hungarian language text will appear on the surface.
A type of dictionary-based translation is also available, which can mostly be used for simple elements
appearing on cards, in a grid or in a ComboBox. In this case the $PHRASE$ value needs to be given in the
TableName column and the ovw_FYSY_Phrase view can be used.
For example, if a ComboBox with yes and no values needs to be displayed in different languages, the following
query is used:

select ll.LookupListID, ISNULL(v.Value, ll.LookupValue) AS LookupValue
FROM fsys_lookuplist ll
left join ovw_FSYS_Phrase v on v.[Key] = ll.LookupValue AND v.Lang = `EN`
where ll.groupnum = 5

The language can be referenced in the rules and other places with the value [##Session.Language##].
The needed DBPatch files are the following:

-

20130711\_CREATE_ovw_FSYS_Phrase.sql
20130712\_MultiLanguage_changes.sql
20130730\_MultiLanguage_data.sql
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The list of available languages can be given in the Connection{0}.xml file, further information about this can
be found in the Database connection chapter.

<Languages>
<Language code="en-US">English</Language>
<Language code="hu-HU">Hungarian</Language>
</Languages>

NOTE! After the 5.0.001 version of the Effector, the language elements (not the configurable elements but the
texts of the program) appearing on the Effector surface are not coming from the FSYS LabelLookup table but
from the JSON file belonging to the language. The location of the JSON files is in the core/i18n directory.
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The GraphDisplay type of view is used basically to display Effector cards in a graph-like fashion. Unlike in
other cases, the configuration of this display needs two DataDefinitions for an easier description of the
relationships among cards. One of the DataDefinitions defines the data needed to display the cards, while
the other describes the connections.
The files are located in the GraphDisplay directory of the XML package and they mandatorily start with GD.
##Available functions
Display of graphs using Effector cards
Zoom out/zoom in
Workspace movement
Snap-to-grid
Configuration of cards
The appearance of the cards can be set with the \GraphDisplay\Element\TemplateURL node. The value of
the node is the path to the HTML template that defines the cards. Here it is not possible to use the old
CardViewHTML based (direct) card definition.
For a more flexible parametrization in the template, the current level of magnification can be reached by a
card.scale reference.
Example
project_card.html

<div class="event" style="height:100%; background-color: #fff;border: 2px solid
#ccd; padding: 4px 6px;">
<a chainlistnode='Description' ng-if="card.scale>0.5">
{{card.data.Description}}</a>
</div>

More information about the CardTemplateURL can be found on the Tables and ControPanel Controls [E1]
[TB2]/ CardView TemplateURL page.
The data pertaining to the cards can be defined by the DataDefinition referenced in the
GraphDisplay/Element/DataDefinition node. The GraphDisplay/Element/IDColumn node indicates the
name of the column that is used as a unique identifier. This setting is mandatory.
Position
The size and position of the cards can be also defined with this DDO[E3][TB4]. The columns to be interpreted
as positions can be given in the GraphDisplay/Element/PositionXColumn (according to horizontal
coordinates) and the GraphDisplay/Element/PositionYColumn (according to vertical coordinates) nodes.
Size
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The size of cards is regulated by the columns given in the GraphDisplay/Element/WidthColumn and the
GraphDisplay/Element/HeightColumn nodes, which define the width and the height respectively.
Configuration of arrows (connections)
The data pertaining to the arrows is provided by the DataDefinition given in the
GraphDisplay/Connection/DataDefinition node, based on a one row one arrow arrangement.
This DataDefiniton must contain two columns, that define the cards at the two ends of the arrow. The
column in the GraphDisplay/Connection/SourceIDColumn node defines the source of the arrow while the
column in the \GraphDisplay\Link\TargetIDColumn node defines the end of the arrow.
With this, we are referencing the values contained by the card identifying column, that has been set in the
GraphDisplay/Element/IDColumn node.
Arrow caption
Optionally we can add a caption to the arrows using the columns given in the
GraphDisplay/Connection/LabelTextColumn and the
GraphDisplay/Connection/LabelPositionColumn nodes. The first determines the caption, while the
second determines the position of the caption in percentage of the arrow’s size.
##Zoom
The zoom settings can be spacified in the GraphDisplay/ScaleSettings node. It is possible to set the
maximum zoom value ( GraphDisplay/ScaleSettings), the minimum zoom value
(GraphDisplay/ScaleSettings/Min), the step size ((GraphDisplay/ScaleSettings/Step), and the default
zoom value (GraphDisplay/ScaleSettings/Default).

Snap-to-grid
The movement unit of the cards can be set by the GraphDisplay/GridSize node.
##ControlPanel Control, Link
The ControlPanel Control and the Link functions are the same as the operation realized on the
“DisplayDefinition”. For more on this, please refer to DisplayDefinition and ControlPanel Control types.
Developing unique display logic
Attention! The next part assumes familiarity with basic AngularJS (1) knowledge.
A unique Angular View can be given with the GraphDisplay/TemplateURL node. This can be used to
supplement the client side of the display.

Controller Inheritance
Our unique controllers – in order to preserve the basic functions provided by the platform – need to be
initialized with a special method that loads the controller originally used by the platform as well
(EffectorGraphDisplayCtrl). This can be done with the $controller service, by the transferring the
dependencies of the controller.
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// loading of parent control $controller('EffectorGraphDisplayCtrl', { $scope: $scope, $q: $q, $rootScope:
$rootScope, $location: $location, $timeout: $timeout, effectorCoreService: effectorCoreService,
EffectorCoreFilter: EffectorCoreFilter, effectorCoreEnums: effectorCoreEnums, GraphDisplayCoreService:
GraphDisplayCoreService, effectorDGVCService: effectorDGVCService, effectorCoreRuleValue:
effectorCoreRuleValue, bootboxFactory: bootboxFactory, effectorPSearchesService: effectorPSearchesService,
effectorCoreBusService: effectorCoreBusService, effectorViewmenuService: effectorViewmenuService,
cacheFactory: cacheFactory, $compile: $compile, $interval: $interval });

Built in events – exit points
The display provides the possibility to add a unique logic at the most important points using the $scope
events. These events are the following:
GRAPHDISPLAY:BEFORE_ELEMENTS_CREATED
Runs directly before the generation of card view objects. Special care needs to be taken because the cards
and connections given in the parameters are not preprocessed (they go straight to the display layer). (For
example, our unique code is needed to ensure that the size of the snap-to-grid is considered. The currently
configured size can be found in the $scope.gridSize variable.)
Event parameters
data.ElementsToRender: Array - array containing the cards to be displayed
data.LinksToRender: Array - array containing the arrows to be displayed
GRAPHDISPLAY:ELEMENT_CREATED
Runs directly after generating the card view object (card by card). Here the generated JOINTJS object (card)
can be set.
Event Parameters
-data.JointElement: effector.effectorElementBase the card object that has been created. (Already added to the
cards to be displayed.)
data.ElementsToRender: Array - array containing the cards to be displayed
data.LinksToRender: Array - array containing the arrows to be displayed
GRAPHDISPLAY:BEFORE_LINKS_CREATED
The LinksToRender list doesn`t contain anymore the arrows that point to a non-existing card. Event
parameters
data.ElementsToRender: Array - array containing the cards to be displayed
data.LinksToRender: Array - array containing the arrows to be displayed. Here the arrows are still in the
dataset form received from the server, whose DDORecord attribute contains the relevant DataDefinition`
row.
GRAPHDISPLAY:LINK_CREATED
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Runs directly after generating the arrow view object (arrow by arrow). Here it is possible to set the generated
JOINTJS arrow.
*Event Parameters
-data.JointLink: effector.effectorLinkBase the arrow object that has been created. (Already added to the arrows
to be displayed.)
data.ElementsToRender: Array - array containing the cards to be displayed
data.LinksToRender: Array - array containing the arrows to be displayed
GRAPHDISPLAY:BEFORE_RENDER
Runs directly before rendering. (Before the created card and the arrow view-objects get transferred to the
display layer)
Event parameters
data.ElementsToRender: Array -Array containg the cards to be displayed
data.LinksToRender: Array - Array containing the arrows to be displayed.
GRAPHDISPLAY:AFTER_RENDER
Runs after rendering. At this point the created objects have all been transferred to the display layer.
Event parameters
-data.ElementsToRender: Array -Array containing the cards to be displayed
data.LinksToRender: Array - Array containing the arrows to be displayed.
Example

$scope.$on("GRAPHDISPLAY:ELEMENT_CREATED", function (event, data) {
var JointElement = data.JointElement,
LinksToRender = data.LinksToRender,
StepsToRender = data.ElementsToRender;
/* Unique logic here..*/
}

Creating cards and arrows from unique code
In the unique code, if we need to dynamically create more arrows/cards in addition to those defined in
DataDefinition, it is suggested to use the built-in methods used by the platform. These are the following:
GraphDisplayCoreService.CreateElement(item, scope): effector.effectorElementBase
Here item is a JSON object with a { position: {x: <x>, y: <y>}, DDORecord: <DDORecord>} form.
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The value of the scope parameter is always the scope of the controller (usually $scope).
GraphDisplayCoreService.CreateLink(link, scope): effector.effectorLinkBase
Herelink is a JSON object with the { target: <target>, source: <source>, DDORecord:
<DDORecord>} form.
In this case <target> and <source> are either an object with a {id: <id>} form where <id> is the technical
identifier of a card, or a point on the canvas with the {x <x>:, y: <y>} form (in this case this end of the
arrow is free and points to the given point).
The value of the scope parameter is always the scope of the controller (usually $scope).
By deriving from the effector.effectorElementBase, and effector.effectorLinkBase, classes we can realize the
operation of a unique card or arrow.
Examples

var card1 = GraphDisplayCoreService.CreateElement({
position: {x: 10, y: 10},
DDORecord: {EventID: 1234, Description: "sample event description"}
}, $scope);

var connection = GraphDisplayCoreService.CreateLink({
source: { id: card1.id },
target: { id: card2.id },
DDORecord: {
LinkProperties: null,
DisplayType: "effector.effectorLinkBase"
}}, $scope);

[E1]ControlPanel controls? [TB2R1]igen [E3]DataDefinition? [TB4R3]igen
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With this component we can register data on an excel like surface.
Basic functions:
Saving
Loading
Collection of data at loading
Getting data at saving
The files can be found in the ExcelLikeForm directory. The prefix of the files needs to be ELF.

<ExcelLikeForm>
<Caption />
<DataDefinition>DataDefinitionHQExcel</DataDefinition>
<BusinessObject>BusinessObjectExcel</BusinessObject>
<IDColumn>id</IDColumn>
<NameColumn>ExcelName</NameColumn>
<SpreadJSONColumn>JSON</SpreadJSONColumn>
<TemplateIDColumn>TemplateExcelID</TemplateIDColumn>
<TemplateNameColumn>TemplateExcelName</TemplateNameColumn>
<DataExchangeSettings>
<DataLoaderStoredProcedure>osp_wrk_ExcelTakeOut_CollectData</DataLoaderStoredProce
dure>
<DataSaverStoredProcedure>osp_wrk_ExcelTakeOut_DistributeData</DataSaverStoredProc
edure>
<ParametersTable>orn_ExcelTakeOutParameters</DataParametersTable>
<ValuesTable>orn_ExcelTakeOutData</ValuesTable>
</DataExchangeSettings>
<TemplateURL></TemplateURL>
</ExcelLikeForm>

BusinessObject Excel uses this BO for the loading and saving of data. The system also takes into account the
settings on rights.
IDColumn The name of a column in the DataDefinition which contains the unique identifier of the Excel.
NameColumn The name of a column in the DataDefinition which contains the name of the Excel. It is an
optional setting.
SpreadJSONColumn: The name of the column (BO) which contains the JSON describing the Excel.
TemplateIDColumn: The name of the column (BO) which determines which template excel was used to
creating the given row.
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TemplateNameColumn: The name of the column which can contain the name of the template. Optional
setting.
DataLoaderStoredProcedure: Optional, the name of the stored procedure which collects the data at loading.
It needs to receive the following parameters (these are loaded automatically by the system):
@ProcessID BIGINT: Mandatory parameter, contains the identifier summarizing the processing (the system
stores the values under this identifier).
@ExcelID INT: Mandatory parameter, identifies one of the rows of the table containing the Excel JSON.
@TemplateExcelID INT: Mandatory parameter, identifies which template was used to create the Excel
row.
@userID INT: Optional parameter, if it exists, the system fills it with the ID of the logged in user.
DataSaverStoredProcedure: Optional, the name of the procedure that will distribute the data upon saving. It
needs to receive the following parameters (these are loaded automatically by the system):
@ProcessID BIGINT: Mandatory parameter, contains the identifier enclosing the processing (the system stores
the values under this identifier).
@ExcelID INT: Mandatory parameter, identifies one of the rows of the table containing the Excel JSON.
@TemplateExcelID INT: Mandatory parameter, identifies which template was used to create the Excel
row.
@userID INT: Optinal parameter, if it exists, the system fills it with the ID of the logged in user.
@Comment VARCHAR(MAX): Optional parameter: if it exists and if we use a unique excellikeform
realization, then in this parameter we can transfer a text entered on the interface, the saving of which
needs to be taken care of in the DataSaverStoredProcedure stored procedure.
ParametersTable Optional, the name of the table that contains the cell ranges that will be used by the system
when collecting and distributing data.
ValuesTable: Optional, the name of the table used by the system for loading and saving the data. The
DataLoaderStoredProcedure and the DataSaverStoredProcedure writes/reads this table according to the
parameters defined in the ParametersTable.
SheetsToHide: Optional; used to hide certain sheets (for example for user righs considerations). The names of
the sheets to be hidden have to be listed separated by a “#/#” sign.
TemplateURL Rarely used option. Basically, we have to set the path to the view that we would like to use
instead of the default display. This makes it possible to write a unique javascript code which executes
operations that a general display cannot interpret. For example, such an operation can be used to hide certain
rows based on the loaded data.
Naturally the DataLoaderStoredProcedure, DataSaverStoredProcedure, ParametersTable and the
ValuesTable settings are not mandatory, so there is a possibility to save only the JSON. On the other hand, if
one of them is set, none of the others can be omitted.
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The Parameters table contains the description of the cell ranges that will be used by the system upon
collecting and distributing the data.
CREATE TABLE [dbo].[orn_ExcelTakeOutParameters]( [id] [int] IDENTITY(1,1) NOT NULL PRIMARY KEY,
[TemplateExcelID] [int] NULL, [Name] varchar NULL, [Direction] varchar NULL, [RangeName] varchar NULL,
[WorkSheetName] varchar NULL, [Absolute_Start_RowIndex] [int] NULL, [Absolute_Start_ColumnIndex] [int]
NULL, [Absolute_End_RowIndex] [int] NULL, [Absolute_End_ColumnIndex] [int] NULL, [Created] [datetime]
NULL, [CreatedByID] [int] NULL, [Deleted] [tinyint] NULL ) ON [PRIMARY]
TemplateExcelID: The parameter is related to which Excel template.
Name: Technical name, to be referenced in the Values table.
*Direction : IN (only incoming data, used by DataLoaderStoredProcedure), OUT (only outgoing data, used
by DataSaveerStoredProcedure), INOUT (both directions so the DataLoader and the DataSaver also uses
this parameter)
RangeName: Optional. The name of the cell range named and defined in the Excel. If the Excel does not
contain such an interval, it has to be given in the following 5 parameters.
WorkSheetName: Optional, the name of the work tab. To be filled only if the RangeName is empty.
Absolute_Start_RowIndex, Absolute_Start_ColumnIndex: Optional, the top left corner of the cell
range, referenced by 0-based ordinal numbers. To be filled only if the RangeName is empty.
Absolute_End_RowIndex, Absolute_End_ColumnIndex: Optional, the bottom right corner of the cell range,
referenced by 0 based-ordinal numbers. To be filled only if the RangeName is empty.
The ValuesTable is the name of the table, that the system uses to load and save the data. The
DataLoaderStoredProcedure and the DataSaverStoredProcedure writes/reads this table according to the
parameters set in ParametersTable. The structure of this table can change but it contains mandatory fields.

CREATE TABLE [dbo].[orn_ExcelTakeOutData](
[id] [int] IDENTITY(1,1) NOT NULL,
[ProcessID] [bigint] NULL,
[ParameterName] [varchar](200) NULL,
[Data0] [varchar](2000) NULL,
[Díata1] [varchar](2000) NULL,
[Data2] [varchar](2000) NULL,
[Data3] [varchar](2000) NULL,
[Data4] [varchar](2000) NULL,
[Data5] [varchar](2000) NULL,
[Data6] [varchar](2000) NULL,
[Data7] [varchar](2000) NULL,
[Data8] [varchar](2000) NULL,
[Data9] [varchar](2000) NULL,
[Created] [datetime] NULL,
[CreatedByID] [int] NULL,
[Deleted] [tinyint] NULL
) ON [PRIMARY]
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*ProcessID: Mandatory column. The system generates an identifier before calling the
DataLoaderStoredProcedure and the DataSaverStoredProcedure, with which it is possible to bind the
data created during the call. It can only be of BIGINT type.
*ParameterName: Mandatory table. The name of the parameter defined in the ParameterTable table
(ParametersTable.Name).
*Data0..Data9: Mandatory but there can be “any number” of it. The system registers the data in these columns.
If the range specified in parametersTable is covering 4 columns and 3 rows, the columns Data0..Data3 will
be filed and 3 rows will be registered. The order of these is determined by the value of the id column
(meaning that the rows will be going from the smaller id value to the larger). The system is prepared for using
additional columns as well. The name of the added columns always has to begin with the word Data, and the
order of the columns is determined by adding an integer number afterwards.

Example

CREATE TABLE [dbo].[orn_Excel](
[id] [int] IDENTITY(1,1) NOT NULL PRIMARY KEY ,
[TemplateExcelID] [int] NULL,
[ParentExcelID] [int] NULL,
[JSON] [varchar](max) NULL,
[Created] [datetime] NULL,
[CreatedByID] [int] NULL,
[Deleted] [tinyint] NULL,
) ON [PRIMARY] TEXTIMAGE_ON [PRIMARY]
GO
CREATE TABLE [dbo].[orn_ExcelTemplate](
[id] [int] IDENTITY(1,1) NOT NULL PRIMARY KEY,
[Name] [varchar](200) NULL,
[Version] [int] NULL,
[JSON] [varchar](max) NULL,
[Created] [datetime] NULL,
[CreatedByID] [int] NULL,
[Deleted] [tinyint] NULL,
) ON [PRIMARY] TEXTIMAGE_ON [PRIMARY]
GO

CREATE TABLE [dbo].[orn_ExcelTakeOutParameters]( [id] [int] IDENTITY(1,1) NOT NULL PRIMARY KEY,
[TemplateExcelID] [int] NULL, [Name] varchar NULL, [Direction] varchar NULL, [RangeName] varchar NULL,
[WorkSheetName] varchar NULL, [Absolute_Start_RowIndex] [int] NULL, [Absolute_Start_ColumnIndex] [int]
NULL, [Absolute_End_RowIndex] [int] NULL, [Absolute_End_ColumnIndex] [int] NULL, [Created] [datetime]
NULL, [CreatedByID] [int] NULL, [Deleted] [tinyint] NULL ) ON [PRIMARY] GO

CREATE TABLE [dbo].[orn_ExcelTakeOutData](
[id] [int] IDENTITY(1,1) NOT NULL PRIMARY KEY,
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[ProcessID] [bigint] NULL,
[ParameterName] [varchar](200) NULL,
[Data0] [varchar](2000) NULL,
[Data1] [varchar](2000) NULL,
[Data2] [varchar](2000) NULL,
[Data3] [varchar](2000) NULL,
[Data4] [varchar](2000) NULL,
[Data5] [varchar](2000) NULL,
[Data6] [varchar](2000) NULL,
[Data7] [varchar](2000) NULL,
[Data8] [varchar](2000) NULL,
[Data9] [varchar](2000) NULL,
[Data10] [varchar](2000) NULL,
[Data11] [varchar](2000) NULL,
[Data12] [varchar](2000) NULL,
[Data13] [varchar](2000) NULL,
[Data14] [varchar](2000) NULL,
[Data15] [varchar](2000) NULL,
[Data16] [varchar](2000) NULL,
[Data17] [varchar](2000) NULL,
[Data18] [varchar](2000) NULL,
[Data19] [varchar](2000) NULL,
[Data20] [varchar](2000) NULL,
[Data21] [varchar](2000) NULL,
[Data22] [varchar](2000) NULL,
[Data23] [varchar](2000) NULL,
[Data24] [varchar](2000) NULL,
[Data25] [varchar](2000) NULL,
[Data26] [varchar](2000) NULL,
[Data27] [varchar](2000) NULL,
[Data28] [varchar](2000) NULL,
[Data29] [varchar](2000) NULL,
[Data30] [varchar](2000) NULL,
[Data31] [varchar](2000) NULL,
[Data32] [varchar](2000) NULL,
[Data33] [varchar](2000) NULL,
[Data34] [varchar](2000) NULL,
[Data35] [varchar](2000) NULL,
[Data36] [varchar](2000) NULL,
[Data37] [varchar](2000) NULL,
[Data38] [varchar](2000) NULL,
[Data39] [varchar](2000) NULL,
[Created] [datetime] NULL,
[CreatedByID] [int] NULL,
[Deleted] [tinyint] NULL
) ON [PRIMARY]
GO

ELFHQ.xml
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<?xml version="1.0" encoding="ISO-8859-2"?>
<ExcelLikeForm>
<Caption />
<DataDefinition>DataDefinitionHQExcel</DataDefinition>
<BusinessObject>BusinessObjectExcel</BusinessObject>
<SpreadJSONColumn>JSON</SpreadJSONColumn>
<IDColumn>id</IDColumn>
<TemplateIDColumn>TemplateExcelID</TemplateIDColumn>
<DataExchangeSettings>

<DataLoaderStoredProcedure>osp_wrk_ExcelTakeOut_CollectData</DataLoaderStoredProce
dure>
<DataSaverStoredProcedure>osp_wrk_ExcelTakeOut_DistributeData</DataSaverStoredProc
edure>
<ParametersTable>orn_ExcelTakeOutParameters</DataParametersTable>
<ValuesTable>orn_ExcelTakeOutData</ValuesTable>
</DataExchangeSettings>
</ExcelLikeForm>

BusinessObjectExcel.xml

<BusinessObject>
<DataTable>orn_Excel</DataTable>
<UniqueIDColumn>id</UniqueIDColumn>
<Fields>
<Field name="id" />
<Field name="JSON" disableLogging=”true” />
<Field name="Created" />
<Field name="CreatedByID" />
<Field name="TemplateExcelID" />
</Fields>
<Rights>
<Modify type="Constant" return="boolean" default="false">true</Modify>
<View type="Constant" return="boolean" default="false">true</View>
</Rights>
</BusinessObject>

Stored procedures:

CREATE PROCEDURE [dbo].[osp_wrk_ExcelTakeOut_CollectData] (
@ProcessID BIGINT,
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@ExcelID INT,
@TemplateExcelID INT
)
AS BEGIN
IF @TemplateExcelID = 7 BEGIN
DECLARE
@BusinessYear DATETIME,
@BY0 VARCHAR(20),
@Year INT
SET @BusinessYear = GETDATE()
SET @Year = YEAR(@BusinessYear) - 2000
IF MONTH(@BusinessYear) < 7 BEGIN
SET @BY0 = '20' + CAST(@Year - 1 AS VARCHAR(20)) + '_' +
CAST(@Year AS VARCHAR(20))
END ELSE BEGIN
SET @BY0 = '20' + CAST(@Year AS VARCHAR(20)) + '_' + CAST(@Year +
1 AS VARCHAR(20))
END
INSERT INTO orn_ExcelTakeOutData (ProcessID, ParameterName, Data0)
SELECT @ProcessID, 'BusinessYear0', @BY0
DECLARE @Forecast TABLE (
ForecastID INT,
BDThemeID INT,
RefLaunch DATETIME
)
INSERT INTO @Forecast (ForecastID, BDThemeID, RefLaunch)
SELECT f.ForecastID, f.BDThemeID, t.RefLaunch
FROM orn_Forecast f WITH(NOLOCK)
INNER JOIN orn_BDTheme t WITH(NOLOCK) ON t.BDThemeID = f.BDThemeID
WHERE f.ExcelID = @ExcelID
DECLARE
@YDiff INT,
@MDiff INT,
@L0Index INT,
@id INT
SELECT TOP 1 @YDiff = DATEDIFF(month, GETDATE(), RefLaunch) / 12.0,
@MDiff = DATEDIFF(month, GETDATE(), RefLaunch) % 12
FROM @Forecast
SET @L0Index = 3 + (@YDiff + CASE WHEN @MDiff < -6 THEN -1 WHEN
6 THEN 1 ELSE 0 END)
IF @L0Index<0 BEGIN
RAISERROR (15600,-1,-1, 'Reference Date is Smaller!');
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END
INSERT INTO orn_ExcelTakeOutData (ProcessID, ParameterName)
SELECT @ProcessID, 'LaunchYear'
SET @id = SCOPE_IDENTITY();
DECLARE
@sql VARCHAR(max);
DECLARE
@i INT = 0
WHILE @i<26 BEGIN
SET @sql = 'UPDATE orn_ExcelTakeOutData SET Data'+CAST(@i AS
varchar(20))+'=''L' + CAST(((0 - @L0Index) + @i) AS VARCHAR(20)) + ''' WHERE id =
' + CAST(@id AS varchar(20))
EXECUTE (@sql)
SET @i = @i + 1
END
END
END
CREATE PROCEDURE [dbo].[osp_wrk_ExcelTakeOut_DistributeData] (
@ProcessID BIGINT,
@ExcelID INT,
@TemplateExcelID INT
)
AS BEGIN
IF @TemplateExcelID = 7 BEGIN
DECLARE
@ForecastID INT
SELECT @ForecastID = ForecastID
FROM orn_Forecast
WHERE ExcelID = @ExcelID
DECLARE
@ParamID INT,
@ParamName VARCHAR(200)
DECLARE cur_parameters CURSOR
READ_ONLY FOR
SELECT id, Name
FROM orn_ExcelTakeOutParameters WITH(NOLOCK)
WHERE Deleted = 0 AND TemplateExcelID = @TemplateExcelID
AND Direction IN ('INOUT', 'OUT')
OPEN cur_parameters
FETCH NEXT FROM cur_parameters INTO @ParamID, @ParamName
WHILE @@FETCH_STATUS = 0 BEGIN
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IF @ParamName = 'TH UNIT' BEGIN
DELETE FROM orn_Temp_THUNIT WHERE ForecastID =
@ForecastID
INSERT INTO orn_Temp_THUNIT (ForecastID, Yminus3,
Yminus2, Yminus1)
SELECT @ForecastID, CAST(Data0 AS FLOAT), CAST(Data1 AS
FLOAT), CAST(Data2 AS FLOAT)
FROM orn_ExcelTakeOutData
WHERE ProcessID = @ProcessID
ORDER BY id ASC
END
FETCH NEXT FROM cur_parameters INTO @ParamID, @ParamName
END
CLOSE cur_parameters
END
END
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Downloading, uploading and displaying files is done by the FileInterface function.
The downloading and displaying functions are done by direct instead of indirect referencing . It is possible to
define an expiration time for these references. All access is logged by the system.
The indirect references are stored by the system in the FSYS_FileInterface table. The use of the indirect
references (access log) is stored by the FSYS_FileInterfaceLog table.

Uploading
Executes the file upload function of the document type fields. Basically, file uploading is done through the
FileInterface?a=upload url instead of the `FileUpload.aspx” url. File upload is possible only with a logged
in user.

Download
The url has a FileInterface?p=<<PUBLICID>>&a=download format, where PUBLICID is the identifier
generated by the FileInterface.
Example in DataDefiniton:

<Column name="FileInterfaceID">
<UseFileInterface>true</UseFileInterface>
<Definition>
CAST(d.DocumentID AS VARCHAR(20)) as FileInterfaceID
</Definition>
<IdColumn>DocumentID</IdColumn>
<OutFilter type="Param">
<Alias>FileInterfaceID</Alias>
</OutFilter>
</Column>
<Column name="FileLink">
<IsComposite>true</IsComposite>
<Definition>
<![CDATA[
'<a href="FileInterface?p=
[##Column.FileInterfaceID##]&a=download" target="_blank">' +
ISNULL(d.RenamedFilename,'') + </a>' AS FileLink
]]>
</Definition>
<IdColumn>DocumentID</IdColumn>
</Column>

Display
The url has a FileInterface?p=<<PUBLICID>>&a=display format, where the PUBLICID means the
identifier generated by the FileInterface.
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This enables not only the display of the files in the Document table, but it is also possible to display any file in
the system (that is still regulated by the urlfilter.xml.)
Example in EmbeddedWebDisplay:

<URL type="Constant" return="string" default="">
<![CDATA[
FileInterface?p=[##Filter.FileInterfaceID##]&a=display
]]>
</URL>

Changes in the DLL
Example

retVal.RedirectTarget = “_blank”;
object publicID = dataProvider.CreateFileInterfaceReference(fileName);
retVal.RedirectURL = string.Format(“/FileInterface?p={0}&a=download”, publicID);

XML configuration
In order to download a file, we have to create the indirect reference to it. If we create an indirect reference to
an int type field, the system will assume that the document needs to be taken from the document table.
The creation of the indirect reference is done by setting the value of the Column/UseFileInterface node of
the DataDefinition to true. Here, the Effector creates an indirect reference for all the rows using the value
in the column. This does not make the document ready for download. Another column needs to be created in
which the download link is assembled.
Example

<Column name="FileInterfaceID">
<UseFileInterface>true</UseFileInterface>
<Definition><![CDATA[CAST(d.DocumentID AS VARCHAR(20)) as
FileInterfaceID]]></Definition>
<IdColumn>DocumentID</IdColumn>
<OutFilter>
<Type>Param</Type>
<Alias>FileInterfaceID</Alias>
</OutFilter>
</Column>
<Column name="FileLink">
<IsComposite>true</IsComposite>
<Definition><![CDATA['<a href="FileInterface?p=
[##Column.FileInterfaceID##]&a=download" target="_blank">' +
ISNULL(d.RenamedFilename,'') + '</a>' AS FileLink]]></Definition>
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<IdColumn>DocumentID</IdColumn>
</Column>

The FileInterfaceID column contains the generated indirect reference, while the “FileLink” column contains
the link made for the download. The other novelty brought by this development is the so called Composite
column. The IsComposit node’s true value signals to the system that the function is switched on and in such
a case, after querying the column’s value, the [##Column.##] references will be replaced with the value of the
columns in the given row.
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For the OneTimePassword function, a rudimentary email client has been developed as a complement element.
For now, it is only applicable to send mails but with future development the new module can be used for
receiving emails as well. The function needs to be parametrized in a database similarly to the e-mail sending
function of the SQL server.
The tables belonging to the function:
FSYS_EmailProfiles: Table containing the mail profiles, its fields:
-ID: unique identifier -Name: name of the profile -Description: description -DisplayName: name to be
displayed -EmailAddress: e-mail address
FSYS_EmailAccounts: The data and fields of the accounts used for sending and in the future receiving.
ID: unique identifier
Name: name of the account
DisplayName: name to be displayed
ReplyAddress: reply address
Protocol: protocol
Host: host address
Port: number of the port (int)
SSL: safe connection (boolean)
UserName: username
Password: password
ConnectionTimeOut: How long should the connection be attempted (miliseconds) (int)
CommandTimeOut: How long should the sending be attempted (miliseconds) (int)
RetryCount: number of retries
FSYS_EmailProfileAccount: Table describing the connection between the profile and the accounts, its
fields.
Profile_ID: the identifier of the profile (ID field of the FSYS_EmailProfiles table) -Account_ID: the
identifier of the account (ID field of the FSYS_EmailAccounts table)
FSYS_EmailItems: The mails sent (and received, after future developments)
Profile_ID: identifier of the profile (int)
Account_ID: identifier of the account (int)
From: sender
To: receiver
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CC: copy
BCC: secret copy
Subject: subject
Body: letter body
HtmlBody: HTML formatted letter body
FSYS_EmailAttachments: The attachments attached to the sent (and received, after future
development) mails, its fields:
-Mailitem_ID: letter body -Attachment: attachment (its route)
FSYS_EmailLog: table used for logging, its fields: -Mailitem_ID: unique identifier contained in the
FSYS_Emailitems table -Date: date -Status: the status of the mail (Unsent, Sent, Failed, Received) -Info:
error message
Example code:
string emailProfile = “DefaultEmailProfile”; string email = “info@oriana.hu”; string subject = “test”; string
message = “test message”; string htmlMessage = message;

EmailClient.EmailClient client = new EmailClient.EmailClient(connectionString,
emailProfile, Path.Combine(programPath, "Aspose.Total.lic"));
int mailItemID = client.Send(new string[] { email }, subject, message,
htmlMessage);
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The password policy settings belong to the server-side settings; therefore, they can be done through the
License management (Server) screen:
Default settings of the application instances
Password policy
Application instances
Groups
We differentiate between two versions in the password policy management (according to the motor version).
The 5.3 motor version manages the 1.0 password policy, while the 2.0 password policy belongs to the 5.4
motor version.
The earlier 1.0 and the new 2.0 versions exist concurrently.
When upgrading the motor version, the issue of the management of the two versions emerges, so we discuss
in detail the settings of these versions.
The choice between versions is left to the administrator.
As a general rule, because of the backwards compatibility, the newer (2.0) version manages the settings of
version 1.0. If the password policy according to version 2.0 gets set, the previous settings will no longer be
valid, the values registered in version 1.0 will be disregarded.
Version 2.0 password policy is set, if the password policy profile gets assigned to the application instance (on
the Application instances screen of the MinorMenu of the License Server) or to the user group (on the Groups
screen).
The password policy profile can be set through the password policy screen.
In version 1.0 of the password policy, the settings can only be made on the level of the application instance,
while in version 2.0, it can be done on user group level as well.

Password policy 1.0
In the case of version 1.0, the following settings are provided by the Effector through the Default settings of
the application instances (for every application) and the Application instance screens.
PasswordPolicy_AlphaUpperCaseMinCount: Minimum number of capital letters in the password.
Integer number, for example 2
PasswordPolicy_BanTimeout: The length of the ban of banned users given in minutes. Integer
number, for example 20
PasswordPolicy_ChangeAfterFirstLogin: whether the user has to change the password upon the first
login. (false/true (that it has to be changed))
PasswordPolicy_ChangeInterval: The number of days after which the user has to change his
password. Integer number, for example 30
PasswordPolicy_MaxLength: Maximum length of the password. Integer number, default value: 100
PasswordPolicy_MaxRetryCount: maximum number of failed logins, after which the user is banned by
the system. Integer number, for example 3
PasswordPolicy_MinLength: Minimum length of the password. Integer number, default value: 1
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PasswordPolicy_NumericMinCount: Minimum number of numbers in the password. Integer number,
for example 2
PasswordPolicy_PasswordRepeatingProhibited: The number of previous passwords (N) remembered
which cannot be used again by the user. Integer number, for example: 5
PasswordPolicy_UserIdleTimeout: Maximum time in minutes that can be spend being idle. Integer
number, for example 5.

Password policy 2.0
On the _License management (Software) MinorMenu_PasswordPolicy screen we have the possibility to make a
password policy profile encompassing application instances or groups.
Password policy profile
Save for some additional information, the settings are the same as in the case of password policy 1.0:
-Name: The name of the password policy, mandatory field -Security level: integer value, mandatory field Min length of the password: PasswordPolicy_MinLenght -Max length of the password:
PasswordPolicy_MaxLenght -Minimal number of capital letters: PasswordPolicy_AlphaUpperCaseMinCount Minimal number of numbers : PasswordPolicy_BanTimeout -Max number of login attempts
PasswordPolicy_MaxRetryCount -Banning time : PasswordPolicy_BanTimeout -Time that can be spent idle:
PasswordPolicy_UserIdleTimeout -**Interval for password change: PasswordPolicy_ChangeInterval -Password
to be changed after first login:PasswordPolicy_ChangeAfterFirstLogin -Cannot be the last n passwords:
PasswordPolicy_PasswordRepeatingProhibited
One Time Password: Allowing or barring two-factor authentication
The higher the value of the security level, the higher reliability it indicates.
Multiple password policies can be created in the system. Accordingly, different profile can be set for different
application instances or groups.
If multiple password policies apply to a user (because he is in multiple groups or because he accesses multiple
application instances), the profile with the highest security level applies to him.
Assigning a password policy profile to a group
The created profile can be assigned to a group on the License manager (server) MinorMenu Groups screen.
We need to click on the group’s name, and the following screen will pop up:
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The profile has to be chosen and the assignment needs to be saved in the “Password policy” field. The
password policy profile assigned to a group overwrites the one assigned to an application instance.
Assigning a password policy profile to an application instance
The created profile can be assigned to the chosen system on the License manager (Server) MinorMenu
application instances screen. For this, we have to select the card of the given application instance (on the lefthand side) then assign the corresponding profile on the right-hand side panel’s “password policy” field, then
save.
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The authentication and management of the users and the licenses issued to clients are all done by a central
service. Multiple application instances can be operated with the same user base.
The LicenseHandlerServer is a special application instance (Effector).
For every application instance there is an instanceName file in the App_Data directory, that contains the
unique identifier of the application.
Files necessary for the operation of the LicenseHandlerServer:
App_Data\LicenseHandlerServer.key: The server key file provided for the client. There is a key file
allowing for a Demo operation, that contains a user valid for 30 days from the first login.
DBConnections\ConnectionLicenseHandlerServer.xml: A DBConnection file that describes which
database fulfills the role of the license-server in relation to the application instance.
On the screens provided by the LicenseHandlerServer, it is possible to:
Create a user
Assign a license to a user
Make setting pertaining to the login procedure of the application
Import license package and new server key files
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EffectorServerToolService
The EffectorServerToolsService is a Windows service that allows for the execution of timed tasks. The
application itself simply starts the set jobs on time and collects information on their running. The individual
functions
need to be written in a .dll file (in this case the class has to realize the IEVIServerTool interface.)
or have to run an sql command.

Configuring
You need to setup the database connection in file EffectorServerToolService.exe.config and the name of the
Windows service under the appSettings setting.
serviceName: the name of the service which will appear in Services window.
db_host: encrypted address of the database server (EncryptForOnline.exe) Mandatory!
db_authtype: its value is SQL or Windows
db_username: if db_authtype = "SQL", then its the encrypted username used for the connection
(EncryptForOnline.exe)
db_password: if db_authtype = "SQL", then its the encrypted password used for the connection
(EncryptForOnline.exe)
db_dbname: name of the database Mandatory!
CommandTimeout: setting used in DLLs which sets the value of setting SqlCommand.CommandTimeout.
Default value is 60 seconds.
LogFileName: name of the log file Mandatory with full path!
systemTag: distinctive sign which is written in the log file if there is multiple EffectorServerToolService
use the same log file

Installation
Before installation there is need to configure EffectorServerToolService. Please see section Configuring.
To install it you need a command line running with administator rights (UAC!), then execute the file
service_install.bat. By default the service will be created with Startup type: Manual.

Parameterization (Jobs)
We need two database tables for parameterizing:
ServerTool_Job: The jobs have to be registered in this table (what, when)
ServerTool_log: The time and result of the jobs running is stored in this table
The columns of the ServerTool_Job:
id: unique identifier of the job, this is registered in the ServerTool_Log table.
name The unique name or description of the Job (to be used to define what the Job does).
dll_name: If the job is written in a dll, the name and qualified path of the dll file.
class_name: The name of the class in the dll, that realizes the IEVIServerTool interface.
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SQL: If there is an empty value in the dll_name, the SQL expression in this column will be run by the
service. The result of the execution is taken from the first row of the first column of the result of the
expression.
Mon, Tue, Wed, Thu, Fri, Sat, Sun: On which days should the Job run.
minsec_from From what time the job should run, in a 0:00 format.
minsec_to from what time the Job should not run (from this time the scheduler will not take it).
period At what time periods should the Job run (in minutes).
last_run When did it run last time.
running: Whether the Job is currently running. The scheduler does not take the Job again as long as it
is in the state of running.
status_message: The message of the last run.

Removing service
Firstly, it has to be stopped in Services application.
To remove it you need a command line running with administator rights (UAC!), then execute the file
service_uninstall.bat.
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Components
LDAP synchronization is implemented with service EffectorServerToolService which has to be able to connect
to the database of the LHS. Users, groups and group memberships are synced from LHS to LHC during login
or a result of a specific button.

Installation
1. Install EffectorServerToolService.
2. Set the parameters which are necessary for synchronization (Licence handling screen (server)).
3. Make unavailable the application instances which is involved in synchronization.
4. Start the synchronization.
5. After the synchronization (if there is already an existing system) reconcile the groups in the database of
the application instance (People table IsGroup = 1) and of the licence handling server
(FSYS_LHS_Groups table). People.LHS_Group_ID = FSYS_LHS_Groups.ID and People.LHS_Group_Name
= FSYS_LHS_Groups.Name)
6. At least one, at most two users per application instance have to be in group SuperAdmin before logout
from user Admin. If it's not successful (for example there is a force logout by the system) then add the
user and group membership to the table FSYS_LHS_UserGroups (User_ID = FSYS_LHS_Users.ID and
Group_ID = FSYS_LHS_Groups.ID).
7. Make available the application instances which is involved in synchronization.

Usable parameters per LHCs
LDAP_IsSyncEnabled: whether the LDAP synchronization is enabled for the given application instance, false
by default LDAP_Path%: access of LDAP, for example: LDAP://IP-address LDAP_UserName: username of the
service which accesses LDAP (optional) LDAP_Password: encrypted password of the service which accesses
LDAP (optional) LDAP_UserNameFormat: format of the username. For example the user can login with
username domain\lastname.firstname. With value “domain{0}” user can login with username
lastname.firstname. For example ornqmad{0} LDAP_Containers: tree structure of nodes inside LDAP
separated by a semicolon (optional). Its value replaces the reference {1} of setting LDAP_UserNameFormat
with each values during login.
For example with this structure
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if we want to reach the users inside the server node, the following text should be set in LDAP_Containers:
ou=servers,dc=mun,dc=edu
LDAP_UniqueIdentifier: It's a property used in LDAP. It's the unique key, based on it you can determine
whether there is an executed CRUD operation on the given user (optional with default value: objectGUID).
LDAP_AdditionalProperties: List of further LDAP properties used for business logic separated by comma
(optional). LDAP_SyncLicenceName: Licence name of new and reactivated users. If this property is
unconfigured the system automatically does not give licence to users from LDAP. LDAP_AuthType: None
LDAP_GroupsContainer: tree structure of nodes inside LDAP, the system reads the necessary groups from
here (optional). LDAP_OnlyGroupMembers: When it's true, the system syncronizes only users with group
membership to the LHS. When using with setting LDAP_GroupsContainer it's possible to syncronize only
users with specific groups (optional). LDAP_UserNameProperty: Its default value is sAMAccountName. Property
UserName of the processed user is based on this field depending on setting LDAP_UserNameFormat
(optional).

Process run
Data retrival from LDAP is executed by EffectorServerToolService based on the interval in the table
ServerTool_Job of LHS database. Each run has a unique ID which is a GUID initialized during the run. It
iterates all application instances which are connected to LHS, have a defined LDAP authentication and LDAP
synchronization is enabled. It evaluates whether there are any parameters starting with LDAP_PATH from which
all containers listed in LDAP_Containers are available. If any containers are unavailable with the given
username/password combination, it's interpreted as a connection error and the system tries to connect to the
next LDAP_PATH setting. If the connection is successful the system does not continue the iteration of the
LDAP_PATH list. It collects all user type of objects from the given containers or the root item of the connection
(if there is no container defined) and saves them to table FSYS_LHS_LandingZone_LDAPUser with the given
GUID. The system saves the related properties to table FSYS_LHS_LandingZone_LDAPUserProperty and the
group memberships inside the AD to LDAPUser of table FSYS_LHS_LandingZone_LDAPUserGroup with a
unique ID as a foreign key. Username of new user is generated from sAMAccountName.

Limits
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A user in two separated application instances is identified as the same user if settings LDAP_Path,
LDAP_UniqueIdentifier and LDAP_UserNameFormat are equal in the two application.
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Notifications
New functionality in Effector platform version 6.2.001 is handling and displaying notifications. Notifications
are processed per minutes. You can see the actual notifications by click on notification icon (this screen can be
overridden).
The base databasedatabase has been expanded with the following:
table which contains the notifications
table which contains the persons related to notifications (here can be recorded the date when the
notification is received)
table which contains the notification types
table which contains the log data related to notifications
stored procedure to insert new notification
stored procedure to invalidate notifications related to a given object

States
Possible states of the notification object are the following:
1 = new, 2 = read, 3 = unread, 4 = deleted, 5 = expired

Tables
FSYS_NotificationType:
Usable notification types are stored in this table. There is no defined notification type by default, however you
have to insert at least one row to the table for notifications.
Fields
ID (int, unique ID),
Name (varchar, name of type),
Deleted (tinyint, is deleted?),
Created (datetime, creation date),
CreatedByID (int, creator ID)
FSYS_Notification:
Notifications are stored in this table.
Fields
ID (int, unique ID),
NotificationType_ID (int, reference to field ID of tableFSYS_NotificationType),
Title (varchar, short title),
QuickInfo (varchar, short information, displayed on the card),
Message (varchar, text of the notification, displayed on the card),
URL (varchar, link of the notification, if there is a link to the object or page),
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Created (datetime, creation date),
CreatedByID (int, creator ID),
Deleted (tinyint, is deleted?)
FSYS_UserNotification:
Users assigned for the notifications and unique status per users are stored in this table.
Fields
ID (int, unique ID),
Guid (uniqueidentifier, ID used during execute stored procedure),
Notification_ID (int, reference to field ID of table FSYS_Notification),
UserID (int, user ID related to the notification),
Status (int, state of the notification (1-5)),
Created (datetime, creation date),
CreatedByID (int, creator ID),
ValidFrom (datetime, start date of the validity (non mandatory)),
ValidTo (datetime, end date of the validity (non mandatory)),
Deleted (tinyint, is deleted?)
FSYS_UserNotification_Log:
Status changes by users are stored in this table.
Fields
ID (int, unique ID),
UserNotification_ID (int, reference to field ID of table FSYS_UserNotification),
Field (varchar, name of the field),
OldValue (varchar, old value),
NewValue (varchar, new value),
Deleted (tinyint, is deleted?)

Stored procedures
osp_FSYS_AddNotification:
It inserts the notification and returns with a notification ID.
It has the following parameters:
NotificationType
Message
Title
QuickInfo
Url (optional)
UserID (optional)
Status (optional)
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It gives an error message when the notificationType from the parameter doesn't exist or the state is not in the
[1,5] interval.
osp_FSYS_AddUserToNotification:
It assigns a user to a notification and also inserts to the log table.
It has the following parameters:
NotificationID
UserID
Status
It gives an error message when the NotificationID doesn't exist or the state is not in the [1,5] interval.
osp_FSYS_SetUserNotificationStatus:
It can be used to change status of user notification and also inserts to the log table.
It has the following parameters:
UserID
Guid
Status
It gives an error message when the given user hasn't got a notification with the given GUID or the state is not
in the [1,5] interval.
osp_FSYS_SetUserNotificationValidity:
It can be used to set the start and end date of the user notification and also inserts to the log table.
It has the following parameters:
UserID
Guid
ValidFrom
ValidTo
It gives an error message when the given user hasn't got a notification with the given GUID.
osp_FSYS_GetNotifications:
It returns the user's notifications. If parameter NewerThan is set, it only return the notifications which are
newer than that value. It returns only with new and unread notifications. If parameter Guid is set, it limits the
query to that value.
It has the following parameters:
UserID
Guid (optional)
NewerThan (optional)
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Parameterization
Displaying notifications can be enabled in XML file Profile. Setting IsNotificationEnabled can be used to
enable the function (boolean, false by default). Setting NotificationScreen optionally can be used to
select which popup screen will be loaded when click on notification icon.

Basic functionality
Used stored procedures for the implementation:
osp_sel_FSYS_GetNotifications: this stored procedure links the tables to DataDefintion defined on
notification screen with data
osp_prs_FSYS_SwitchUserNotificationStatus: this stored procedure changes the state of the
notification (new, read -> unread, unread -> read)
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